
APPENDIX " E"

WATER SUPPLY

It is axiomatic that the main item of concern in the Mexican Water Treaty

and in its negotiation was the water supply. Both the proponents and opponents of

the treaty agreed that Mexico was entitled to some water from the Colorado River,

the question seemed to be " how much". There were divergent views 'as to the quantity

of water available from uncommitted river sources, return flow, seepage, regulatory

losses, and desilting basin uses. Views also differed as to the basis for making an

allocation and as to data to support the basis.

We will attempt to outline the issues as raised and the arguments advanced

on both sides. Besides the quantity question, there was discussion on the prior use

of water in Mexico, the use and potential use of water in the United States, the need

for a diversion dam for Mexico and related sub- issues. .

The conflicting views are summarized in the majority and minority reports

of the Committee on Foreign Relations to the Senate. ( Executive Report No. 2,

79tl1Congress, 1 sf Session)-:- On pages 'I ana- Softne Majority Report, we find

the following language:

This water is to be delivered mainly in the boundary section

of the river, but proVision is made for the delivery of a portion
through the All- American Canal and a small portion across the land

boundary in the vicinity of Yuma, Ariz. Certain limitations are placed
upon the schedules of delivery so as to insure to the United States

credit for substantially all return flows and other waste waters emana-

ting from projects within the United States and generally reaching
the river at points too Iowan the stream to be susceptible of further

use within the United States. This is largely composed of water

which has been used for the irrigation of lands within the United

States and which returns to the river through drainage canals or

through underground seepage. Not all of the water which is put
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upon the land is cOrlsumed in plant transpirtation and seepage.

The residue, which is a substantial part of the amount diverted,

eventua lly finds its way back into the stream. This water, which

will pass down the river to Mexico in any event, is supplemented
by floodwaters and other excess waters which are used for desilting,
canal sluicing, and other purposes. Engineers of the Bureau of Recla-

mation and the American section of the Boundary Commission estimate

that, when full development has been reached in the United States,

these return flows will be not less than 900, 000 acre- feet a year,

and perhaps as much as 1, 125, 000 acre- feet a year, thus limiting
the draft on what might be called firm water upstream to a quantity
somewhat less than 600, 000 acre- feet a year, and perhaps as little

as 375, 000 acre- feet a year. While the California witnesses have

testified that they believe these estimates of return flow to be too

high, the committee believes that greater weight should be given
the estimates of the Federal agencies, who have made long and care-

ful studies of this problem and who are considered to be disinterested

witnGsses. According to all the testimony, the average annual

virgin run- off from the Colorado River Basin is approximately 18, 000, 000

acre- feet a year.

The amount allocated to Mexico is thus only about 8 percent
of the total supply, and the amount of firm water-- that is, water

which must be released from storage at Davis Dam-- which will

ultimately be required, in addition to return flows which will be

in the river in any event, is only 3 percent or less, of the total

annual supply. The balance remaining for use in the United States,

or approximately 16, 500, 000 acre- feet on the average, will permit of

a tota 1 development in the United States almost treble the present

development. That is to say, the United States is now USing only
a little over a third of the water which is made available for her use

under-the-trea ty~-Mexi=.,- OI'l- the- other-ha oo.,- i S- 110W- U sing-approxi--
mately 1, 800, 000 acre- feet a year, and in the meantime some

B, 000, 000 or 9, 000, 000 acre- feet of water flows through Mexican

territory and wastes unused into the Gulf of California. The testi-

mony is that it will be many years hence before this water can all

be put to beneficia! use in the United States. If and when that

time arrives, present Mexican uses must be curtailed. Thus, by
placing for all time a limit, measurably below present Mexican

diversions, upon the obligation of the United States to supply
Colorado River water to Mexico, the treaty provides needed assur-

ance to American agencies and communities in planning future

developments. "

And on pages 6 and 7:

The committee is unqualifiedly of the opinion that the language
of articles 10 and 11 of the treaty is clear and subject to no other
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construction than that, lirst, the 1, 700, 000 acre- feet of wat<?r

r<? fcrr<?d to in subparagraph ( b) of article 10 includ<?s and is not

in addition to the 1, 500, 000 acr<?-f(:et 01 water the d<? liv<?ry of

which is guaranteed under subparagraph ( a) th<?reof; second, that

und<?r the provisioi1s 01 this article Mexico can acquire no right
to any quantity 01 ;; WLer beyond the 1, 500, 000 acre- f<?et referred

to in subparagraph ( ill 01 that article other than the right to use

such additional wa'cor as might otherwise be prcsem in the river,

without any additional obligation on the part 01 the Unit<?d States,

and other than th<? right to us<? not in excess of an additional

200, 000 acre- feet of watD\" to be delivered according to schedule

if and when the United States authoritios ( not Mexico) decide

that there exists a surplus of wa.ter in excess of the amount neces-

sary to supply users 01 the United States and the guaranteed quantity
of 1, 500, 000 acw- Ieet annually to Mexico; and, third, that th<?

quantities allotted to i'!,exico under articie 10 may be composed
of any waters of the:> Colorado River from any and all sources and

whatever their origin. The committee is firmly of the opinion that

the language of these two articles is clear and that there can be

no occasion for any misunderstanding wHh respect to their mean-

ing or application.
Complaint 1S made by representatives of the State of California

that the pending tWere-c.' may adversely aLrect the future ability of the

United States to fuHill the proviSions of conlracts between th<? S<?cre-

tary of the Int<?rior and various interests in California for deliv<?ry of

the waters of the Colorac'o River. These contracts call for a total

delivery to Californiil 01 5, 362, 000 acre- feel per year. California

is now USing only a lialo mor<? than half of the waters for which she

has contracted. The contracts make the delivery of these waters

contingent upon their availability under the Colorado River Compact
and fheBoulacrcan'lon Project Act. The compact, to which all

the seven States of the Colorado Basin are:> parti<;s, allocates 7, 500, 000

acre- feet of water a y<?ar to the upper basin, which compris<?s portions
of the States of Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming, and

8, 500, 000 acre- Icet to the lower basin, consisting principally of

areas in the States o{ Arizona, California, and N<?vada, with small

portions also of the Stales of New Mexico and Utah. The compact
then makes provision for supplying any rights which may accrue by
twaty to the United Mexican States. Thuse rights are first to be

supplied out of surplus over and above the specific apportionments
made in the compac', and, if this surplus should prove to b8 insuf-

ficient, any deficiency 1S to be borne equally by the upper and lower
basins in the United S'laLcs. The compact { urth0r provid8s for a

division of the surplus alter October 1, 1963, if and when eith8r

basin shall have reached its total b<?n<?1icial consumptiv8 use within
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the 16, 000, 000 acre- feet allocated by the compact and after qeducting
from the surplus the Mexican apportionment, This compact was ex-

p"fE,ssly approved by the Congress in the Boulder Canyon Project Act,

approved December 21, 1928. Presumably then, the Mexican allo-

cation of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet per year will be supplied from the

amount of approximately 2, 000, 000 acre- feet which is estimated to

be the surplus after the compact allocat~ons, totaling 16, 000, 000

acre- feet, have been supplied. If, however, the surplus should

be insufficient for this purpose, any deficiency must be supplied
equa lly by the upper and lower basins. One of the conditions of

the Boulder Canyon Project Act was that California should agree to

limit her uses to 4, 400, 000 acre- feet a year plus not more than

half of the unallocated surplus, which, under the terms of the com-

pact, cannot be allocated until after October 1, 1963.

If, therefore, there should be any infirmity in the California

contracts, it existed at the time the contracts were made and solely
by reason of the fact that the contracts encroach upon the surplus
to the extent of 962, 000 acre- feet a year. Bearing in mind the fact

that the contracts are made subject to the Colorado River Compact
and the Boulder Canyon Project Act, and subject to the availability
of water thereunder for use in California, the committee does not

believe that there is any threatened impairment of the contracts in

the legal sense, nor that California has any just cause for complaint.
Furthermore, the committee believes, on the basis of the consensus of

engineering testimony, that any possible impairment of these contracts

in the physical sense is quite remote in point of time and depends
upon a number of extremely hypothetical factors and conditions which

may never assume any real importance and which have little or no

weight against the manifold advantages of the treaty."

he-Minority-View s- were- pres ented- a s- Part- 2- 0r- the-reporr:- Th e- Minority-sa1d- a l

pages 1 and 2:

I. ALLOTMENT OF COLORADO RIVER WATER

The treaty is said in the majority report to allot to Mexico a

minimum of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet of water per annum. Such allot-

ment is guaranteed and will constitute a first right on the river.

It is to be delivered according to a prescribed schedule. Water

reaching Mexico outside the schedule, even if used by Mexico,

will not be credited on the treaty obligation of the United States.

The allotted amount is double the amount that Mexico could

or did use from the natural, unregulated flow of the Colorado River

prior to the construction of Boulder Dam. The peak annual use of
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such unregulated flow was 750, 000 acre- feet. Because of wide

variations in flow of the unregulated river that use could not be

sustained in all years. In 1932, for instance, only 230, 000 acre-

feet were used.

All increases in use in Mexico above 750, 000 acre- feet per

annum are made possible by Boulder Dam. That dam, alone, makes

possible dependable and regulated deliveries of water on the lower

river.

The Boulder Dam was built in and by the United States for the

declared purpose of conserving water for uses ' exclusively within

the United States' ( Boulder Canyon Project Act, sec. 1). That

declaration was intended to and should settle for all time any claim

of any foreign power to the use of water conserved by the Boulder

proj ect .

There are more lands in the United States economically avail-

able for development by use of the waters of the Colorado River than

can be supplied with water, even if all of the flow of the river be

brought under control and used within our own borders. Every acre

permanently developed in Mexico under treaty right means that an

acre in the United States must remain forever desert.

In the majority report ( p. 11) it is stated that ' The treaty does

not give away any natural resource.' That statement is untrue. The

treaty gives to Mexico, without consideration, a substantial part of

the most valuable natural resource of the Southwest. Water originating

wholly within and made useful solely by storage in the United States

is certainly a natural resource.

In the majority report ( p. 9) the statement is made that ' the use

of Boulder Dam is not contemplated under the treaty for the delivery
of Mexican waters.' That statement cannot be supported. In the

absence of Boulder Dam, it would be utterly impossible to fulfill the

treaty-stipulations' requiring- uniform- contro I- a nct- scheduled-dehverte OJ

of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet each year. The river is extremely irregular
in production of water. It is only by the vast conservation ( 32, 000, 000

acre- feet) made possible by the Boulder Dam that water can be made

available each year.

An attempt was made at the hearings to bypass the plain language
of the Project Act by asserting that the water for Mexico would be made

available by Davis Dam. The Davis proj ect, not yet constructed, will

have a storage capacity of only 1, 600, 000 acre- feet. It lies below

Boulder Dam. It will merely reregulate Boulder discharges seasonally.
It will provide no long- term or cyclic storage adequate to equate the

variations in the river. Without such storage, the treaty stipulations
cannot be fu lfilled. "

And on page 8 of the minority report:
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bl Quantity.-- Article 10 ( al and article 10 ( b) of the treaty
are independent paragraphs. They contain no cross- references.

By article 10 ( a) there is allotted to Mexico ' a guaranteed annual

quantity of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet,' the right to which is in no w1 se

dependent upon use. By article 10 ( b) there are allotted to Mexico

any other quantities arriving at the Mexican points of diversion.'

Necessarily, these ' oLher quantities' are in addition to the 1, 500, 000

acre- feet guaranteed by article 10 ( al. Paragraph 10 ( b), clearly

referring to these ' other quantities' closes with the statement:

Mexico shall acquire no right beyond that provided
by this subparagraph by the use of the waters of the Colo-

rado River System, for any purpose whatsoever, in excess

of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet annually.'
It has been argued with great force and reason that the water

acquired by guaranty under article 10 ( a) and that authorized to be

acquired by use under 10 ( b) are independent and cumulative amounts.

The members of the committee joining in this report believe that the

quantity of water allotted to Mexico should be unmistakably stated."

As in previous Appendices we shall set forth the presentation of the proponents,

then that of the opponents followed by rebuttal of the proponents as developed in the

Hearings on the treaty before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations.

Note: Until otherwise indicated all page references hereinafter

noted shall be to the Hearings before the Committee on Foreign
Relations, United States Senate, 79th Congress, 1 st Session, on

Treaty with Mexico Relating to the Utilization of the Waters of

certain Rivers.)

At the time the treaLY was being negotiated and considered by the Senate,

there was a considerable volume of water passing the boundary and flowing unused

into the Gulf of California. The need for the Treaty was set forth by Secretary of

State Stettinius in his statement to the Committee sLarting on page 19 of the Hearings:

3. On the Colorado, development in the United States and

in Mexico has been proceeding at a rapid rate. With an average

of over 7, 000, 000 acre- feet of water now wasting annually through
Mexican territory into the Gulf of California, it is of the utmost

importance to both nations that there should be an allocation, once

and for all, of the waters of this stream, so that, on the one hand,
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conflicting dev810pmcnt and overexpansion, with their att8ndant

disastrous cons8quences, may b8 ch8cked and, on the other hand,

development may proceed in an ord8rly and secure manner, free of

the uncertainties as to future available water supply which hamper
and retard sound growth. Hardship, misunderstanding, and bitter-

ness are the only alternatives to an early and equitable solution

of the problem.
4. The treaty now under consideration protects, in large

measure, existing US8S in Mexico on the Colorado River. In the

United States, not only are existing uses protected, but opportunity
is given for great expansion. Less than half of the water which

will be available to the United States under this treaty is now being
beneficia lly used. On the other hand, I am informed by men skilled

in these matters and familiar with all the facts that more than half of

the million and a half acre- feet of water allocated to Mexico will

be made up, under conditions of ultimate development in the United

States, of waste and return flows from lands within the United States."

As we shall see, the opponents of the Treaty used as an argument that Mexico

was entitled to no more water than what she was using prior to the construction of

Boulder Dam because it would not have been possible for her to obtain more water

from an unregulated river. Mr. Lawson, American Commissioner on the International

Boundary Commission and Senator Downey from California set the stage for this

argument at page 32:

Sena tOL.DOW~ EY_._ No!N~_ Mc._Chairman, wi th-Y.9JJCR.ermi s_s ion.,

I will ask just one further question. If you do not deem it proper at

this particular time, I will withdraw it.

Under the treaty affecting the Colorado River, Mexico is being
given about 800, 000 second- feet that she could not utilize except
from the waters stored in Boulder Dam; is that not correct?

Mr. LAWSON. I do not understand the question, Senator.

Senator DOWNEY. Let me reframe the question. Would it

be possible to give Mexico 1, 500, 000 acre- feet of water out of the

unregulated flow of the river during July, August, and September,
when they need the water for irrigation?

Mr. LAWSON. Under the present situation; yes.

Senator DOVIfNEY. Do you mean because we allow a great

volume of water to run down from Boulder Dam, that has been stored

there?
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Mr. lAWSON. Yes.

Senator DOWNEY. Under the water rights and the uses that

existed in both countries prior to 1927, when we passed the Boulder
Dam Project Act, was it possible for Mexico to utilize more than

600, 000 second- feet of the waters of the Colorado River?

Mr. lAW SON. Niexico has an irrigable area of 800, 000 acres.

Its development has been somewhat retarded because of economic

matters, not physical matters. They had before the Boulder Dam was

constructed used about 750, 000 acre- feel of water; since the con-

struction of Boulder Dar,1, they have increased that use until we

find in the last 2 or 3 years a use of pretty close to 1, 800, 000 acre-

feet.

Senator DOWNEY. Then, I will ask the question this way, if

I may. Mr. Chairman: That use of 1, 800, 000 acre- feet is made

possible only by the utilization of the waters in Boulder Reservoir,

is it not?

Mr. lAW SON . That is correct; by the facilities which have
been created in the United States.

Senator DO\NNEY. That is all."

Mr. Lawson preseMed a statement on water supply of the Colorado River which

included charts and graphs and which presented figures that were used by the negoti-

ators of the treaty starting on pa0e 74:

V'lATER SUPPLY

The water supply of the Colorado River is derived largely from
the snow that accumula'les in the mountains of the upper basin during
the-winter-monthsullll whtctrmetrs-n:>cause tne usual spnng fIOOcls.
Records of the flow a t Lee Ferry show that an average of about 12, 500, 000
acre- feet of water has i) assed that point annually since 1922. The

reconstructed flow, or the virgin flow, since 1897, has been estimated
as about 16, 200, 000 acre- feet at this point. Additional inflow above
Boulder Dam would li1crease this amount to about 17, 400, 000 acre- feet
as the virgin inflow into Lake Mead."

He then presented a charL depicting estimates of the virgin flow of ',he

Colorado River at Yuma, Arizona covering various periods and denved from various

reports. The figures were:
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Estimate

Year

1922

1929

1934

1937

1944

Source

Senate Document 142

Senate Document 186

U. S. B. R. Report

Jacobs & Stevens Report
U. S. B. R. and LB. C.

Period of

years used

1903- 1920

1895- 1922

1897- 1922

1902- 1937

1897- 1943

Annual Average

Virgin Flow

acre- feet)

18, 110, 000

18, 380, 000

18, 171, 000

17, 850, 000

18, 131, 000

These figures were presented, according to Mr. Lawson, " to pOint out

the small amount of difference in the estimates from separate sources, of the virgin

or reconstructed flow of the river at Yuma, Ariz." At page 75 Mr. Lawson introduced

a hydrograph of the Colorado River at Yuma, Arizona for each year from 1902 to 1944.

The purpose of exhibiting the hydrograph was explained by Mr. Lawson as follows:

We exhibit it because it shows those great variations in an

uncontrolled river, one without storage works until the year 1935,

when the Boulder was put in operation; it also shows the flattening
of those peaks of discharge where floods that formerly passed down

through Mexico are now stored back of Boulder Dam in a reservoir;

1901 and 1902 saw the first water go into Imperial Valley. That came

about from a filing made on the Colorado River, which filing was for

the purpose of obtaining the use of 10, 000 second- feet of water for

use, as the filing states, ' in the United States and in Mexico.'

Following that filing a canal was constructed with headworks in the United

States, . . . , known- a-s- the-A:lamo- Ganal-;-'f-hi-s--cana'l-was- constructed

by the California Development Co., later operated and taken over

by the present Imperial irrigation district.

The concession was granted by the Mexican Government under

the condition that one- half of the flow of that canal would be available

for Mexican use.

The year 1905 was one of great disaster. Floods from the Gila,

beginning Thanksgiving of that year, put a flood discharge into the

river that finally found its way into Mexico and into the Imperial Valley.
In the 2 years that the river ran in that direction, leaving its course

to the Gulf of Mexico, it formed a lake in southern California with

about 400 square miles of area.

The protection of lands from overflow in the Imperial Valley of

the United States at that time, as they are now, lies in Mexico. The

topography is such that much of the Imperial Valley and the Mexicali

Valley area is below sea level-- at one time the arm of the Gulf of
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California had extended into that area-- and there was the danger,
which actually came about, of the discharge of the entire river into

Mex~co, and through Mexico, into the Imperial Valley. The topog-

raphy is such that it is very easy for the river to take that course.

The river runs, as we might say, on the edge of a saucer, not sea

level naturally but above sea level, the lands lying below sea level,

or very c lose to it.

Through the years following, which saw many developments and

expansion of protective works in Mexico, we come to the year 1916,

which produced in the month of January the largest known, recorded,

and measured flood on the lower river of 240, 000 cubic feet per second.

Strange enough, most of this water came from the Gila River and not

from the main Colorado. The Gila River which joins the Colorado

just above Yuma, Arizona, has a large drainage area in southwestern

Arizona where the annual rainfall usually is about 2 1/ 2 or 3 inches,

but which comes in the form of cloudbursts, and which already has

produced two of the largest floods of record in the lower Colorado

River. II

Because the development of irrigation in both the United States and Mexico

was considered important by tl18 proponents and opponents of the Treaty, Mr. Lawson

presented some background information on the subject beginning on page 76:

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

At the beginning of this century there were irrigated in the

upper basin in the United States about 530, 000 acres of land and

in the lower basin about 205, 000 acres, most of this from the Gila

River- in- New-lVte' Kie0-anEl- AFi. zona-.wj.th- a-sma-U- aer-eag-e- in-the- Palo

Verde area in California. By 1940 these uses had expanded so that

in that year about 1, 312, 000 acres were being irrigated in the upper

basin and about 1, 323, 000 acres in the lower basin in the United

States and 190, 000 acres in Mexico.

Irrigation development in MexIco and in the Imperial Valley
in California started with the construction by the California Develop-
ment Co. of the Imperial canal system between 1896 and 1901. The

Alamo canal heads in the United States a short distance above the

upper international boundary, and proceeds through Mexican terri-

tory about 43 miles, recrossing the boundary into California in the

vicinity of Calexico. Difficulties were experienced because of the

canal passing through Mexican territory, and in order to operate in

that country a Mexican subsidiary of the California Development
Co. was organized and was granted the right by the Mexican Govern-

ment, by contract dated May 17, 1904, to carry through the Alamo
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canal 10, 000 second- feet of water. Mexico was given the right to

devote half of the water passing through this canal to the irrigation
of Mexican lands.

Expansion in bOLh countries was rapid until about 1920, by
which time the irriga'Led acreage in this area in both countries had

reached more than half a million acres. Total diversions through
the Alamo canal have exceeded 3, 000, 000 acre- feet annually during
almost every year between 1925 and 1941. Although Mexico was

entitled to the use of half of this water, in practice, prior to the

placing in operation or Imperial Dam and the All- American Canals,

about two- thirds of the water so diverted was used in the United

States and one- third in Mexico. There has been a rapid increase

in irrigation uses in the Mexicali Valley since the construction of

Boulder Dam, the total area irrigated there in recent years being in

excess of 300, 000 acres. In 1943 more than 1, 800, 000 acre- feet

of water of the Colorado River was diverted for use in Mexico."

In his prepared statement, which was inserted into the record of the Hearings

from page 149 to page 220, Mr. Lawson broke down the irrigated acreage in Mexico

mentioned above as follows: ( p. 207)

The irrigated acreage has increased from about 200, 000 acres

in 1920 to about 300, 000 acres at present. This acreage, all served

rrom Colorado River waters, may be segregated as to means of get-

ting this supply as follows:

Acres

Alamo canal system ( by gravity), about . 200, 000

Lower river ( by pumping), about . . . . . 91, 000

Sa n-tui' s- area-( from-Yuma- proj-ect-)-;- about 9, 000

Total, about . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300, 000

It requires headgate diversions of approximately 6. 0 acre- feet

per acre to successrully irrigate in this area. Hence, the

1. 800, 000 acre- feet that has been used in recent years by Mexico."

The opponents of the Treaty considered the Mead offer of 1929 to be preferable,

at least as far as the United States was concerned, to the treaty under consideration.

Mr. Lawson summarized the previous negotiations with Mexico including the Mead

offer on page 81 and 82 of the Hearings in the following language:
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Negotiations wiLh Mexico over a division of the waters of the

Colorado River have been carried on intermittently since early in this

century. In 1924 the COi1gress passed an aCe authorizing the Presi-

dent to designate three special Commissioners to cooperate with

representatives of Mexico il. a study regarding the equitable use of

the waters of the RlO Grande below Fort QuiLman, Tex. ( Public Law

118, 68th Cong., 43 Stat. 118). Mexico was unwilling to discuss

the Rio Grande unless at the same time the problem of the Colorado

River was also discussed. Accordingly, by Joint resolution approved
March 3, 1927 ( Public Resolution No. 62, 69Th Cong., 44 Stat. 1043),

the scope of the investigation provided for by the act of May 13, 1924,

was extended so as to include the Colorado River, and the resolution

specifically provided that the purpose was to secure information on

which to base a treaty with iV,exico relative to the use of the waters

of the two rivers. Permission was also granted to make a similar

study of the Tijuana River, subject to Mexico' s concurrence. . . .

With. respecL to the Colorado River, Mexico demanded

an allocation of 3, 600, 000 acre- feet a year, whereas the offer of

the American section was limited to an allocaUon to Mexico of

750, 000 acre- feet per annum to be delivered according to schedule,

and it was suggested that in addition to this amount the American

section would be willing to add an additional amount to compensate
for losses in the main canal in Mexico. It WClS also pointed out that

in addition Mexico would receive certain return, drainage and other

excess flows from the UnitGd States.

I think it is important at this time to call attention to the details

ofthat offer to Mexico by the former American section of the Commis-

sion. It has great signillcance. Seven hundred and fifty thousand

acre- feet of water was to be del1vered into laterals of the canals in

Mexico ."

Robert L. Lowry, Engineer, American Section, International Boundary Commis-

sion testified in more detail as to the water supply of the Colorado River. On pagG 235

Mr. Lowry, after restating the various estimates of virgin flow of the Colorado River

at Yuma introduced by Mr. Lawson, explained thG latGst estimate as follows:

Mr. LOWRY. .

It is significant that thG difference bGtwGen the lowest and highest
of these estimates, based on both early and late figures, as averages

before and after the drought period of the 1930' s, is only about 3 percent

of the total water supply.
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The most recent estimate is made up as follows, and that is the

estimate that I quoted from first: 18, 131, 000 acre- feet. These items

go into that estimat8:

The virgin flow, or reconstructed flow, as it is sometimes called,

at Lee Ferry, 16, 271.000 acre- feet; the inflow, Lee Ferry to Boulder,

1.060, 000 acre- feet; the inflow from Boulder to Imperial Dam, 195, 000

acre- f8et.

The subtotal of those three items is 17, 526, 000 acre- feet.

Natural losses from Bould8r to Imperial Dam were estimated at

about 1, 075, 000 acre- feet, which, subtracted from the above, gives
you a virgin flow at Imperial Dam of 16, 451 , 000 acre- feet.

Mr. LOWRY. The virgin flow of the Gila has b8en estimated

at 1, 300, 000 acre- feet, which, added to the virgin flow at Imperial
Dam, gives a virgin flow at the boundary of 17, 751, 000 acre- feet.

To this figure ther8 has been added in our estimate for salvaged water

below Boulder, 380, 000 acre- feet. which makes a total of 18, 131. 000

acre- feet.

Senator MILLIKIN. Is that salvaged water as of the present time

or estimated for the future?

Mr. LOWRY. That is an estimate of the future as further develop-
ment takes place upstream.

Senator MILLIKIN. Over what period of time?

Mr. LOWRY. It is in terms of the development reaching ultimate

conditions upstream, where we are using the virgin flow to start with,

before anything was done on the river.

With respect to the above figure for salvaged water, no consider-

ation is given to possible salvage that may be effected above Boulder

Dam. Undoubtedly, as development in th8 upper basin takes place,
there will be considerable savings in the natural losses. However,

no- e stimate-orthc- amounrorsuch-waLerhas- bCBn-made-:-"

Mr. Lowry explained on pages 236 and 237 estimates of source of supply for

Mexico as follows:

Mr. LOWRY. The Mexican allocation of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet

is 8xpected to be made up as follows:

Return flow, 930, 000 acre- feet; desilti ng water, 100, 000 acre-

feet; unused Gila flow, 100, 000 acre- feet; making a subtotal of

1. 130, 000 acre- feet.

Senator HAYDEN. I was just gOing to say that I am in very grave

doubt about the amount of return water that you say will be available.

You have got to show me.
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Mr. LOWRY. I will go ahead and explain later where I think

that is coming from.

Senator DOW NEY . Mr. Lowry, I understand from the testimony

which you have given to this committee that you think that Mexico

would have as good a treaty as is here proposed if the treaty were

changed to give Mexico the rGturn flow and these other items which

you have mentioned, plus approximately 400, 000 or 500, 000 acre-

feet of fresh water?

Mr. LOWRY. You said you believed Mexico would have good
a treaty. Were you asking that question of me?

Senator DOWNEY. I say to you that under your statement Mexico

would have just as good a treaty if, instead of being allocated 1, 500, 000

acre- feet of water, she were allocated in the treaty all of the return flow

and these other items that you have mentioned, plus an additional 400, 000

or 500, 000 acre- feet.

Mr. LOWRY. The next statement that I was about to make indicates

that that leaves a residual of about 375, 000 acre- feet to be supplied
from the main stream.

The CHAIRMAN. If the treaty, instead of having its present

provisions, should have those suggested by Senator Downey, would

not that necessarily involve the right of Mexico to come over into

the United States and see whether she is getting the return flow and

whether she is getting these other items, whereas under the treaty

she simply gets what is allocated to her at the boundary, and we do

not want any interference? It has already been suggested that the

objection of some genLlemen is that this treaty would give the inter-

national commissioner the right to come over into the United States

and interfere with our administration of internal affairs. Is not that

true?

Mr~ b0WRY-;--T-hat- i' s-Tight--;--- T- he--qtlesHDn- came- up-among- the

participants on the American side during the negotiations. We did

not want anything in the treaty that would make it necessary for the

Mexicans to come on this side and measure the water to see whether

they were getting what they thought we should give them. There-

fore, the amount of water was all lumped.

The following day, Mr. Lowry elaborated a little more on this item as follows

from pages 239 and 240.

Mr. LOWRY. Mr. Chairman, yesterday I concluded with a state-

ment regarding the return flow that is expected down and available

in the lower river. The figure, including desilting water and unused

Gila flow, was 1, 130, 000 acre- feet. That leaves a residual of about
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375, 000 acre- feet to be supplied from the main stream, that being
the amount which it is proposed to deliver to Mexico through the All-

American Canal. Such an amount may be considered as the minimum

that will have to be supplied from upstream, since in the event no

Gila floodwater is available, the total quantity required will be in-

creased by 100, 000 acre- feet.

Senator McFARLAND. Did you say ' minimum'?

Mr. LOWRY. That minimum to be supplied from upstream would

be the difference between the 1, 130, 000 acre- feet and the 1, 500, 000

acre- feet.

Estimates of return flow to the lower Colorado River below Boulder

Dam have been made before.

Jacobs and StevEms, consulting engineers, in 1937 estimated the

return flow under two major assumptions. . . .
Under assumption A, which involves full development of all

feasible projects on purely physical considerations, except that Cali-

fornia usage is based on her adopted priorities, the return flow was

estimated to be 1, 198, 000 acre- feet. Net desilting water was expected
to be 387, 000 acre- feet in addition to the above.

Under assumption B, based on consideration of allocations made

to the upper and lower basins in the Colorado River compact, the

return flow was estimated as 900, 000 acre- feet, with an additional

quantity of 347, 000 acre- feet from desilting water.

I want to say that those estimates are in fair accord with the

figures I submitted yesterday.
This most recent estimate was participated in by a conference

of well- known engineers from the Bureau of Reclamation in the office

of the International Boundary Commission at EI Paso, Tex., last month.

At that time it was indicat8d that a total return flow of 930, 000 acre-

feet would be available in the lower river. Other waste water reach-

ing- th e- river-would- involve- the- minimum- of-J.-O O,89D- acre- feet- for-- ~

desilting purposes plus another 100, 000 acre- feet of unused Gila water,

making a total of 1, 130, 000 acre- feet of return and waste water.

It is my understanding that the details as to how this figure was

derived will be taken care of later on, because I understand that the

engineers who participated in that meeting will testify."

Mr. Lowry presented figures on the acreage of land irrigated in the United States

and Mexico and the use of water in the two countries on pages 240- 242 as follows:

Figures available from the study of the Colorado River by engineers
of the Bureau of Reclamation, and reported as for the year 1940, show a

total area within the United States presently irrigated as follows: In the

upper basin, 1, 311, 950 acres; in the lower basin, 1, 323, 300 acres; that

makes a total of 2, 635, 000 acres. . .
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It is understood tha., 1944 figures would increase this total acreage

in the Colorado River Basin in the United States to about 2, 650, 000

acres. That is a few more acres than were ilTigated in 1940.

Mexico is now irrigating approximately 300, 000 acres from the

lower Colorado. About 200, 000 acres of this is under the Alamo canal

system, which prior to 1942 was used jointly for the supply of these

lands in Mexico and the Imperial Valley in the United States. The

remaining 100, 000 acres in Mexico is scattered along both sides of

the river, generally south and east of the area under the Alamo canal.

The total area now being served from the Colorado River thus aggre-

gates nearly 3, 000, 000 acres. . . .

As to present water use, the best estimate we have been able

to get of the total water now being used for irrigation from the Colorado

River in the United States, including uses in the Gila Basin, is about

6, 200, 000 acre- feet, which is less than 40 percent of the 16, 000, 000

acre- feet of water now allocated under the Colorado River Compact.

Mexico' s use in recent years has approximated 1, 800, 000 acre-

feel annually, and that is increasing. In other words, the develop-
ment that is taking place in Mexico is increasing much faster than

it is in the United States today. The total use in both countries is

about 8, 000, 000 acre- feet each year. During the last 4 years the

average flow below all points of diversion from the Colorado River

that was wasted into the Gulf of California has approximated 9, 000, 000

acre- feet. That is the average of the figures for 1941, 1942, 1943,

and 1944."

Charles A. Carson, Attorney, Colorado River Commission of Arizona, at page 251

corroborated the figure of waste into the Gulf of California and predicted that it would

be 40 to 50 years before the flow through Mexico would be substantially reduced

below 5, 000, 000 acre- feet.

Mr. R. J. Tipton, the proponents principal witness in regard to water supply,

testified in support of the estimates of return flow used by the negotiators on page 316

through page 327:

Mr. TIPTON. I will indicate now three assumptions that were

made and will indicate to the committee the estimates of return flow

that were made on those three assumptions.
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As to where Arizona uses its water is a matter which is entirely
under the control of Arizona. So that all we can do is to make assump-

tions as between certain limits. That is all that the Bureau of Recla-

mation can do.

One assumption was that Arizona would choose to use in central

Arizona the greatest pracUcable amount of main- stream water.

The CHAIRMAN. Hov/ was it to get up there? Was it to be pumped?
Mr. TIPTON. H could be brought in in several ways, Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. No; you started to say something about the Gila.

River.

Mr. TIPTON. That would require pumping there. That water

would not be applied to cenlral Arizona, Senator; that would be applied
to the lands nearer the mouth of the Gila. The Gila project is near the

mouth of the Gila and central Arizona, as here used, is the area around

Phoenix. Water for that area could be pumped from Parker Dam, shown

on the map, and carried Lhrough a long canal system. Water could be

diverted by gravity from a proposed reservoir on the stream, the dam

of which would be immedialely above the backwater of Lake Mead.

Water could be diverted from that reservoir by gravity through a long
tunnel and would enter the same canal to supply central Arizona that

would be used if the ' Hater were pumped from Parker Dam or Lake Havasu,

which is the reservoir created by Parker Dam. Water could be diverted

to centra I Arizona from Marble Gorge Reservoir, the site of which is

above the Grand Cayon ( sic), through a long tunnel, without the use

of any canals whatsoever. The tunnol would discharge into one of the

main tributaries of the Sate River which would carry the water down to

the present system of canals that serve the Salt River Valley.

One assumption-- gelUng back to Senator Downey' s question--
which envisioned the uso by Arizona of the major portion of its main

stream-Wa:terln central ArIzona, assumed only80, 000 acres irrigated
in the Gila project. That is this lower project near the mouth of the

Gila.

Senator MURDOCK. Y'/hen you mention the Gila project, is it

not a fact that the water thal should be used on the Gila project is

not water from the Gila River, but from the main stream of the Colorado?

Mr. TIPTON. Tha'l is correct sir. We are dealing with the same

block of water and we are asking outselves, Will it be used on the Gila

project or will it be used in central Arizona? In this particular assumption
we are saying to ourselves that there will be only 80, 000 acres irrigated
by the Gila project, which would require a diversion of 480, 000 acre- feet.

We are assuming under tha't condition that ill the Mojave Valley, which
is partly in Arizona, there would be no water used. That is a valley
along the main stream. The potential irrigation there is very nominal,

anyway. We are also assuming that on the ParJ~er Indian project, which
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is a constructed proj ect in Arizona, taking water out of the stream a

short distance below Parl~er Dam, there would be irrigated only 60, 000

acres. I think the proj ect can serve some hundred thousand actes of

land or possibly more.

We are also assuming under that condhion that there would be

the minimum possible amount of water used on the Yuma proj ect under

the assumption that the Yuma project canals would be lined. Under

that condition we estimate there would return to the stream below Imperial
Dam about 806, 000 acre- feet of water. That does not include desilUng
water.

Senator DOWNEY. That was on the basis of the testimony that

there would be only 80, 000 acres irrigated down in the lower Gila

Valley?
Mr. TIPTON. Yes, sir; and 60, 000 on the Indian project.
Senator McFARLAND. Now will you break that down?

Mr. TIPTON. Yes, sir. This is the break- down of the 806, 000

acre- feet. . . .

The break- down of the return flow is as follows: From north Gila

Valleynnorth Gila Valley is an area which is al present irrigated; it

has been irrigated for many years in Arizona and is immediately below

the cana l line which has been constructed to serve the Gila proj ect--

Senator McFARLAND. The return flow from that proJect, as I

understand you, cannot be reused?

Mr. TIPTON. By direct diversion. It could be used by pumping
into the All- American Canal.

Senator McFARLAND. How much do you estimate from that?

Mr. TIPTON. Twenty thousand acre- feet. From the Yuma projectn
understand, this is cutting the diversion to the limit and only letting
sufficient water return to take care of the salt balance which I men-

tioned a while ago-- 12 0, 000 acre- feet.

S~ l'iaror- NfCFARIAND-;--Tnat iS1J1e area which you describe down

there on the mesa?

Mr. TIPTON. No; it is the existing Yuma project.
Senator McFARLAND. Oh, the existing Yuma project?
Mr. TIPTON. Yes, sir. I should make that plain to the committee.

There is at present irrigated below Imperial Dam an area of land which

comprises some 65, 000 acres. Most of the land lies in Arizona. Some

of it lies in California. Diversions were made in the Laguna Dam, which

is immediately below the Imperial Dam, on the California side. Water

was carried to the California lands and then carried to the Arizona lands

by means of a siphon under the river. Those lands will now be served

through the All- American CanaL which will release water at the so- called

Siphon Drop.
Senator McFARLAND. Those are lands which are now being irrigated?
Mr. TIPTON. Yes, sir.
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Senator McfARLAND. And those are also lands upon which return

water cannot be used except by pumping.
Mr. TIPTON. Well, iL would be very difficult to reuse returns

from the Yuma proj ect in the United States.

Senator McfARLAND. Yes; even by pumping.
Mr. TIPTON. That is correct.

Senator McfARLAND. All right.
Mr. TIPTON. Incidentally, at the present time some of those

returns are being used in Mexico by pumping.
Senator McfARLAND. So, just summing up, at the present time

you have 140, 000 acre- feet of returned water according to your testi-

mony, which cannot be used except by pumping. Let me ask you this

before we go any further. What percentage of water do you estimate

the return flow to be? I mean what percentage of the water that is used

do you estimate is returned?

Mr. TIPTON. We assume that there must be 2 acre- feet per acre

returned in order to maintain the salt balance on the Yuma area."

Mr. TIPTON. . . .

Now, continuing with my answer, which is directed at a question

by Senator Mcfarland, as to the break- down of the 806, 000 acre- feet.

The first item is the North Gila Valley, 20, 000 acre- feet; the second

item was Yuma project, 120, 000 acre- feet; lhe third item, the Gila

project. It is estimated the return from the Gila project with 80, 000

acres irrigated would be 240, 000 acre- feet. That is 3 acre- feet per

acre.

Senator McFARLAND. That is a pretty high return flow, is it not?

Mr. TIPTON. A substantial quantity of water is required to irrigate
that land. As I mentioned before, a part of that area at present is being

irr-iga ted-as- a- paFt- of--the-Y:uma- project- by- pumping-;- uncterstand-;-and

about 9 acre- feet per acre is being applied. The proj ect is consuming
about 3 to 3. 5 acre- feet per acre, so there are about 6 acre- feet per

acre returning."

May I read you at this moment the comment that Mr. Debler made

at the time he was the Director of Project Planning for the Bureau of

Reclamation. This is a memorandum to me, dated December 2, 1942,

commenting on some estimates that I had made in connection with the

returns from this particular area.

Gila project: While diversion of water for the Gila

project has in your memorandum been assumed at 4 acre- feet

per acre, it now appears very likely that the diversion demand

for the first unit will be in the neighborhood of 6 acre- feet per

acre on account of the sandy nature of a very large part of the
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land. It is anticipated that diversion for the balance of the

proj ect will probably be at the rate of about 5 acre- feet per

acre. In my opinion return flow from the Jatter units of the

project will be recovered to an extent such that consumptive
use on that portion of 'the proj ect will be around 3 acre- feet

per acre.

In the case of 'the first unit, however, the return will

not be recoverable for use within the United States excepting
only as a small part thereof may become available for the

future uses for Yuma Valley, and consequently it will probably
be in order to make some revisions in the estimated areas

to be developed or in the amounts of water 'lO be utilized.'

Now, that is my authority for the diversion demand, and Mr. Riter,

who will follow me, is wiLh the Bureau of Reclamation and will support
this. In other words, I fete as you did, Senator, particularly from the
fact that the water must be pumped, that the diversion would be held

at as low a quantity as possible. However, the Bureau of Reclamation

engineers are intimately familiar with the area, they had had long
experience in matters of this kind and I am relying on their conclusion.

Senator McFARLAND. Now, as to the 240, 000 acre- feet of water

returned, that will be pretty good water, will it not?

Mr. TIPTON. That is correct.

Senator McFARLAND. That is, that would be reusable, except
for the fact that it goes ilTtO the stream too low to be used?

Mr. TIPTON. That is correct, sir. Some of il still could be

pumped to the All- American Canal.

Mr. TIPTON. . .

To clear up just onc question, I have been explaining one assumed

condition of development in Arizona, which is not the one which formed
the basis of Mr. Lowry' s testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Go ahead on your return flow.

Mr. TIPTON. Yes, sir. Now, getting bacJ~ to Senator McFarland' s

question again, the next itcm, the estimated return from the Phoenix

area, is 406, 000 acre- feet. Adding those up makes the 806, 000 acre-

feet of return flow. That docs not include de silting water.

Senator McFARLAND. 406, 000 acre- feet?

Mr. TIPTON. Yes, sir.

Senator McFARLAND. That is the one I may be wanting to quarrel
with you on.

Mr. TIPTON. Now, before you start quarrcling, I will make my

explanation; then, if we have any quarrel--
Senator McFARLAND. You in a way cut me out of this 380, 000

because you havc not gOt a chance of reusing il.
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Mr. TIPTON. There are those two differences in any stream system--

opportunity for reuse from a physical standpoint and the character of water

from a quality standpoint. The water I am talking about now, except from

the Phoenix area, would be good water. You must understand, Senator,

that none of the water that the lower basin will get from the upper basin

under ultimate conditions will be virgin water. It will have been used

and reused many times bcfore the lower basin gets it. The lower basin

will have the opportunity to use it. It will still probably be of a quality
which will permit its usc."

The statement has bcen made that there is not one drop of return

flow returning from ccmtral Arizona at the prcsent timc. That is a fact.

There is no return flow from central Arizona getting beyond what we

call the Gillespie Dam, and there is very littlc return flow getting down

to Gillespie Dam. How can anyone conceivc under that condition that

if any water is brought into the area now, and there is much more land

than there is availablc watcr supply, there can be from that water any

return to the main stream? That is the question.

As I have said, central Arizona is overdeveloped. The Salt River

project aiong about-- and you can correct me, Senator, if I am wrong

on dates. I think along about 1928, possibly, a little before-- maybe
1924 or 192 5-- the Salt River area began to become seeped. The water

table rose. Substantial areas of land began to detcriorate to the point
where it appeared that thcy might have to go out of cultivation.

Senator McFARLAND. I do not think you could pick an exact date

on that.

Mr. TIPTON. It was progressive.
Senator McFARLAND. Progressive.
Mr. TIPTON. It appeared that the most practical means of taking

care of the situation was by pumping. A number of pumps were installed

by- the- Sa-Ict-River- Wat-er- BseI's- Associati'On-;- There-wa' san--:imm- e-d tat-e

response to the pumping. The water table bcgan to recede. The danger
from the seeped condition bcgan to disappear. Therc were being pumped
about 150, 000 acre- feet of water.

Immediately there came into being a new irrigated area west of the

Agua Fria, the Agua Fria being a river that runs along the west side of

the Salt River area. This new area was organized under the Arizona laws,

was called the Roosevelt irrigation district, and has some 35, 000 acres

in it. That district contracted with the Salt River Association to take

over the pumps, maintain thcm, and reuse thc pumped water, so that

that water which otherwise would have been return flow is now being
reused in Arizona. Pumping is now taking place on the Roosevelt irri-

gation district area, and the return flow is being reused a second time

in that area.
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Out of this whole siLuation litigation started. One of the areas

which had one of the oldest water rights in the area, the Buckeye irri-

gation district, was not only being deprived of its water, but the quality
had been materially deteriorated, That situation has now been taken

care of by mediation proceedings, whereby this old district will be

furnished some fresh water, so- called, by the Salt River Water Users

Association.

The point I want to make-- and I want to make it strong-- is that

there is trouble in central Arizona by this use and reuse. The water

which has been diverced a short distance above the troubled area, at

the mouth of the Salt River, is virgin water. I want you to get that:

Virgin water; nobody has used it before; it is water right out of the

mountains. But even the one or two times that it has been reused has

deteriorated the quality of it until the salt concentration is 3, 000 parts

per million at the Bucl~eye heading. That condition cannot go on for-

ever. It would be the same as if a person contmued to eat and did not

eliminate; he would finally die. Some of these areas are going to die.

The Salt River area began to return water to the stream by pumping.

Somebody else took thaL return, is using it, is pumping it onto his

own area, and is giving some of it to the lower areas. The water is

getting to be of worse and worse quality, so somebody finally must

disgorge to return the salts to the stream, and that will constitute the

return flow that normally would come from that area. Such returns must

eventually come from that area, and in the absence of bringing in new

water, it will come by virtue of abandonment of lands which cannot

take the water of poorer quality.
Let us go to this new water we are bringing into the area and see

what we have as compared with that situation.

Senator McfARLAND. I want to quarrel with you a Uttle on that,

but I am going to let you complete your statement.

Mr-,-T-fP'l' 8N-;--A:!-I- right-;-RememtJertho.c-tlre- wa1ertl'iatat pre se nt

is being used in Phoenix--' lhe first use of it-- is virgin water. The water

that will be used in central Arizona under these ultimate conditions that

we are trying to envision, which probably will never happen, will be

water that comes down from the upper basin and will have been used and

reused many times.

The CHAIRMAN. You are assuming, now, these artificial works of

diversion?

Mr. TIPTON. Oi;l, yes, sir; they must be built.

The CHAIRMAN. That is what you express doubt aboutnas to

whether or not they will be?

Mr. TIPTON. No; I am thinking of the over- all situation. I am

thinking, Senator, not only of this situation, where there will be only
1, 500, 000 acre- feet of water for Mexico remaining in the stream, but

also the question, Will the United States develop to the point where
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there w~ll only be thut much water? That is what I am thinking of--

his ultimate that may never happen. It may be 50, 80, or 90 years

from now; maybe never; I do not know. But the upper basin has a right
under the compact, under the primary allocation, to consume 7, 500, 000

acre- feet. The upper busin produces almost all the water of the stream

that formerly reached the boundary.
The virg in flow Ul Lee ferry is estimated at 16, 27 I , 000 acre- feet.

In order to consume 7, 500, 000 acre- feet out of that, the upper basin

must divert the entire [low several times, so what finally will reach

the lower basin will not be virgin water; it will be water that has been

used several times, so that lhe quality of wuter--

The CHAIRMAN. Thut is on the assumptlOn, however, that the

upper basin will utilize its full quota?

Mr. TIPTON. Yes, sir. Much of the water reaching Lee Ferry
at the present time, of course, is return flow from the present irrigated
areas in the upper basin.

Therefore, insteud of having water at the point of diversion for

central Arizona that is of equal quality with the water being used in

centra 1 Arizona at the present time, it will be of poorer qua lity. It

will not be virgin flow. The crIterion used to delermine the estimated

amount of return flow thut will get back to the stream in Arizona was

3, 000 parts per million of dissolved solvents. It was assumed that

that water would be used and reused in Arizona to the extent that it

got boiled down to a dissolved solid content of 3, 000 parts per million.

Further, it was assumed that there would be 25 or 30 percent of

the water lost in transit before it got to the main stream and that the

amount that ultimately flowed into the main stream would be 426, 000

acre- feet, which would contain some 4, 000 parts per million."

After a discussion concerning the quality of water, Mr. Tipton returns to the

discussion of the quantity of water to be delivered to Mexico by return flow, operation

of desilting works, etc. at page 334.

Mr. TIPTON.. . .

Just to complete your line of thought as to the amount of water

that would be there without any water from central Arizona, you must

add the desilting water; Llwt is, water which is used at Imperial Dam

for desilting purposes. That at one time was estimated by the Bureau

of Reclamation to be 387, 000 acre- feet, I think.

Senator McFARLAND. For de silting purposes?

Mr. TIPTON. Yes; but to be conservative, that estimate has

been reduced to 1 00, 000 acre- feet.

Senator McFARLAND. Where does that come from?
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Mr. TIPTON. It comes from the de silting works at Imperial Dam.

Senator McFARLAND, The desllting works at Imperial Dam?

Mr. TIPTON. Yes. Those works have just begun to operate, and

I do not know how much is being used. For many years it will be much

more than they use, but my own personal opinion is that as time goes

on the water requirement for desilting will reduce as the river becomes

stabilized. So the desilting water was estimated on a conservative

basis as 100, 000 acre- feet. That would be added to the quantity
which you suggest would be there if no water came from central Arizona.

With the Sentinel Dam constructed for flood- control purposes,

there will be some water available from the Gila River itself. The

flood flows to be regulated we estimated at 100, 000 acre- feet average.

That will not be there every year. It will average 100, 000 acre- feet.

But if you kpet it in the reservoir indefinitely it would evaporate.
But it can be regulated to Hexico' s requirements, and the equivalent
quantity withheld in the upper main stream reservoirs, and we can

thereby get some use or credit for the Gila flood waters.

Mr. TIPTON. Yes, sir; that is correct.

I have so far explained only one condition we assumed which was

the one that would result in the minimum return flow. We assume this

to be the condition where Arizona would have--

Senator McFARLAND. The minirr.um condition is really the impor-
tant one, as far as our consideration is concerned?

Mr. TIPTON. It depends again on where Arizona is going to use

this water. The condition we finally fixed upon was the one the group

of engineers discussed last month.

Senator McFARLAND. How many acre- reet do you estimate to go

in, or did you make this the basis of, or did you use as a basis of your

consideration here for diversion into central Arizona-- 2, 000, 000 acre-

f eet,--I--,5 00, 0 0 O- ac re-'f eet,-or-how- much-?

Mr. TIPTON" It was around approximately 1, 500, 000 acre- feet.

Senator McFARIAND. So, if you increased it another half million,

it would decrease the ulTIOUl1't down at Yuma?

Mr. TIPTON. Yes.

I am not going to the: intermediate condition, Mr. Chairman. In-

stead of describing that, I think I will give the items just as I did in

connection with the minimum condition. This is the condition about

which j\ljr. Lowry testiUcd. Vv e have taken considerable time on a

condition which was not the background of Mr. Lowry' s testimony,
but I wanted to bUlld up and show you the various ranges.

Under this condition we assume that there would be 160, 000

acres irrigated on the Gila project, Senator McFarland, and under this

condition we assume the return flow would be as follows:
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Yuma project, 135, 000 acre- feet. There was some correction

there on acr8age. WG assumed the full irrigation of 67, 300 acres, and

a return of 2 acre- feet per acre, again to maintain salt balance.

Senator McFARLAND. Where is that now?

Mr. TIPTON. Thal is Yuma, 135, 000 acre- feet.

Gila proj ect, 160, DO 0 acrGs. We reduced that to 2 1/ 2 acre- feet

per acre. Assuming a consumptive use of 3 1/ 2, ther8 would be a return

of 400, 000 acre- fe8t.

The seepage loss from the All- American Canal, 65, 000 acre- feet.

That would be there under any condition.

The central Arizona project, 330, 000 acre- feet. We are using
more water in this condiLion on the Gila.

Unused Gila River now, 100, 000 acre- feet.

De silting water at Imperial Dam, 100, 000 acre- fe8t.

A total of I, 130 ( sic) acre- feet.

There is just one othcr condition, Mr. Chairman, and that would

be the condition which woulcl contemplate no usc by ArIzona of main

stream water in central Arizona and the usc of practically the entire

amount of Arizona' s sharc of Colorado River water on main stream

projects, including thc Gila project.

Mr. TIPTON. . . .

I will read this paragraph which is a paragraph from the r8port of

the conference engineers held last month.

In the evcnt Arizona development occurs on the Gila

project and not in central Arizona, the return flow appearing
in the river below Imperial Dam will amount to approximat8ly
1, 400, 000 acrc- fcet per annum.'

The details of that ~lir. Rider ( sic) will testify lO, if you want the

breakdown.

Se-naTor- McT1\RTAND:-- ASfOthese otner plans, itTSj ust a matter

of going over them wi'th you?

Mr. TIPTON. Thc principle is the same.

Senator McFARLAND. The principle is the same. It is just a

matter of percentage which we could sit down and figure out from the

other. If I did not agrec with you, I could figure it out on the same

percentage?
Mr. TIPTON. That is correct.

As to thG condition Mr. Lowry testified to, of the 1, 130, 000 acre-

feet, there would be 300, 000 acre- feetusomething less than a thirdu

that would have been in the category we were taiking about from central

Arizona. If there had been none of that return, there would remain

800, 000 acre- feet under this assumption."
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J. R. Riter, Hydraulic Engineer for the Bureau or Reclamation, made further

explanation of the source 0:1 water in the Colorado River below Imperial Dam. His

statement is as follows from page 347:

Mr. RITER. The imperial Dam, located on the Colorado River 15

miles upstream from Yuma, Ariz., is the lowest pOint of diversion for

use for the United States. Below this point the river now receives

return flow from the Yuma project, seepage losses from the Imperial
Dam to the Pilot Knob portion of the All- American Canal and, occasionally,
floodwaters from the Gila River.

To determine the future return flow it is necessary to make assump-

tions regarding the future development in that part of Arizona which

will drain into the Colorado River below the Imperial Dam.

I will first discuss return flow from the Yuma proj ect. This proj ect

embraces 15, 000 acres in southeastern California and 52, 000 acres in

southwestern Arizona. It is one of the old projects of the Bureau of

Reclamation. The first vlater was delivered in the year 1907. Water

was originally diverted from Laguna Dam, which is also on the Colorado

River, 10 miles northeast of Yuma. It was carried in a canal along the

California side of the river lO serve the lands located in that State, and

a'l Yuma there is a siphon which carries water across the river to serve

the lands on the Arizona sIde.

Since August 1941, th8 water for the Yuma project is being diverted

at Imperial Dam, which is located 5 mdes above the old Laguna Dam, and

its service is through the All- AmerIcan Canal which has replaced a portion
of the Yuma main. cana".

Mr. RITER. It ( the All- American Canal) serves lands in the Imperial
and Coachella_\ Lq.ll~ y:s_ in_Caliiornirl Howe\lBl',- i-n- the- process- of- buHdtn'd,

in the upper reaches of the cana l, it was more convenient to have that

canal also carrying water for the Yuma project. So for that reason, when

the caned was constructed, the upper 15 miles of-the canal was made

2, 000 second- feet larger than the needs by the Imperial dIstrict, in order

that the Yuma projecl water could be carried in that canal instead of in

the Yuma Canal.

At the present time the annual diversion of water from the river

forche Yuma project is 1, 400, 000 acre- feet. One million acre- feet

of this water is used for power production at the Siphon Drop plant, but

that is entirely returned to the river. Four hundred thousand acre- feet

are diverted for irrigation purposes, and of that amount 200, 000 acre-

feet are applied to the land and the remaining 200, 000 acre- feet returns

as waste or return flow through the drains.
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In the future it is our belief that when the demands for water in

the United States become more acute there will be no water permitted
to be wasted from the Colorado River for power production. We now

estimate that in the future the diversion for the Yuma proj ect will be

370, 000 acre- feet, of which 235, 000 acre- feet will be consumed at

the land and 135, 000 acre- feet will be return8d to the river as return

flow.

Senator McFARLAND. That is, the Yuma project?
Mr. RITER. Yes, sir.

Senator McFARLAND. How many acre- feet did you say?

Mr. RITER. A return flow of 135, 000 acre- feet.

Senator MURDOCK, It will be below any point in the United States

where it could be diverted again for beneficial use?

Mr. RITER, H win be below the Imperial Dam. There might be

a possibility that some of that water could be recovered by pumping.
I think the previous witness stated that,

Senator MURDOCK. Excluding the possibility of pumping, is it

below any point where it may be rediverted [ or beneficial use in the

United States?

Mr. RITER. Yes, sir.

The next project I wish to discuss is the Gila project, which is

located in southwes>:ern Arizona. Construclion was initiated on this

project in 1936. OrIginally the project contemplated an area of 585, 000

acres, with water to be diverted from the east side of the Imperial Dam

through a gravity canal which would be 21 miles long and have an initial

capacity of 6, 000 second- feet. From the gravity canalIS, 000 acres

could be served direct. The bulk of the project area, however, would

need to be served by pumping from the gravity canal. At the present time

we are constructing the canal to an initial capacity of 2, 200 second- feet.

As I stated before; we have to make certain assumptions to arrive

at_ wbaLthe-1utW: 8-de.uclopment- wo..lQ- be~ I-f'-the- ent-iFe- Gi-la- pro-j ect

should be irrigated, the entire 585, 000 acres, ' there would be no water

left for Arizona to US8 in the Phoenix Valley, and we believe, there-

fore, that Arizona will elect to use part of her water supply on the

Gila project and part of it in central Arizona. It IS, therefore, assumed

that the Gila proj ect will be developed to the extent of 160, 000 acres.

Of this 160, 000 acres there are now 8, 000 acres in the north and south

Gila Valleys which are irrigated. The north Gila Valley is irrigated by

gravity diversion from the Colorado River. The lands in the south Gila

Valley are irrigated by recovery of ground waters, by pumping.
In the Mohawk area there was at one time 20, 000 acres irrigated.

These lands were irrigated by di verting the floodwaters from the Gila

River, which are erratic in occurrence, and only partly irrigated by
recovery of ground waters. In 1943 the area irrigated in the Mohawk

Valley was only 8, 000 acres.
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Senator McFARLAND. Right there, ! vir. Riter: You mean by recovery

of ground water, pumping?
Mr. RITER. Yes, sir.

Senator McFARLAND. That is water that is 12, 000 parts per million?

Mr. RITER. Yes, sir.

Senator McFARLAND. And one of the reasons why that acreage

has decreased is on account of the quality of the water?

Mr. RITER. Yes, sir. That is the si'lualion.

Senator McFARLAND. Very well.

Mr. RITER. The total area of 160, 000 acres, which we assume

will be irrigated in the Gila project, will require a diversion of 960, 000

acre- feet per year from the Colurado River. Of that 960, 000 acre- feet

the consumptive use would be 560, 000 acre- feet, and the return flow

which will enter the Colorado Ri ver will be 400, 000 acre--feet. This

return flow will very largely initially enter the Gila River and return

to the Colorado River through the Gila.

The Gila Ri ver emptIes into the Colorado River near Yuma, and

some of the return flow 0.1: , he Yuma mesa just immediately west of

the Yuma project, and whose lands are quite sandy, will percolate
down into the Colorado Ri'/ er direct, not through the Gila.

The next project to be discussed is the central Arizona project,
which is located in the Phoenix basin.

Senator McFARLAND. Before you get to that, how much did you

estimate would be return flow from the other projects?
Mr. RITER. 135, 000 acre- feet from the Yuma, and 400, 000 acre-

feet from the Gila.

Senator McFARLAND. That is a total of how much?

Mr. RITER. That is 535, 000 acre- feet.

Senator McFARLAND. All right. Now, horn that water you esti-

mate that none of 'it can be reused except by pumping it in the All-

American CanaP

Mr. RITER, V/ell, I would not restrict it exactly to the All- American
CanaL It might be possible that some of it might be pumped into the

Yuma project canal.

Senator McFARLAND. That would be a very small amount?

Mr. RITER. It would have to be pumped in any event.

Senator McFARLAND. Of course as you get on down, the possi-
bilities for pumping are reduced because you haven' t any land left to

pump to at the end of the project?
Mr. RITER. Tha'L is right. The Bureau of Reclamation in cooperaUon

with the State of Arizona. is now investigating the possibilitles of bringing
water from the Colorado River to serve the central Arizona area. There is

now irrigated in that area in excess of 500, 000 acres of land. These lands
are being irrigated from the Gila River and i'ts principal tributaries, the

principal tributaries of which are the Sale River and the Verde River. The
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Verde is a tributary of the Salt River. The flows of these streams are

very erratic, and, to facilitate the irrigation development, reservoirs

have been constructecl.

One of the early projects undertaken by the Bureau of Reclamation

was to build the Roosevelt [leservoir on the Salt River. The present

capacity of that reservoir is 1, 400, 000 acre- feet. On the Gila River,

the Indian Irrigation Service have constructed the Coolidge Reservoir

with a capacity of 1, 250, 000 acre- feet, to control the flows of that

stream, and the Verde River is being controlled by the Bartlett Reservoir,

which has a capacity o~ 182, 000 acre- feet. There are other reservoirs

built on the Salt River. There is the Horse Mesa, with a capacity of

245, 000 acre- feet; the Mormon Flat, with a capacity of 58, 000 acre-

feet; and the Stewart Mountain, with a capacity of 70, 000 acre- feet.

These reservoirs were built by the Salt River Valley Water Users

Association, and construction is now under way for an additional

reservoir at the Horseshoe site, which will have a capacity of 60, 000

acre- feet. In addition to the surface reservoirs, the irrigation plan
also utilizes a vast quantity of underground storage. At the present
time there is a serious problem of the quality of water used for irrigation,

espeCially at the lower end of that proj ect, I have examined records

of water samples from wells throughout the area and I find that at the

upper end the salinity of thE: water is 300 parts per milhon. For

practical purposes, that is fresh water, However, as we progress down-

stream the water becomes p~ogressively more saline.

Senator McFARLAND. Now, you are talking about the underground
supply?

Mr. RITER. I am talking, Senator, about these. These are the

wells, in the underground reservoir; yes.

Senator McFARLAND. Of course, that would be true of the others,

too?

Mr~ RI'IER._ Ye s~ sir~_b,ecall se_ thaLLeilect.!uhe..mingling_ oLwate1'6
from all sources. In the extreme lower end there are some wells that

have as high as 7, 500 parts per million of salts. The low flow discharged
at Gillespie Dam, which is located at the lower end of the Phoenix area,

has a salinity concentration of 6, 000 parts per million.

Senator McFARLAND. Now, are you talking about the water in the

river?

Mr. RITER. The water in the river.

Senator McFARLAND. The water in the river?

Mr. RITER. As it goes over the dam. That is where the samples
were selected.

Senator McFARLAND. That is 6, 000 parts?
Mr. RITER. 6, 000 parts per millIOn; yes, sir.

Now, there was considerable discussion this morning with a previous
witness regarding the amount of return flow from the central area. It is my
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firm conviction that there will be return flow from that area if it is to be

on a permanent agricultural base. We assume that there will be an annual

diversion into the central Arizona area from the Colorado River of 1, 330, 000

acre- feet.

Senator DOWNEY. V" hat was the first part of that statement?

Mr. RITER. I merely remarked, Senator, about this morning, with

a previous witness there was considerable debate regarding the amount

of return flow from the central Arizona area. Now it is my firm convicLion

that there will be some return flow from that area. And then the next state-

ment was, sir, that in ma;~ing this study I assume that there will be a

diversion of 1, 330, 000 acre- feet from the Colorado River to the central

Arizona area, and of this amount there will return to the Colorado Rivcr

as return flow an annual quantity of 330, 000 acre- feet.

Mr. RITER. That will leave then, if we subtract those two figures,
a figure of 1 , 000, 000 acre- feet as the amounl of water that will be con-

sumed in Arizona from the di\rersion from the Colorado River to the central

proj ect .

Senator McFARLAND. Very well, go ah0ad.

Mr. RITER. Now, there was another factor discussed in this return

flow and these seepage losses from the All- American Canal. This ccnal

was constructed to servc lands in the Imperial and Coachella Valleys in

California, and it diverts from the western end of the Imperial Dam 15

miles upstream from Yuma, The lllitial capacity of the canal was 15--

The CHAIRMAN. ' liait a minute. It is not above Yuma?

Mr. RITER. Yes, sir. The All- American Canal heads in the Colo-

rado River 15 miles upstrcam from Yuma.

The CHAII, MAN. All right.
Mr. RITER. I think, S.:mator, you have in mind the canal below

Yuma, as the old canal that used to be.

The CHAIRMAN. The_ olct--<:@m be.low_ Yuma..

Mr. RITER. The old dum that used to serve the Imperial Valley,
but that has been replaced by this All- American Canal, which was placed
in operation in 1941. The initial capacity of this canal is 15, 155 second-

fect. 2, 000 second- fcct of this capacity is to carry water for the Yuma

proj ect, and that extends for 15 miles. For the next 6 miles on, the

capacity is 13, 155 second- feet, which capucity is maintained to a point
called Pilot Knob. At Pil.ot Knob the canal runs west for 59 miles into

Imperial Valley. The capacity west of Pilot ;(nob is 10, 155 second- feet.

At this point I would like to mention that 155 sccond- feet of capacity was

constructed in the All- American Canal at the request of the city and county
of San Diego.

The bottom width of the canal is 160 fcet. That is at the head

end, and it will havc, whcn running full, a water depth of 21 feet.

Now, we estimate that there will be a seepage loss of 65, 000 acre-
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feet per year from this 21 miles of canal be'cween the head of Pilot

Knob, which will return to the Colorado River.

Mr. RITER. Then, in summary, the quantities of return flow

are as follows: From the Yuma project 135, 000 acre- feet; from the

Gila project, 400, 000 acre- feet; from central Arizona, 330, 000 acre-

feet, and seepage losses from the All- American Canal, 65, 000 acre-

feet; and that results in a total return flow of 930, 000 acre- feet."

Clay C. Elder, an engineer horn Los Angeles, was lead- off man as far as

technical opposition was concerned. Mr. Elder recognized that the streamflow

data based on gaging station records as presented by the proponents was acceptable.

He did question the use of average figures as shown by his statement on pages 462

and463.

After working up these statistics, we have what we call the long-
time average. That was put into the record in good shape by the State

Department witnesses. Questions were asked, as to shorter periods,
short- time critical periods, 10- or il-year shorlages that occur and

really affect the storage reservoirs. The State Department seemed

totally unaware of the [ act that those critical periods are the major factor

in Colorado River water supply. They passed the buck, perhaps wisely,
to the Bureau of Reclamation. I know personally that the Bureau of Recla-

mation is familiar with that matter.

Between 1897 and 190'! a very serious drought occurred, and

we made Boulder Dam large enough to fit that period. The studies

of 1922 to 1930 had a certain accuracy. But before the dam was r. e.-911y:

in operation the worst drought had occurred., 1930 to 1940, and that is

now the critical period for all the water- supply studies of the river.

We now have to fit our expectations to thaI. supply.
At the time the contracts were made, about 1930, the river records

indicated that the expected quantity of water below Boulder Dam in the

future, as of about 1980, vvas possibly an average of 10, 500, 000 acre-

feet.

Now the Bureau of Reclamation has determined, and fairly con-

servatively, that 8 1/ 2 million acre- feet is all we can expect to ha ve

released from Boulder Dam if a period like 1930 recurs, 30 or 40 years

from now.

VJhen the upper basin is fairly well developed, I think it only
requires a development of the upper basin of about 80 percent to

diminish average releases from Boulder Dam, and also Davis Dam
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to about 8 1/ 2 million acre- feet. That estimated figure is not absolutely
determined by any means. Other engineers have reduced it to as low as

7, 900, 000 acre- feet; but 8 1/ 2 million is the approximate figure that we

can probably agree on.

There are 300 miles of river channel below Boulder Dam before we

reach the Imperial Dam on the American side of the boundary. Six hundred

thousand acre- feet, conse,-vatively estimated, will be lost in that river

channel under ultimate conditions, in order to deliver the water to Imperial
Dam. So, 8 1/ 2 million acre- feet is reduced to 7, 900, 000, any way you

figure it."

Besides the California contracts there is a Nevada water contract

that I am sure they will tcdl you later is equally sacred to them.

Arizona has a contract for 2, 800, 000 acre- feet out of the main

stream of the Colorado River. Those contracts add up to 8, 462, COO

acre- feet.
We started off wHh 8 1/ 2 million acre- feet at Boulder Dam, but

in order to deliver it we lost some on the way. We have 7, 900, 000

acre- feet to do the work thcll needs 8, 462, 000 to supply. That is, with-

out a drop going to Mexico. We already, wlthin a period of a generation,
I should say, face an inevitable shortage in the lower basin in the main

stream of the Colorado River, whether Mexico is allowed a drop of water

or not.

I know nothing about international law and little about water rights,
but I can add up simple arithmetic; and there is a water shortage coming
on the lower Colorado River 'Nhether Mexico gets a drop or not. This is

more evidence of why we really worry whether Mexico gets 750, 000 acre-

feet or I 1/ 2 million acre- feet. The shortage of water to the lower basin

can be doubled by whether Jl!!2xico gets the water allotted by this proposed
treaty or does not ge" it.

You have been tole! here that after all the 'Lreaty means 3 percent or,

at most, 8 percent of the water supply. That is just nonsense and is

meaning less, in that 16, 000, 000 acre- feet referred to in the compact is

dedicated to the basin States. It is not all in use by them yet, but it is

all allocated. Projects are based on that water. Every drop of that water

is planned for use two or threG times over in most watersheds of the basin,

to my own knowledgc. So that 16, 000, 000 acre- feet is taken up and gone.

What we are dealing with now is the surplus beyond that allocation.

We are told that WG cannoc do anything with that surplus until 1963. The

compact says that we cam,ot perfect that righ't until 1963. That is an added

handicap, of course, as I pr8sume it is true. But WG are initiating rights
in that surplus that are gOing to stand up, I am sure. We arc vitally interested

in the surplus. We have built our aqueduct project to divert 1, 500 second-

feet for the southern California coastal plain, but half of that capacity
will be totally lost and vlasted, in my opinion, if the effects of this treaty
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are reflected entirely on the California needs. VV ithout a compact between

the lower basin States I do not think anyone can designate just which State

will suffer the most. I cannot myself, and I have tried. But the lower

basin will be hurt, and hurt badly, and that hurt will not be confined to

the lower basin.

It takes a lot of engineering and arithmetic to show it, and a lot

more time than you want to use here, but the Colorado River contracts

in the lower basin and important water rights in the upper basin are put
in jeopardy by this treaty."

Mr. Elder disagreed with the estimates of water used in Mexico as put fOf'lh by

the State Department, however, he did not introduce different figures. Senator Downey

and Senator McFarland entered inlo a lengthy discussion with Mr. Elder regarding

quality of water. Following that discussion Senator Downey, ' It page 479, asked:

Senator DOWNEf. How much do you think we people in the South-

west may safely rely upon, in figuring this treaty, as to the return flow

from the Phoenix area?

Mr. ELDER. ' Veil, considering these other items as preliminary
to that answer, the Gila proj ect, as I recall it, had an estimate of about

400, 000 acre- feet re'lurn How. You might remember that yourself, Senator

McFarland. But it wus in , hat neighborhood. How, I think the unit amount

was 2 1/ 2 acre- feet per acre. That was to be ussumed as return flow,

because the soil is very Sundy and gravelly. That is correct-- that classi-

fication of soil-- but ii the soil is that sandy, it IS my opinion that the

water will be expensive e~lOugh to justify lining the canals and ditches.

If water goes to central Arizona, involving pump lifts up to 650 feet,

which is not common for irriqate_d.Jireas ,~ s_anY: Qne.Jwm_ the_WesLknows--

if water is pumped to those limits, it becomes so costly you just cannot

build your pumps big enough and economicai enough to pump water merely
to waste it and let it run down for somebody else to get the benefit of iL.

You plan for smaller pumps and put the money instead into lined canals

and even lined ditches; and in Ca lifornia on sandy areas, we pipe water

to the base of each tree and build a little levee around the foot of each tree

to hold every drop of it.

I think when planning that project for immediate consideration they
would have to revise that diversion duty figure arU cut it down from 6

acre- feet per acre to perhaps a figure we formerly used for planning there

of 4 1/ 2 acre- feet per acre. But that would involve the lining of ditches

and much greater care on the part of farmers in preventing waste, but the

immediate effect 01 those tactics would be to cut this return flow down in

that case by possibly half or more.
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Much the same applies to the Yuma project. That has been notorious

for slopping water around, as we call it, out in the West, and as water

gets scarcer in Arizona, even the Yuma people with an old water right won' t

be allowed to waste it the way they have. There again the return flow will

gradually diminish. For this ultimate period, not the next decade or two but

finally, all these projects will have to come down to an operation basiS

that will use water economically. It has been enforced in other States by
the courts, and I think Arizona will find water valuable enough to get around

to that when they have to.

Return flow has been based on assumptions that leave us fearful that

the treaty enforcement will simply have to fall back on Lake Mead storage
for deliveries. Answering Senator Downey' s question directly, my considered

judgment is that instead of 930, 000 acre- feet that was listed as return flow,

the quantity for this ultimate period, with all these steps taken for proper

irrigation in the valley of the Gila River, the average-- long- time average,

le'l us say--would not e;<ceed 250, 000 acre- feel. But in critical periods
of drought, that we know have happened in the past and are going to come

again, with less watcr available for diversion, because Arizona sometimes

offered to take half o{ this shortage if California will take the other half,

there will be less water to put on the fields. The return flow simply cannot

be the same toward the end of drought periods when water gets scarcer

and scarcer. In such a case of a long drought, it would not exceed about

150, 000 acre- feet. If lhis 930, 000 acre- feet figure should be maintained

and insisted on by the other witnesses, and accepted by anyone; that figure,
which is the long- time average, cannot possibly prevail in the drought period.
It simply does not work out that way. Those years are the ones we are going
to suffer from in the future. Those are the years when we fear the application
of the treaty. When Lake ~!iead is full there will be water for us and for Mexico,

too. That period is not or real concern here. But if 930, 000 acre- feet should

be the average, as has been mentioned, 500, 000 acre- feet wouJd_be_abollt
the maximum that could be claimed for the critical periods of drought. Then

the State Department estimate of the treaty' s burden on Lake Mead would

inevitably be more than doubled, just when the storage would be at a mini-

mum. My estimate, however, is from 150, 000 to 250, 000 acre- feet for the

return flow reaching the international boundary.
There were two other items mentioned. Glla floods were to be stored,

and also de silting water."

Mr. ELDER. That is right. But on this particular item of de silting
water, we find the silt cleared up so promptly on the Colorado River that

we now have a desanding problem and no longer a desilting problem. Even

as early as 1939 that was true. Sand has become scoured out and moves

along the river bed. That is still continuing. But for the ultimate period,
30, 40, or 50 years [ rom now, or longer, my position is that the river bed
will be stabilized to such an extent that the amount of water required to force
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that sand down to and below Imperial Dam will be met by occasional releases

from Boulder Dam or by vlater that comes from flash floods. So there will

be no demand of 100, 000 acre- feet on Lake Mcad; it will not be automatically
available for meeting treaty requirements as assumed.

Senator McFARlAND. So you mark out desilting?
Mr. ELDER. It wouid be very irregular. It would not meet treaty

requirements. The very nature of moving sands requires them to go down

in surges, so unless very careful arrangementS have been made, the canal

would be full. because you could not deprive farmers of water long enough.
So it does not seem pracUcal to operate Mexican canals or the Imperial
Dam, for that matter, in such a way as to make any of that infrequent de-

sanding water available to meet treaty requirements."

Mr. Elder, at pages 497 and 498, had this lO say regarding the water supply of

the Colorado River and the requirements for storage to equate the flow to permit the

use of average flows:

Mr. ELDER. Accepting the Colorado River run- off measurements

as recorded-- they were discussed in some detail yesterday-- the proof
is conclusive that prior to tl1G construction of Boulder Dam the summer

irrigation season flow of the Colorado River was seriously over- appro-

priated. This is shown by numerous seasons of heavy crop loss in the

past in the Imperial Valley, particularly the year 1934, just before the

Boulder Dam storage became available.

If Boulder Dam had never been built-- that is, in the absence of

Lake Mead storage regulation-- not even the annual quantity of 750, 000

acre- feet could now be safely guaranteed to kiexico. For in about half

of the last 30 years, severe to prohibitive invasion of long- established

appropriation and vestcd natural flow water rights in the United States

would have been required to fulfill such a guaranty.

Like most water questions, this treaty, I think, is really an

argument about prioritics rather than mere quantities of water. We

were first given long- period average flows at this hearing. That was

justified by the statement that Boulder Dam had equated the flow of

the river and that, therefore, those long'- range, long- period averages

had full significance. The fact is that Boulder Dam does not more

than begin to equate the flow of the Colorado River. Detailed studies

show that nearly 60, 000, 000 acre- feet of active storage will be neces-

sary to fully equate thc Colorado River. Many additional dams and

reservoirs will be buil't in the basm or are planned for the basin over

the years, and ultimawly, of course, the river w! ll be approximately
equated. But the 16, 000, 000 to 18, 000, 000 acre- feet capacity that

is available at Boulder Dal71 for active regulation of the river, in addition
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to some bottom silt and dead storage plus considerable flood- control

capacity on top of H to protect Yuma Valley in Arizona and the Imperial
Valley in California and also in Mexico, is only about one- third enough
to really smooth out these long- period averages. That is why we stress

these shorter periods, as much as 10 years long wilhin the record, and

much longer in earlier periods, WhICh really, with only Boulder Dam to

rely on, dictate and control the amount of usable, available run- off."

Mr. Elder was critical of the State Department for what he considered was a

lack of gathering sufficient basic data on the Colorado River such as was done on

the Rio Grande. One phase of such an investigation had to do with ground water.

In answer to a specific question by Senator McFarland as to what additional data

pertaining to the Colorado River he would want, Mr. Elder answered ( pp. 501- 502):

Mr. ELDER. One specific item that is much on our minds is the

fact that large pumping possibilities, we know, are available across

the line in Mexico, and an important resource of water supply is there

that has not as y'et been wken into account or brought into the treaty

negotiations at all, as iar as we can learn.

Senator McFARIAND. Of course, we have no way of getting that

information.

Mr. ELDER. I myself have not, but the State Department, I am

sure, does, and, in my opinion, should.

Senator McFARIAND. Do you ha ve any idea how the flow of the

river in regard to this matter could effect the amount of water that we

would...le. Ld_own~t.o_ M-,~ xicD:;

Mr. ELDER. One possibility, probably even very likely,' is that

heavy pumping across the border in future years might actually affect

the amount of return flow that will be evident on the surface in the

river immediate! y above lhe boundary, for any pumping just below the

boundary could lower the general ground- water level there, and less

relurn flow would be measurable to be credited lO the treaty. That is

a little hard to explaLl with actual proof right now, but in your own

Phoenix Valley pumping in many places is dOing just that, reducing
the surface return flow in the Sa It and Gila Rivers. In any case, the

pumping is an additior!al water source for Mexico that should b e a part
of lhe whole treaty pic'ture, as its most benefiClal and advantageous
use is for firming- up the run- off in wet years by pumping chiefly during
drought periods.

Senator McFARIAND. I presume what you mean by that is that

there is a WOlter level building up below which, as the water comes
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down, forces it out of ":118 ground; and if that water level were not

underneath the ground, i't would go on down in the ground; is that

the idea?

Mr. ELDER. The ground- water level maintains the return flow

in the river; otherwise 'thero could be no return flow in the sandy
channel of the river."

Senator Downey also 'tooJ~ the position that more investigation was necessary

to determine what the physical situations were in the area adjacent to the border.

The possibilities of ground waler utilization was used by him as an example of

of1e phase that needed more study. At pages 1139- 1140 the Senator explains:

Now let me show you another fact hero as a reason why we do

not know enough about how to write a treaty. I have already stated

that it is well known that down in Lower Caliiornia there is a large

body of underground water. We know there is a reduction of the water

down there, but nobody has ever been able to guess whether there is

a million acre- feet in storage in the ground or 5, 000, 000 or 10, 000, 000.

Nobody has ever been able to guess, if anyone begins to pump that

out in periods of drought, how much he would have; and, most of all,

no one has ever been able to guess how much the pumping of 500, 000

acre- feet or 200, 000 acre- feet or 1, 000, 000 acre- feet from that reservoir

basin might decrease ', he amount of water in the United States that we

have that would go dmvn to be credited to Mexico.

I have ta lked to no'ted geologists, and '[hey tell me there is not

only the likelihood but the positive certainty ' tha't pumping underground
waters in the lower basin will tend to reduce the channel flow that will

go- down-to- Mextco--IToM- us-:-Mexico- might-ccrst! ypick-up-anotherl 00-;-0 00

or 300, 000 acre- feet during the years she was pumping, which would

probably be the drought years. Also, I am wid by all the engineers I

have talked to that it will be comparatively simpie for Mexico to put

up pumps in the limitrophe section and to pump out and gather in the

undcrground waters and keep them from being in the channel when th8Y
cross the boundary into ~!;exico. I am positive, Ivir. Chairman and gentle-
men, that this is right."

Mr. M. J. Dowd, Consulting Engineer for the Imperial Irrigation District, was

the other witness in opposition to the treaty on technical grounds of water supply.

Mr. Dowd due to his intimatel:nowledge of the awa in the lower basin argued
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against the treaty on many grounds. The ones we are concerned with here have to do

with water supply. His introductory remarks starting on page 675 contained a history

of the development in Imperial Valley and in Mexico. He explained the agreement

with Mexico wherein one- half the water diverted by the Alamo Canal was to be avail-

able to Mexico. He stressed that Mexico' s one- half was of the instantaneous flow--

not one- half of the annual diversion. Due to the difference in cropping patterns,

he felt this fact was quite significant.

Mr. Dowd also explained the work that the Imperial Valley people had done

and the expense involved in making the development both in the United States and

Mexico. He was concerned as to the financial effect the treaty might have as against

the Imperial Irrigation District.

Beginning on page 684 Mr. Dowd gives his explanation of development in

Mexico leading up to the treaty in the following language:

Mr. DOWD. . . .

I come now to a discussion of the development in Mexico as to

the water and the acreage that has been discllssed so much here, and

I would like to try to clear it up for the committee, if possible.
The first land was irrigated in Mexico about rg-0. S-:-- Byf9Y4tnere

were some 150, 000 acres being irrigated. By 1920 the area had increased

to 190, 000 acres, and from 1920 on through until just very recEmtly the

area in cultivation fluctuated from around 70, 000 acres in 1932 up to a

maximum of 217, 000 acres in 1925.

I would like to point out to you that all of the data on Mexico in

regard to acreage is not very reliable.

Senator WILEY. What is the maximum of acre- feet?

Mr. DOWD. I will come to that in just a minute.

There is no way of getting a true or accurate picture of the acreage

being irrigated in Mexico. For years our water tenders on our canals

in Mexico have attempted to get the acreage in cultivation. We think

the figures are inflated. We have reason to believe they are, and I will

tell you why. In the event of a water shortage, under Mexican law they
have no such thing as a priority; whoever wants water when the water is
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short, <Jets it 111 tilt! I'lUpulLlon that his ilcrea']e in crop bears to the

total acreage in crop. So it was natural, and we found it in a number

of cases, that in giving his acreage a farmer wbuld be inclined to enlarge
it somewhat, hoping to get a little larger share of the water when it was

short. There were a number of shortages in Mexico.

We believe that there has not been over 200, 000 acres irrigated
in Mexico, up until just the very iast few years, when the acreage has

increased.

The use of water by 1920 had reached about 600, 000 acre- feet;

1920- 30 was a fairly representative period ol what we consider maxi-

mum use.

The CHAIRMAN. How much did they use in 1925?

Mr. DOWD. In 1925 they used 729, 000 acre- feet.

As has been mentioned, for the period between 1921 and 1930, a

10- year period, use of water was approximately 600, 000 acre- feet per

year.

Senator McFARLAND. I wonder if I might ask where these records

were obtained.

Mr. DOWD. They are our own district records taken from the

records of the subsidiary company in Mexico; the official records of

the district, in other words, and they represent the deliveries from our

canal system in Mexico, which I will describe.

Senator MILLIKIN. How much water do you lose by seepage and

evaporation in delivering those net amounts?

Mr. DOWD. I will give you that now. The losses from seepage

and evaporation in this canal system in Mexico were remarkably low

and would average some'Nhere around 5 to 7 percent a year; when you

were given figures of 200, 000 to 250, 000 acre- feet of losses to be

added- to-the- I-92- 9-oHer-- of-7-50, OOO- acre--f eet--;-they- are- in- error-:-It-i:;

only about 30 miles from the diversion point to what we call Cudahy
Check, and at that point 30 miles from the head about one- half of the

deliveries are made in Mexico. So that when you take the amounts

we give you as delivered from the canals in Mexico, half of them are

made from a 3D- mile canal, so you do not have the same situation as

if all the water had to be carried through the whole 130 miles. But our

seepage and evaporation losses show from 5 to 7 1/ 2 or 8 percent normally.
Since the All- American Canal has been bull t and all the water for

Imperial Valley has been taken through the All- American Canal, and that

occurred in March 1942, the Mexican system has been going through a

transition period.
At this time, of courst;), with the larger canal and the sma ller

amount of water, there is some additional loss; but for the year 1942

the loss showed only 14 1/ 2 percent. Even these big canals, with
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Just the Mexican water for 1943, showed loss of only 10. 6 percent.
S6 it is my opinion that with proper maintenance and relining and
fixing the canals up, the losses based on our delivery points back

to the river will not be over 5 to 7 1/ 2 percent.

Inasmuch as the figures of use of water in Mexico presented by Mr. Dowd were

different from those presentcd by Mr. Lawson, Senator Hawkes wanted to know what

the difference was. At page 687 Senator Hawkes asked Mr. Dowd to explain. Mr.

Dowd stated that his companics' measurements showed 1, 100, 000 acre- feet of water

diverted by the Alamo Canal to Mcxico in 1943. To agree with the State Department' s

divcrsion estimate of 1, 800, 000 acre- feet for that year, there would have to have

been 700, 000 acre- feet pumped from the river. ! VIr. Dowd commented on this quantity

of pumping " Just how it has been arrived at we do not know." And further " we cannot

believe it." (p. 688)

Mr. Dowd presented testimony concerning the amount of water Mexico had used

prior to 1944 and to emphasizc his argument that Mexico should not be allotted

1, 500, 000 acre- feet per year he presented the results of a study which purported

to show that had Boulder Dum not been constructed, Mexico could not have r_GY_eiy_cd

even 750, 000 acre- feet each ycar without suffering severe shortages. Interesting ly,

the study assumed that the All- American Canal was in existence ( even without Boulder

Dam) and that it furnished an adequate supply to thc then present developed area in

Imperial Valley.

In addition to the water supply argument above noted, Mr. Dowd also stated

that it would be impossible, absent the treaty, for Mexico to get the water out of

the river for phYSical reasons. The channel meanders and shifts too much for pumps

and there are no adequate sites for a diversion dam.
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Mr. Dowd then introduced a chart which showed the monthly use of water in

percent of annual totals for United States and Mexico. This chart and the physical

situation it represented, was imjJortant to the negotiators in preparing the scheduling

of water deliveries for Article 15 of the Treaty. In generai, this chart shows that

diversions in Mexico, because a' t that time it was a one crop country ( cotton), varied

from a low of 0. 8 percent of annual in January and December to a high of 20 percent

in July. While in the Imperial Valley in the United States, the curve is quite flat,

varying from 6 percent in January, February, and December to 10 percent in July

See pp. 702- 704).

At page 710 Mr. Dowd argues further against allotting Mexico more water than

she used prior to the construction of Boulder Dam and states that it would be possible

for the United States to control development in Mexico by the regulation of Boulder

and Davis Dams.

Mr. Dowd summarized his previous testimony at page 724 and 725 in the fol-

lowing language:

D1r-.- DOWD-.--(- l-l-+he- low- f-lew-of-t-he- Golorado-River-hacl- been- over

appropriated; ( 2) the maximum use of 750, 000 acre- feet in Mexico, which

was approximated in only 2 years, was more than the dependable supply
available to her; ( 3) Mexico had to depend upon diversion works located

in the United States, because ( a) the diversion of any substantial volume

of water in Mexico would hilve violated the navigation provisions of the

treaty of 1853, ( b) every attempt to divert in Mexico had proved unsuccess-

ful due to changing and unstable conditions of the river channel, and ( c)

a diversion dam in the limitrophe section of the river was neither feasible
nor could it have been constructed without the consent of the United Stales

and, below the lower boundary, would have been of little if any benefit
to Mexico; (~) in any event, construction of the All- American Cdnal would
have reduced the dependable supply for Mexico to conSiderably less than
750, 000 acre- feet.
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The second maj or point was that with the construction of Boulder

Dam and the All- American Canal (I) conditions during the past several

years have shown the dependence of Mexico upon facilities in the

UnHed States for a dependabie water supply; ( 2) without this treaty

Mexico could not solely by the use of her own facilities put to successful

use any larger, dependabie quantity of Colorado River Water, certainly
not more than 750, 000 acre- feet.

The third major point is that Mexico is the one requiring a treaty
on the Colorado River, not the United States.

Mr. Dowd also cautioned against allocating all of the water in the river and

predicted that there would be operational losses in delivering to Mexico l, 500, 000

acre- feet. He used a figure of 200, 000 or 250, 000 acre- feet for operational waste

or regulation losses. ( see p. 732)

Senator Downey on page 739 introduces an interpretation of Article 10 of the

Treaty which would guarantee Mexico 1 . 5 million acre- feet per year and permit her

to increase her allottment by an additional 1 . 5 million acre- feet annually. Senator

Downey does this by questioning Mr. Dowd. The exchange takes place on pages

739 to 742:

Senator DOWNEY. Mr. Dowd, as f understand your testimony,

y-ou~a[ e_oLthe_ opiniorL.tbi1' i' ';' h i s_ treaL,,'--Q rantsio-Mexico_ only_three-cla sses

of water; First, 1, 500, 000 acre- feet, the guaranteed quantity, and then

an additional quantity of 200, 000 acre- feet that you have been testifying
about, and then only the right to use the wa'ter that reaches her boundaries.

Is that correct?

Mr. DOWD. That is right.
Senator DOWNEY. Is that the impression of the treaty that you

have gotten from your discussions with various engineers and representa-
tives of the State Department?

Mr. DOWD. No. We have not discussed the treaty lately with

the State Department, bu', prior to the treaty' s being finally negotiated
and signed we were told by a representative of the State Department
that Mexico was insisting on 2, 000, 000 acre- feet and she would be

shown how she could get it.
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Senator DOWNEY. You do not think that there is any provision
in the treaty that would give Mexico 1, 500, 000 acre- feet of guaranteed
water and another 1, 500, 000 that she could acquire by use?

Mr. DOWD. I do not know what she could acquire by use, sir;

but we feel that if Mexico is permitted to use all surplus water going
down the river-- for it says h8re that she is allotted water in other

quanlities-- even though she has no right to it, it is there and can be

used. If that is done over a long period of years, Mr. Carson said

that 50 years from now there would be 5, 000, 000 acn=-feet going into

Mexico, it may be come serious when we ta;~e the waters back and when

her improvements must be abandoned and the people that depend upon
them have to be removed.

Senator DOV'.'NEY. You referred to some provision in the

contract which you stated prevented Mexico or tended to prevent Mexico

from acquiring any rights in the waters of the Colorado River by use.

Mr. DOWD. Any right to use over 1, 500, 000 acre- feet.

Senator DOWNEY. Suppose you read that clause.

Mr. DOYv D ( reading):
Mexico shall acquire no right beyond that provided

by this subparagraph by the use of waters of the Colorado

River system for any purpose whatsoever In excess of

1, 500, 000 acre- ic:cA annually.'
Senator DOWNEY. That does not say that she is guaranteed

1, 500, 000 acre- feet, docs it?

Mr. DOYvD. No, sir; but I assume that that IS what is intended.

Senator DOWNEY. Why do you assume that? Is the 1,500, 000

acre- feet gained by use a guaranteed amount? Is not 1, 500, 000 acre-

feet gained by use and 1, 500, 000 acne- feet guaranteed? Read it again.
Mr. DCYv D ( reading):

Mexico shall acquire no right beyond that provided by
thiSSliliparagraph by the use of waters of the Colorado River

system for any purpose whatsoev8r in excess of 1, 500, 000

acre- feet annually.'
Senator DOWNEY. And now will you noticc that where they use

that expression, throughout otherwise they say the guaranteed annual

amount of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet?

Mr. DOYvD. That is true, sir.

Senator DOWNEY. But they do not use it in that expression,
do they?

Mr. DOWD. If I werc testifying as an attorney I would object
very strongly to tho looso language that is used in many places.

Senator DOWNEY. Is that language loose?

lvir. DOYvD. It is subject to two or three interpretations.
Senator DOWNEY. But is it subj8ct to any other interpretation

than that Mexico can ge," up to 1, 500, 000 acre- feet by use? How is

there any other possible interpretation? Can you tell me that?
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Mr. DOVvD. That is a legal matter that you and the other attorneys

can answer.

Senator DOWNEY. You say you have formed the opinion from reading

the treaty and from what has happened that Mexico is not given 1, 500, 000

acre- feet by standing use. On what do you base that?

Mr. DOVvD. I said Mexico is given a guaranteed annual quantity
of 1 1/2 mi llion acre- feet.

Senator DOWNEY, She is not given that by use; she is given
that by the treaty?

vir. DOWD. That is right.
Senator DOWNEY. And then she is given the right to use the waters

that arrive at the boundary.
Mr. DOWD. Any ocher quantities arriving at the Mexican point of

di version.

Senator DOWNEY. And then later on is she not limited to another

1, 500, 000 by use?

Mr. DOVvD. That ' by use' applies to waters in excess of 1,500, 000

acre- feet.

Senator DOWNEY. No. Read that clause again, please.
Mr. DOWD ( reading) .

Mexico sha II acquire no right beyond that provided by
this subparagraph by the use of waters of the Colorado River

system for any purpose whatsoever in excess of 1, 500, 000

acre- feet annually.'
Senator DOWNEY. That is, she can acquire up to 1, 500, 000 acre-

feet by use. Is not that what it says? Does not that give her the right
to acquire 1, 500, 000 acre- feet by use?

Mr. DOVvD. She is guaranteed 1, 500, 000 acre- feet.

Senator DOWNEY. Is that the same 1, 500, 000 acre- feet?

Mr. DOVvD. Whether it is or not, I would construe it to be a

l1mrrorl- r12mUnon dcre feet accorOingToLlf"'Lre-a: ry:-I- d-Otfoti:tlink

it wi II hold, though, if Mexico doe s use that amount over a period of

30 or 40 years.

Senator WILEY. You do not mean, now, that you are taking the

position that over a period of 30 or 40 years the use by Mexico of water

would give her any legally enforceable right unless you give it to her

by treaty, do you?

Mr. DOVvD. What I maintain, sir, is that when we make a treaty

by which Mexico can be delivered that amount of water, then over a

period of 30 or 40 years sh e might deve lop a situation such that it would

be very difficult for us to withdraw back to the 1, 500, 000 acre- feet.

Senator WILEY. You mean that there might be something in the

treaty whereby we would be subj ect to probable arbitration on that

matter?
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Mr. DOVVD. No, sir. I mean that in 1853 we made a treaty with

Mexico in which she accepted certain obligations on the Colorado River.

S~ e now maintains that that is all ' out of the window', that the treaty

does not mean anything, that navigation is not being practiced, and

therefore you can ' throw it out of the window.' If the same situation

came up with reference to this treaty, and if the same principles were

applied, she might say the same thing here. She might say that it

was not exercised for all these years and that it does not mean anything.
Senator McFARLAND. It would be proper if she were limited to

750, 000 acre- feet, would it not?

Mr. DOWD. Yes. There is a very serious question as to whether

Mexico should agree not to use any more than she has been allotted by
the treaty. Some people believe that that should be the limit.

Senator McFARLAND. You mean, you personally feel that even

though the water is going down the river, and they have land there that

needs the water, she should agree not to put the water on the land?

Mr. DOWD. There is a serious question whether that should not

be the case.

Senator McFARLAND. Do you be lie'le that that is a proper restric-

tion to place on another country, that if water goes down that we can-

not use, and we are letting it go down, you think we should ask that

country not to use it?

Mr. DOWD. I am not clear in my own mind whether we should

or not. It is something that should be carefully considered from the

legal as well as the engineering standpoint.
Senator HAWKES. I would like to emphasize, Senator McFarland,

that I have talked with a great many people out in that section, includ-

ing your own State, and they feel that Mexico perhaps should be allowed

to use that excess water that is going down there anyway, but there

should be notice that she is using it at her own risk, and that it does

nor",sta-blrsl1a- ptTO-r- righr,-s-o- tl1a1- she- c-a-nco-me in- ana-;-tnrougn
emotionalism and sentimentalism, say, ' We have built up this facility
and now the United States is gOing to force us to tear it down.'

Senator McFARLAND. The treaty provides that she shall not have

any right to any more than 1, 500, 000 acre- feet. How much more of a

notice or what better notice could you give than that?

Senator WILEY. You heard the discussion. Senator Downey con-

tends it is an additiona 1 right.
Senator DOWNEY. I think there is only one possible construction

to be placed on the treaty, and that is 1, 500, 000 acre- feet guaranteed
and 1, 500, 000 acre- feet additional quantity for use, This sentence

would clearly indicate that:

Mexico shall acquire no right beyond that provided by
this subparagraph by the use of waters of the Colorado River

system for any purpose whatsoever in excess of 1, 500, 000

acre- feet annually.'
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We have bee!') rather lured along to think that that means a guaranteed

quantity. Throughout this treaty, in every other place, it says ' guaranteed

quantity' except at this one place. It is very certain that Mexico does not

acquire that 1, 500, 000 acre- feet by use; she acquires it by this treaty,

by this guaranty.
I want to direct your attention to this, Mr. Dowd. Do you not think

that the sentence clearly and unequivocally gives Mexico the right to

acquire 1, 500, 000 acre- feet by use? ( Reading:)
Mexico shall acquire no right beyond that provided by

this subparagraph by the use of the Colorado River system--
and I want to emphasize ' by the use'--

for any purpose whatsoever in excess of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet

annually. .
I again ask you if any treaty could be more plain that Mexico is

entitled to acquire 1, 500, 000 acre- feet by use.

Mr. DOWD. I can see your interpretation, and I can see where

it could be argued that way, but that is a legal interpretation.
Senator DOW NEY. Let me ask you this. Vvould not even the

most careless lawyer repeat in this particular place, ' in excess of

the guaranteed quantity of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet'? Why is that the only

place from which it is omitted?

Mr. DOWD. I do not know, sir. It has occurred to us many times

whether the language used here was the result of a careless handling of

the language or whether it was deliberately used in the way it has been

used. We just do not know."

Mr. Horton, attorney for the Imperial Irrigation District, repeated this idea

in his written statement to the Committee on pages 832 and 833, and Mr. Scott,

General Counsel, SilJ.'tRiver Valley Water Users Association, also adopts this

interpretation at pages 996- 999. Senator Downey during his testimony expands

upon the " ambiguity" at pages 1120- 1123 and 1134- 1135.

Mr. Dowd had this to say regarding the estimates of return flow ( PP. 749- 750):

However, I want to point out one or two things. The estimates

you had of return flow from the All- American Canal were 65, 000 acre- feet.

At the present time, the total return flow into the river, including All-

American Canal seepage and return flow from the Bard area, which is

the area of the Yuma project in California, that comes into the river near

Yuma, totals 35, 000 to 40, 000 acre- feet. This is the total in- flow.

In the last few years the All- American Canal has sealed up in very good
shape. The loss has dropped year by year.
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The outflow from the Yuma project at the lower boundary-- return

flow from seepage--has been somewhere around 60, 000 to 70, 000

acre- feet. So the total for the two areas has been something like

100, 000 to 110, 000 acre- feet. We have the feeling that with better

application of water, those quantities will, if anything, decrease in

the future rather than increase. So instead of having 135, 000 acre-

feet from Yuma and 65, 000 acre- feet from the All- American Canal, or

a total of 200, 000 acre- feet, there should not be more than 100, 000

acre- feet from the two source s .

The question of the amount of water that has to be used for irri-

gation is not well known. There is very little known about it. But

experiments that are being made in California and other places would

indicate that only a small amount of water need be appiied in addition

to what the plant requires to keep the salt moving down. In fact,

some experiments indicate that if you apply 8 percent more than you

need for the growth of the plant, that will be sufficient.

The estimate of 400, 000 acre- feet from the Gila project, where

the irrigation water must be pumped, we feel is entirely out of reason.

We doubt that under the ultimate development there is any reason why
there should be over 50, 000 acre- feet from the Gila proj ect. I might
point out to you that the Gila project as now proposed consists of

two units. One, the Yuma Mesa, the other being an area up along the

Gila River. The return flow from the area along the Gila River will

get back to the Colorado, but the return flow from the 60, 000 acres

on the Yuma Mesa, which slopes to the south, toward Sonora, will,

we feel, go into Sonora or will appear in the river below the lower

boundary and, therefore, not be credited to the United States."

Mr. Dowd follows his discussion of return flow with an exchange with Senator

McFarland in which Mr. Dowd states that Mexico should not be permitted to build

a diversion dam until it is absolutely required. He attempts to explain his position

in terms of protecting land and property in the United States and that it is " against

good engineering practice and principles" to permit a weir in the river ( pp. 748, 751).

A few pages earlier, Mr. Dowd was discussing the need of the Imperial Irrigation

District for more power and power revenues from the proposed Pilot Knob powerplant.

Mr. Dowd sheds some light on the operation of the Imperial Irrigation District

in attacking the treaty for not precluding Mexico from dumping her waste water into

the Salton Sea. Starting at page 752 we find the following:
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Senator WILEY. All right. Hurry along. You were about to discuss

the Salton Sea.

Mr. DOWD. As I mentioned yesterday, from a point about 30 miles

south of the international boundary, or about the Volcano Lake levee

location, northward, the land slopes to the Salton Sea, the Salton Sea

being about 241 feet beio'N sea level. It is the only outlet, it is the

only place, where the drainage, the waste, and the storm run- off waters

for a very large area can flow and be handled. There is only one way

in which water can gel out of the Salton Sea, and that is by evaporation.
Since it is also the drainage basin for this large area served by

the All- American Canal, we have proceeded to acquire rights to the

properties in and around the Salton Sea. Our district has so far invested

over a half million dollars in acquiring the rights around Salton Sea.

Mexico has an area of possibly 125, 000 to 150, 000 acres that can drain

to only one place, and that is the Salton Sea.

We feel that Mexico should not be permitted to waste her drainage
waters and any excess waters she may use in reclaiming land or because

of improper use of canal water, and so forth, into the Salton Sea. without

restrictions. The limit that the sea can absorb is, of course, a certain

quantity. If you put more water in the sea, it rises. At the present time

it would appear that we are wasting a considerable amount of water into

the Salton Sea. But as the All- American Canal is developing, and as

there is better control of the water with elimination of silt from Boulder

Dam to the All- American Canal, we realize that in the future there

will not be anywhere near the amount of water wasted from the present

area, but we must also consider the bringing into cultivation of 100, 000

acres in the Coachella Valley and the bringing into cultivation of another

200, 000 or so acres on the East and West Mesas of the Imperial Valley,
all of which must drain into the Salton Sea.

For many years there is going to be surplus water going to Mexico

unGer tnetreatY:-Shenas a ngnt to use an wawrs reacnmg ner pomts

of diversion. There is no limit upon what she may bring in and waste

through her canal wastcways into the Salton Sea. The treaty is silent

on that subject. We believe that it should be in some way accounted

for and taken care of.

Senator McFARLAND. Is it physically possible for you to recapture
those waters and use them on the other lands?

Mr. DOWD. Not from New River. We are now, from the Alamo

River, using some water near Holtville and near Calipatria. We are

intending to spend some $ 300, 000 or $ 400, 000 in building a different

source of supply for the land at Calipatria, which has not been getting
satisfactory water from the Alamo River because of poor quality. While

we will continue to take it out near Holtville, we do not want salty
drainage waters from Mexico coming down the Alamo River channel to

be the supply for those lands.
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Senator McFARLAND. Are there any waters coming down from that

land now?

Mr. DOVvD. For the land near Holtville, there is. We divert water

into the Alamo River in order to provide a sLlpply for them. The amount

of drainage water is very small. But if Mexico is going to keep her land

in cultivation, there has got to be a very large amount of draInage work

done, and the drainage water from Mexican lands when combined with

our own waste, will be salty and very undesirable to use for irrigation
purposes.

Senator WILEY. How will you stop it-- that is, the natural flow?

Mr. DOWD. It is not natural flow when it comes from the canal,

sir. It would be a deliberate act if Mexico opened the waste gates
in her canals and allowed the water to come in here. We do not think

we' can stop it, and for that reason we think there should be some agree-

ment set up in the treaty to stop it. Mexico should accept a limit on

quantity and also the payment of some proportion of our investment in

providing this outlet for her water.

Senator McFARLAND. Senator Wiley, as I understood him, meant

How could Mexico stop it and irrigate that land?

Mr. DOVvD. Mexico can' t stop drainage water. Mexico can con-

trol the waste from her canals. There is no reason why American farmers

should pay the entire cost of providing a drainage basin for Mexican lands."

Senator Downey summarized the feelings of the opponents in regards to the

eptimates of return flow that were to be available to satisfy part of the treaty allotment

af pages 1105 and 1106:

Now, I want to discuss as rapidly as I can but as exhaustively
os-I- can-rn--rhe- limitedLime- I-have- certain-orthetJa-sfC, underlYing,
important facts of this dispute that are totally ignored by the proponents
of the treaty or are stated as positive facts when they are highly specu-

lative. One of the important and salient facts urged by the proponents
of the treaty is that, of the 1, 500, 000 acre- feet of water alleged to be

given to Mexico, something over 1, 000, 000 acre- feet will come from
return flow; and the implication is left that therefore the States of the

United States will only have to contribute out of water that they could

not use but 500, 000 acre- feet. As a matter of fact, one witness for the

State Department testified very positively in his opinion that the return

flow that could not be used in the United States at the boundary of Mexico

would be 1, 200, 000 or 1, 300, 000 acre- feet, and only 300, 000 or 400, 000
acre- feet would have to be given by the Colorado River Basin States.

When the suggestion was made that we would willingly give to

Mexico all of the return flow plus 500, 000 or 600, 000 acre- feet, it that
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was what this treaty meant, why, then, of course, there was a change
and the witnesses stated 'that Mexico would not accept that.

Now, first I want to say, Mr. Chairman, that after months of

investigation I know that the amount of return flow is highly speculative
and uncertain; that return flow may be 150, 000 or 250, 000 acre- feet, or

it may be 1, 000, 000 or 1, 500, 000 acre- feet, depending upon the total

amount of water available in the lower basin State, its salinity, and the

extent to which it is used. ' We cannot hope to definitely know the amount

of that return flow unless we know what the State of Arizona is going to

do, what the State of California is going to do, and what the water users

of those basins are going to do. It is possible in the United States by
souring our own lands, by over- using the water, that there would be

almost no return flow to Lower California. It could be that if we handle

our irrigation projects another way there might even be in excess of

1, 500, 000 acre- feet of saline, impregnated, unusable water go down;

so first I say that the proponents of this treaty have stated as a possible
fact that we can rely upon there being upwards of a million acre- feet

of return flow, incorrec'lly and unfairly, because that fact rests on the

uncertainty of the futures and what the different States and water users

may do.

Now, a subj ect allied to that is this. We are supposed to receive

credit from Mexico for this allocation to her that is alleged to be 1, 500, 000

acre- feet, by the return- flow waters that reach, I am not sure whether

it is the upper or the lower boundary of Mexico, but it is one or the other.

Under the treaties, I think that point is left indefinite. Every engineer
with whom I have talked has told me it will be possible for Mexico to

install pumps along the bank of the river about where this return flow

comes in or above it in the limitrophe section of the river; that is, the

20 miles in which the river is the common boundary; and it will exhaust

that return flows in pumps; but what would mean that Mexico or Lower

Call lOr III a wouio get that water and we would not get credit for it.

Now, apparently the State Department has not thought to bind

Lower California or its water users not to pump, there. Apparently
the Department is entirely oblivious that as a simple engineering problem
Mexico can utilize the great part of that return flow and we not get credit

for it. Now, of course the treaty could be so framed that Mexico would

agree not to put pumps down there in that section of the river."

In rebuttal, Mr. Lawson stated positively that in his opinion it would be entirely

feasible for Mexico to build its own diversion structure to irrigate her lands, and

that therefore it is possible for Mexico to continue to increase her use of Colorado

River water absent the treaty, He also presented testimony and charts showing the
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amounts of water used by Mexico in 1943 and how the figures were determined.

This was in reply to Mr. Dowd' s comments that the use in Mexico of 1, 800, 000

acre- feet in .1943 was in error ( see pp. 951- 954).

Mr. Tipton returned to the stand for the major part of his testimony, having

only covered return flow in his earlier appearance. His first actions upon returning

were to rebutt Mr. Dowd' s testimony especially as it concerned the use of water

by Mexico and the comparison of ',he treaty under consideration with the Mead

offer. ( see pp. 967- 972 and 1027- 1031)

Senator Downey attempted to follow through with the argument advanced by

Mr. Dowd that by regulation of Boulder and Davis Dams the United States could

prevent Mexico from enlarging her use of Colorado River water. After a preliminary

discussion of this matter by Senator Wiley and Mr. Tipton, Senator Downey at

page 1067 asked:

Senator DOW NEY. I think that by asking a few questions, Mr.

Chairman, I might help develop the matter.

I agree with you that it is one of the most important questions
here. You say that for a long time there w1l1 be 10, 000, 000 acre- feet

wfrShing- down-that- ri vcr-;-and- that-irwe- try- to--1:ake- thcrt"-Waterawa y

from Mexico in order to prevent her from building up a right we there-

by depreciate our power rcsources to such an extent that it becomes

impracticable. Is that a fair statement of your testimony?
Mr. TIPTON. Yes. Tha-e is a little shade of differencenthat

if we did attempt to maJ~e unusable any substantIal quantity of the

water going to Mexico it would impair the ability of Lake Mead to

generate hydroelectric energy.

May I amplify that slightly? We are talking here--

Senator DOWNEY. You understood what I said, and I think all

the members the committee did. I just wantcd to get in a few brief

questions.
Senator GREEN. ! v;ay we hear the rest of his answer?

Mr. TIPTON. The balance of my answer is this. I cannot con-

ccive by any stretch of the imagination that Mexico would put to
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beneficial use, prior to the time that the United States can, the 10, 000, 000

acre- feet of water that is going to Mexico. The manipulation of works

in the United States to prevent Mexico from expanding her uses would

have to be a manipulation of the first, say, 7, 000, 000 acre- feet, making
it unusable, and then going on down into the balance of the 3, 000, 000

acre- feet, and then on down into the last 1, 500, 000 acre- feet which

this treaty provides. So I think that, using common sense, which I

am going to use insofar as I can throughout testimony-- j ust common

sense could indicate that it would not be practicable to so manipulate
our works as to make unusable 9, 000, 000 acre- ieet or more of water

that is going to Mexico at the present time in a more or less con-

trolled fashion."

Mr. Tipton at page 1071 attempted to reassure the committee that there was

sufficient water in the Colorado River for a long time to come by the folloWing

statement:

Mr. TIPTON. Referring back to the allocation provisions of the

Colorado River compact, your attention is directed to subsection ( c)

which provides speciiically that should a treaty be negotiated with

Mexico the waters allocaLed to Mexico shouieJ come from water in

addition to that apportioned by subsections ( a) and ( b), or, in other

words, water in excess of 16, 000, 000 acre- feet per annum. The sub-

section provides further that should such surplus over the 16, 000, 000

acre- feet be insufficient to satisfy the Mexican allocation the deficiency
should be borne equally by the upper and lower basins.

Attention is directed also to provisions of subsection ( f). This

subsection recognizes all waters covered by subsections ( al, ( bl, and

c)-asaTlPtlrtionea waters. it tnen speCifically provides that any waters

in excess of that apportioned by subsections ( a), ( b), and ( c) may be

apportioned after October 1, 1963, if and when either the upper or lower

basin shall have reached its total beneficial consumptive use of waters

apportioned under subsections ( al and ( b) .

It is probable that for many years, extending well beyond 1988,

when the costs of Boulder Dam and all other works presently constructed

in the basin are amortized, ample water will be available under all

conditions to supply all uses in the United States and the obligation
of the United States to Mexico under the terms of the treaty."

In that same vein, there seemed to be a difference of opinion as to how much

water was being consumed in the United States. California presented one set of
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figures and !vIr. Tipton another. The exchange concerning these estimates is found

on page 1175 as follows:

Senator WILEY. There was an exhibit here in the last few days
from Ca lifornia which showed, as I recall it, already something like

5, 300, 000 acre- feet. Am I right, Senator Downey?
Senator DOWNEY. Yes. I think I have it here ( handing a paper

to Senator Wiley) .
Senator WILEY. I think it is important to get your comment on

that, Mr. Tipton ( handing paper to the witness) .

Mr. TIPTON. This paper, which has just been handed to me,

purports to show the total consumptive use in the lower basin, at the

present time, S, 800, 000 acre- feet, and an additional consumption of

2, 700, 000 acre- feet in order that the lower basin' s consumptive use

might equal its allocation under the compact of 8, 500, 000 acre- feet.

I do not agree that the total consumption in the lower basin at

the present time is 5, 800, 000 acre- feet, I shall later on state that

in my opinion the consumption in the entire Colorado River Basin is

7, 200, 000 acre-' feet, 0, which 2, 500, 000 a ere- feet is in the upper

basin, which would leave 4, 700, 000 acre- feet as the amount of water

being at the present time consumed in the lower basin.

The Bureau of Reclamation engineers will come on at some time

during these hearings I believe their estimates are some 7, 000, 000

acre- feet.

Senator WILEY. V/ill you put that statement in the evidence

at this time, and then say what specific items you claim are in error,

so that the committee will J: now what the difference is between you

folks again?
Mr. TIPTON. Would it be satisfactory, sir, if I supply this

for- tl<e- r-eeord,-- or-cloe s-th" c-UlIlllIi ll" e-wantlTlBLO- o1fer ora l- te s tlmo ny

on that at this point? I would have to go through my records and

pick out individual items.

Senator WILEY. I would not want to hold you to your recollection

of the figures, but you might indicate what items are in error; in your

judgment, and then you can correct it afterward with definite figures,
if you prefer.

The CHAI RMAN. Why would it not be well to give him a little

time? He says he has to pick out items from his report.

Senator WILEY. I am trying to get an understanding about it

at this time. I do not hold him to hiS figures.
Mr. TIPTON. I think that the one figure that would be in the

greatest dispute would be the item which appears on this tabulation

which I have before me, of estimated consumption in the upper Gila
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central Arizona), in the amount of 1, 800, 000 acre- feet. I believe

that the Bureau of Reclamation will indicate that their estimate of

that consumption is 1, 100, 000 acre- feet.

I think the difference there comes from an interpretation of

consumptive use under the compact, as to whether it means depletion
to the main stream or v: hether it means depletion up in the areas

where the water is used. That brings into the picture salvaged
water, which I will discuss later on.

If it were co nsidered that this item of 1, 800, 000 acre- feet for

consumption in the upper Gila was a correct ligure-- and that might
be the actual consumption up at that point-- then the total estimated

water supply would be increased by the difference between the

1, 100, 000 acre- feet and 1. 800, 000 acre- feet.

Senator WILEY. Are there any other items?

Mr. TIPTON. That is ( he outstanding item, sir. The other

items, as I say, I would have to check in greater detail in order

to determine where the difierence might be. I could go down the

list and indicate those on which there could be agreement.
Lake Mead evaporation I think is somewhat higher than estimate.

Here is given at 80il, 000. Vie have gone inlo that in great detail,

and our estimate is somewhat lower than 800, 000 acre- feet.

Senator WILEY. How much?

Mr. TIPTON. We estimate that the evaporation from Lake Mead,

Parker Reservoir, Bullshead Reservoir, which is not yet built, Bridge

Canyon Reservoir, which is not yet built, f;,i:lrble Gorge Reservoir,

which is not yet built-- that the net evaporation from those reservoirs

will be 830, 000 acre- feet. v\' hen we are ta lking about net reservoir

evaporation, that means the new losses whIch are occasioned by the

operation of the reservoirs,

SSlna1-or W ILEy.~ v_o_ulcumu_mind_ta kinfLa_p,e.nciLa od_p.utting

opposite those figures the approximate amount that you believe should

be there, and then we can have it in the record, and if you want to

correct it afterward you may do so, and we will have some basis of

understanding. "

Following an interruption, Mr. Tipton presented the exhibit by California

with corresponding estimates of his own. This tabulation is found at page 1183:
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EXHIBIT XY

Presen'l Consumptive use in Lower Basin

Acre- feet

Calif.) ( Tipton)
800, 000 713, 000

150, 000 117, 500

50, 000i
150, 000

Lake Meade, etc. . . . . . . . . .

Nevada and Utah and New Mexico.

Parker Reservoir

Palo Verde . .

Parker Valley
All- American Canal

Yuma, Calif.

Yuma, Ariz. . . . .

Lower Gila ....

Upper Gila ( central Arizona)

Metropolitan

50, 000

2, 500, 000

50, 000

150, 000

50, OUO

1, 800, 000

50, 000

Total 5, 800, 000

2, 700, 000To go

Compact, 3A and 3B 8, 500, 000

i
Inc luded in first hem.

144, 000

2, 500, 000

35, 000

167, 000

32, 000

1,150, 000

50, 000

4, 908, 500

3, 591, 500

8, 500, 000

California many times throughout the hearing s referred to the dangerous

si tuatio rWn_ w.hi ch_her_ j.urUor_ apPI' opriations-w.ou ld-be- plao:.ed- ii-the- T-r-eaty-were

approved. Mr. Tipton outlined the priorities in California in detail on pages

1171- 11 7 5 and 1183- 11 89. At page 11 89 Mr. Tipton summed up the situation in

the following language:

The rea son for the concern on the part of the interests holding
the junior priorities is apparent. However, the uncertain status of

water for these priorities was not created by th8 terms of the treaty.
That status existed under the t8rms of the Colorado River Compact
at the time the priorities were set up. If the terms of the proposed

trea'ly in any way adversely affect the status of these junior priorities,
it is probable that their status would be even more j80pardized if the

problems concerning the use of the waters of the Colorado River by
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the two Nations were arbitrated, and it is certain that their status

would have become increasingly more hazardous had treaty negotiations
been long delayed, wiih the result of a further material increase in the

use of the waters of the Colorado River by Mexico.

It is believed that the terms of the present proposed treaty are

the best that can be had. Under such terms, po',ential uses in the

basin in the United States can be crystallized and definitely fixed.

The question of the availability of water for various California

priorities is a California dilemma.

California, by her own act, set up a system of priorities which

placed one- half the water assumed to have been necessary for the

metropolitan water district of California and all the San Diego water

from the Colorado River on an infirm status, leaving the water that

would be available for those junior priorities to come out of surplus,
which cannot be allocated until some time after 1963.

If a conflict between major agricultural uses and major municipal
uses should develop in California it will be Caiifornia' s problem to

determine which is the mos l Important use and adj ust the differences."

In response to specific objections by California, !Vir. Tipton attempted to

answer them in order. Those applying to water supply are as follows, starting on

page 1190:

Mr. TIPTON. . . .

The first objection: Aher full development, the water supply
will be insufficient to meet lower basin obiigations and the delivery
of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet to MexIco.

Sufficient water will be available to meet the United ,States'

obHgati' olliH-o- Me- x-ico- and-d1e- amount-of- weter-apportioned- to-the
lower basin by Article III ( a) and III ( b) of the compact. These are

the only firm apportionments of water to the lower basin. Any other

obligations which the lower basin interests might have to deliver

water in addition to that apportioned to the lower basin by article

III (a) and III ( b) of the compact are not firm obligations because no

water has been allocated to it by the compact for that purpose, and

no allocation can be made until after October 1, 1963. Future allo-

cations must be made to the basins by commissioners appointed by
the Governors of the seveil Colorado River Basin States.

The second objection:
California' s contracts were the basis for a large bonded

indebtedness and now s'tand to be inj ured or repudiated by the

provisions of the treaty.
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California has firm contracts for the delivery of only 4, 400, 000

acre- feet of water from Lake Mead. Contracts for the delivery of water

to the so- called junior priorities, amounting to 962, 000 acre- feet, are

not firm contracts because no allocation of water for that purpose has

been !J1ade by the Colorado River Compact.
Again, such allocation must await future action, after 1963.

Also, one witness suggested that the Bureau oI Reclamation had

estimated that conditions oI 1988-- 1 am amplUying somewhat the

testimony of this witness to round it out-- would be such that con-

sumption in the upper basin would be 6, 200, 000 acre- feet and that

with no further main- channel reservoirs on ' lhe streams, Lake Mead

would furnish for a 10- year period, such as 1931 to 1940, inclusive,

only 8, 500, 000 acre- feet oI water.

Lake Mead obviously, therefore, is not of sufficient capacity to

supply water during such a 1 a- year period of drought to the holders of

these junior contracts. So these contracts are inhrm from that stand-

point. There would be no water over aID- year period from Lake Mead

for that purpose.

The CHAIRMAN. That is, for the junior?

Mr. TIPTON. Thal is for the junior.
Now, other reservoirs will be on the stream-- many additional

reservoirs. The stream will be entirely equated, so that, as far as

the lower basin is concerned, there will be no low- water period. The

water supply that will be furnished under that condition, not only from

Lake Mead but also from other reservoirs built (llong the upper baSIn,

will approach the long- time average.

Senator LUCAS. These contracts were cntered into on the soie

theory that the water would be delivered from Lake Mead?

Mr. TIPTON. That is correct. However, Lake Mead cannot

deliver the water for a la- year drought period under future conditions."

Following a recess Nlr. Tipton continues on pages 1195 to 1197:

Mr. TIPTON. When we recessed I was discussing certain objections
that California has raised to the treaty. I w1l1 come to No. 3, that

Mexico is not entitled to more water than it used or could have used

before the construction or Boulder Dam, namely, about 750, 000 acre-

feet per year.

It must be understood that the actual diversion for the benefit

of Mexico prior to the construction of Boulder Dam was more than

7 50, 000 acre- feet. All rcports of the use of water by Mexico prior
to the placing in operation of Boulder Dam are in tcrms of aggregate
deliveries to the Mexican laterals of the Alamo canal and do not include

canal losses or wastes. Neither do they include desilting water.
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I call attention 'to the present situation, when 1, 100, 000 acre-

feel of water per year is being diverted through the Alamo canal to

serve 191, 700 acres o~ l2nd in ~!;exico that crt present is being
irrigated under the Alar,IO canal, which is less land than was irngated
prIOr to Boulder Dam, whcon it was reported that the use by Mexico was

750, 000 acre- feet, when that use was a deiivery to the laterals and

no"i: a diversion from Lho i~luiil stream.

Under natural- flow cond.itions with developmellt in the United

States, as it was immedic:tely preceding the placing in operation of

Boulder Dam and for such a period of run- off as 1902 to 1940, there

would have been sufficient vlater in the rivcr each year, so far as

quantity is concerned, to have provided Me,: ico with 1, 500, 000 acre-

feet. However, the sea~ o!1al distribution would not have been parallel
in all years with the seasonal distribution of the 1, 500, 000 acre- feet,

in accordance with the manner in which Me" ico is usmg water.

For 26 years of a 39- year period, 1902 to 19,10, the maximum

deviation from an assur,wd ideal requirement vvould have been

1 percent or less per ani, um.

Senator JOHNSON o~ California. ' View you there in 1902?

Mr. TIPTON. No, SIr; I was not, sir.

There would have been 7 years when the deviaLion would have

teen greater than 5 percent, 5 years when it \\TOuld have been greater

than 10 percent, and 2 yeLlrs when It would have been greater than

IS percent. The same concliLions were to SOI''le extent tru8 with

respect to the lack of rmriOl18iism between cl'le water supply and the

requirements of the Imperial irrigation distncL.

An analysis was :",'lade of the records o~ run- off at Yuma. Those

records were adjusted [ or i,nneased uses that had taken place upstream

during the period of recOl'cl. The Gila River flow was entirely eliminated,

because it is largely unusabl8 on account or Its flashy character. It

was found that after ta~;ing care of the Imperial irrigation district and

taking care of 1, 500, 000 Llcr8- feet of the MeXIcan area and the Imperial
irrigation district, whose requirements was assumed of 2, 500, 000 acre-

fe8t, there would ha'Je rcmained in the stream a very substantial quantity

of water, ranging fro!"" a minimum amount in 19301, which was the lowest

year of record, of only ":, 000 acre- feet, to a maximum of 19, 000, 000

acre- feet. The next lowest year was 1940. Three million six hundred

thousand acre- feet would have remained in the stream unused in that

year,

I wish to correcc m:; S' Latement. The nOXL low year would have

been 1902, when there would have been 2, 62,5, 000 acre- feet remain-

ing unused.

Shortages as grec: L as thesc and much greater exist under many

large canal systems in the upp8r basin. So iL is my opinion that MeXICO
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could have diverted and carried on successful irrigation requiring the

diversion of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet of water prior to Boulder, with uses

in the United States aSlhey were immediately prior to Boulder.

Moreover, Mexico then had a right to use up to half the water

carried by the Alamo Canal. The average annual diversion by the

Alamo Canal for the 13- year period immediately preceding the placing
in operation of Boulder Dam was approximately 3, 000, 000 acre- feet.

The maximum diversion was 3, 423, S11 acre- feet and the minimum was

2, 049, 954 acre- feet in the low year of 1934."

After an interruption, Mr. Tipton continues on page 1200:

California objection No. 4: That the ailocation of 1,500, 000

acre- feet is double that heretofore offered Mexico.
The statement itself is not true; but if it were true, there seems

to be little point to this connection. It must be understood that Mexico

did not accept the offer of the so- called 750, 000 acre- feet per annum

formerly made, nor did the United States accede to the demand of Mexico

for an annuaL delivery of 3, 600, 000 acre- feet. No agreement was reached

at that time. It is just as pertinent to say that the present allocation to

Mexico is only 40 percent of that which Mexico formerly demanded as it

would be to say that the present allocation is double the amount which

the United States offered.

I want to make it plain that the former offer did not limit the annual

delivery of water to Mexico to 750, 000 acre- feet. That is the Mead

offer of 1929.

Under the so- ci',lled Mead offer it is my [irm belief that Mexico

might have received morc water than she will receive under the terms

of this treaty.
Senator JOHNSON of California. She would not accept it. though.
Mr-.-T- InGN.---N0.-sir~ ln-the- I-92-9- oHer- t-he- American- Section

headed by Dr. Meade ( sic) of the International Water Commission, sug-

gested that 750, 000 acrc- feet per year be delivered to Mexico according
to a schedule, after Boulder Dam was built, and suggested there might
bc added to that amounl sufficient water to compensate for losses in the

main canal."

Objection No. 5: That thc allocation to Mexico would be in violation of the

Boulder Canyon Project Act, which specifically restricted its benefits to the Unit cd

States, involved primarily a legal question, not water supply.

California' s objection No. 6 had to do with a possible reduction in the power

produced at Hoover. At pages 1209- 1212, Mr. Tipton expiained that as of that time
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and even as foreseen in 1980 w<<ter to be released for the generation of power, even

firm power, was more than sufficient to satisfy United States uses and the amount

to be allotted to Mexico. Mr. Tipton pointed out that in a period of low runoff, the

allottment to Mexico might increase the power ptoduction at Hoover.

Objection 7 went to the feasibility of constructing a diversion structure in the

limitrophe section. While this objection does not go to water supply directly, the

problem caused considerable concern. We will digress at this point and review some

background testimony on the matter of a diversion structure for Mexico before giving

Mr. Tipton' s answer.

Senator McFarland on page 129 expressed a fear of some of his people that a

diversion dam in Mexico or in the limitrophe section of the river might prove detrimental

to the lands in the Yuma area. His discussion on this point with Mr. Clayton, the

attorney for the International Boundary Commission, is as follows:

Senator McFARlAND. There is another queslion. We were talking
about these works and the dams that were being constructed in the river.

I refer to article XII. In the first paragraph it says:

Regardless 0;' where such diversion structure is located,

there_s,ha 1 Lsim.u Ita neo, us.ly_ be_cons tructecLs,uch..levee~,,-intetior

drainage facilities, and other works, or improvements to exist-

ing works, as in '"he opinion of the Commission shall be neces-

sary to protect lands within the United States against damage
from such floods and seepage as might result from the construc-

tion, operation, and maintenance of this diversion structure.'

Some of the people down in Yuma County expressed fear that if a

diversion dam is plac8d in this river, which has never been permitted
heretofore, it may cause the water level to rise up and alkalize their

lands in such a way that the lands will be useless. It being left to the

Commission, the Mexican Commissioner would never agree to the proper

levees and proper drainage system to prevent that; or at least it might
not be prevented until the lands were already ruined, and then it would

be too late.
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1 should like 'to hear any answer you might care to give in regard
to that obj ection which has been raised by some people against this

trea ty .

Mr. CLAYTON. I will make a brief stateinent about that. There

will be some engineering testimony about that too. But here are the

salient features of it.

Senator McFARLAND. The legal end of it having to be agreed upon

by the Mexican member of the Commission.

Mr. CLAYTON. But simultaneously. In other words, the design
and construction of this dam, over which the American section has veto

power, will be tied up and interrelated with whatever protective devices

are conSidered necessary to protect against any such floods or seepage.

As you know, in the past there have been temporary dams put in

the river there. This proposal in the treaty has the advantage over such

a temporary dam in that it will be designed and planned so as to pass floods

and likewise simply to divert the water into Mexico, wherever it is built.

This is not a storage dam. It does not impound water; it simply diverts it.

Engineers tell me there is no reason why the W'ater surface should be kept
at any higher elevation than it is now. That is borne out by a portion of

article XI (c) where it speaJ~s about deliverying water to Mexico through
the All- American Canal, and so forth, into the Alamo Canal; and of course

diversion from the river will also be in the Alamo Canal. It says:

In either event the deliveries shall be made at an oper-

ating water surface elevation not higher than that of the Alamo

canal at the point where it crossed the international boundary
line in the year 1943.'

If we want to get credit for return and waste flows, as I say, within

the Mexican allocation, it is necessary, of course, to have a diversion

dam there to put it in the canal. It is not necessary to impound waters

and to make the water surface elevation any higher.
But smce we have veto power over the location of that dam in the

limit 'ophe section of the river, and over the plans for that structure, no

such location or plans w1l1 be approved unless at the same time what-

ever protective devices the American section considers to be necessary
are likewise approved.

The CHAIRMAN. Right there, let me ask you this: The language
of article XII. referred to by Senator McFarland, reads:

Regardless of where such diverslOn structure is

located, there shall simultaneously be constructed such levees,

interior- drainage facilities and other works or improvements to

existing works, as in the opinion of the Commission sha II be

necessary to protect lands within the United States against

damage from such floods and seepage--'

That is what you are talking about--seepage of alkali to the top of the

ground, ruining the land--
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as might result from the construction, operadon, and main-

tenance of this diversion structure.'

That has to be agreed to by the American section before it can be

done, has it not?

Mr. CLAYTON. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Furthermore, the article says:

These protective works shall be constructed, operated,
and maintained a't the expense of Mexico by the respective
sections of the Commission, or under their supervision, each

within the territory of its own county.'
So it leaves it up to the American section to operate these works; and,

of course, it would not operate them in such fashion as to ruin the land

by letting alkali seep through.
Senator McFARLAND. I shall go into this more when engineers testify,

since it is more an engine8ring question. But one of the objections is--

one of the fears is--' Lhai the Commissioners will not recognize what is

necessary. There is a fceling that it should be done by the Department
of the Interior. The Commissioners are not irrigation people. The Depart-
mont of the Interior, through the Bureau of Reclamation, is the agency to

do what is necessary. However, we will go into that later.

Mr. CLAYTON. On that point, Senator, I wish to give this committee

assurance that the Boundary Commission is not going to approve any plans--
is not going to approvc any location-- without m nsultation at least with

thc Bureau of Reclamation. The chances arc that they will not only approve

them but that they will dcsign those works and build them, if they are

willing to do it. They are primari ly concerned."

Mr. Ainsworth refers to the provision in article 12 of the treaty which permits

the construction of a diversion dam to serve Mexico on page 226. Senator Hayden

qucstions him in regard to this provision as follows on pages 226- 228:

Mr. AINSWORTH. ArUcle 12 of the treaty with Mexico provides
for the building by Mcxico, at her expense, of a diversion structure in

the bed of the Colorado Rivcr below the upper boundary.
The CHMRMAN. How many boundarios are out there?

Mr. AINSWORTH. They refer to them as two: The upper boundary
is the northern boundary linc, coming across thc southern boundary of

California, hitting the river at Yuma; and thc lower boundary that is

refcrred to, which, after starting 20 miles down the river, goes east,

forming the southern boundary of Arizona.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. AINSWORTH. H the structure is built in the boundary portion

of the river-- this is the diversion structure I ap.1 talking of-- its location,
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design, and construction are subject to the approval of the Commission,

which will thereafter operate the structure. Regardless of where it is

located, the treaty provides for the bUIlding, at Mexico' s expense, of

such levees, interior drainage facilities, and other works or improve-
ments to existing works, as, in the opinion of the Commission, are

necessary to protect lands within the United States. Each section of

the Commission is to perform the work located in its own country.

The provision for the building of the diversion structure was con-

Sidered necessary by the United States representatives in order that

the United States could make use of all its return and drain flows in

filling Mexico' s schedules of delivery, thus proportionately reducing
the draft on firm water. In other words, Mexico could not be expected
to receive and be charged with the return waters and other flows in the

river unless she was permitted to install the facilities needed for their

diversion.

As noted above, if the structure is located in the boundary portion
of the river, the Commission is to pass on its location, design, and

construction. This provision gives the American section a voice in the

determination of such location, design, and construction. It is pro-

posed to submit the plans to the Bureau of Reclamation for its study
and advance advice if the structure is to be located in the boundary
portion of the river."

Senator HADEN ( sic). It is argued by some of our friends at Yuma

that the present treaty with Mexico prohibits the construction of a dam

of any kind that would obstruct navigation and that, therefore, if this

treaty is not adopted Mexico could not build a dam within its own terri-

tory to divert water; and a Iso it is argued that if that dam were immediately
below the southern boundary, against Lower California, it would back up
the water and still do damage to American lands by increasing seepage.
What- have-you- m-say-ab' o'Urtha n

Mr. AINSWORTH. Well, as to the first part of your question,
with reference to the prohibition upon Mexico, under the navigation
clause, against building a dam at any time without this treaty, I believe
that Mexico guarantees passage under the old treaty, and that if she

proposed to build a structure that would permit passage of such boats
as actually use the Colorado River, such a structure could be built.

Senator HAYDEN. It is a prohibition against impeding navigation
by the construction of a dam?

Mr. AINSWORTH. That is my understanding.
Senator HAYDEN. If the dam had a lock in it, so that boats could

come and go through the dam, then it could be built under the Treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo?
Mr. AINSWORTH. That is my opinion; yes.
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Senator HAYDEN. As to the dam upstream, above the Arizona-

Sonora border, how high can that dam be built?
i'
Mr. AINSWORTH. It is limited by treaty to the elevation of the

water surface in the Alamo Canal during 1943.

Senator HAYDEN. What does that actually mean as compared with

the water level or elevation now in the Yuma project?
Mr. AINSWORTH. It means it would not be changed by the dam.

Senator HAYDEN. That is, that the water level in the main stream

of the Colorado River bclow Yuma could not be raised over what exists

at the present Ume?

Mr. AINSWORTH. That is right.
Senator HAYDEN. As you run a line back from the level of the

Alamo Canal, it works out that way from an engineering point of view?

Mr. AINSWORTH. Yes, sir. Actually we believe it would be

slightly lowcr, becausc the diversion would be in Mexico and not about

a mile upstream in the United States. Therc is some loss of head through
structures in the United States-- through Rockwood heading and Hanlon

heading-- which Mexico can avoid in its construction of the new canal

heading to a large extcnt.

Senator HAYDEN. As an engineer, would you say that the practical
cffect of building such a dam would be not to increase the amount of

water that would seep into the land of the Yuma project?
Mr. AINSWORTH. Ycs, sir. The water surface in the river will

be no higher under ordinary flows than it has been for many years. To

prove that point, the Impcrial irrigation district has been diverting
water to the Alamo Canal for the past 40 years, and Mexico does not

necd to divert water at any higher elevation.

Senator HAYDEN. Is the elevation of water in the river the con-

trolling factor as to seepage from the adjacent lands in Arizona?

Mr. AINSWORTH. Yes, sir; that is the only factor that the river

rGore_s_8J:lls . 
II

With this background to California' s objection number 7, we turn to Mr. Tipton' s

answer found on pages 12 I 2 and 12 I 3.

Mr. TIPTON . .

California obj ection No. 7: The treaty contemplates the con-

struction of diversions and protective works, the feaSibility of which
ha s not been established.

It must be recognizcd that Mexico could construct a diversion

structure below the lowcr boundary without a trcaty. It would be practic-
able also for Mexico to construct a gravity heading in the Limitrophe
section of the river withou'C providing a divcrsion dam across the river.

I have discussed 'Chat; I shall not repeat it.
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Mr. TIPTON. Yes. It would be perfectly practicable for Mexico

to make a cut in the bank of the river immediately below the upper boundary
and to divert substantial quantities of water under present conditions.

Such a structure would be on her soil. In fairness, it has been said

that the clear water has eroded the stream, so that there is not at present
the same opportunity to divert water that there formerly was. However,

the land slopes rapidly away from the river. There might be a little

area lost near the point of diversion, but it would be possible to cover

a very substantial area.

Further, the clear water has been going down the stream due to

the fact that the sand which has been picked up below Boulder has been

captured in the reservoir formed by the Imperial Dam. This reservoir is

now filled with sand. It is only in the last year that the desilting works

at Imperial Dam have been placed in operation. I know of my own personal
knowledge that the engineers for the Bureau of Reclamation are very much

concerned as to what will happen in the river channel after the desilting
works go into full operation. There might be a building up of that channel

opposite a practical point of diversion for Mexico to an elevation even

higher than existed before Boulder.

As a matter of face investigations were under way by Mexico look-

ing to the pos sibHity of the construction of such works in the event a

treaty was not negotiated. Substantia I inj ury could res ult to the United

States' interests by such actions on the part of Mexico without any con-

trol being exercised by the United States. The treaty provides that when

such works are constructed simultaneously therewith, there shall be con-

structed those works required to protect United States lands. The extent

of such works must be determined by the Commission as a whole.

Now, it has been suggested here-- and it may have seemed a

logical suggestion--that Mexico can be supplied with its total amount

of- water-for- many- years- throtlgh- the-AH- American-6a na-l- and- th e- PHot

Knob wasteway. Why not do that at the present time? Why does not

the treaty provide for that at the present time, deferring construction

of any dam until some future date?

There are two reasons why that was not done, so far as the treaty
is concerned. One was a very practical reason. During the negotiations
of the treaty, several-- at least two-- conferences were had with the

engineers of the Bureau of Reclamation. One series of such conferences

consisted of five different meetings. I attended those conferences.

The question that we asked the Bureau of Reclamation, because it is the

agency that is operating this lower river, was, ' How much water would

it permit the United States to obligate itself to deliver through the All-

American Canal for the benefit of Mexico? Those conferences were

attended by several of the Bureau of Reclamation men. They hesitated

at first to commit themselves to a delivery of even a rate of a thousand
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second- feet. Finally they suggested that they would agree to 800, 000

acre- feet up until 1960, 650, 000 acre- feet up until 1970, 500, 000 acre-

feet until 1980, then one- half of the water destined for Mexico that might
reach 1m peria I Dam.

So there was a limitation placed upon the negotiators, and there

was a reason for it. The Bureau felt it might need additional amounts

of water in the river to keep the channel in [ air condition below until

the river became stabilized; but it was a condition with which the

negotiators were faced. So all of the water could not be delivered to

Mexico through the All- American Canal; some of it would have to be

delivered by some other means.

Vve did not write into the treaty all the interim quantities sug-

gested by the Bureau. We put in the 500, 000 acre- feet up until 1980

and then 375, 000 acre- feet thereafter. At that point in the proceedings
we again discussed with the Bureau a definite figure after 1980 rather

than half of the water destined for Mexico. It was necessary for us

finally to provide for the delivery of the definite amount of 375, 000

acre- feet, because if Mexico should construct her diversion structure

wholly within Mexico below the lower boundary, there would be a

triangular area of land that could not be served by a canal diverting
from such structure which is now served by the Alamo canal. That area

of land would require on the order of 375, 000 acre- feet.

There was another reason why the obligation to build this structure

was placed in the treaty. It was felt that long use of the American

facilities for the delivery of water to Mexico might result in our being
faced at some time in the future with difficulLy in persuading Mexico

to build a diversion structure at some place below. Since we are in-

sisting-- and the treaty so states-- that Mexico must accept as a part
of her water all water that comes into the stream above the lower boundary
within her schedule, it certainly will require some sort of diversion

below- that-pGi,nt- i-n- GFder- that-Mexi.co-may- u s e- tha t-water-with-which_we

are charging her under the treaty."

Mr. Tipton answered what he called Objection No. 12 concerning ground water

development in Mexico as follows at pages 1218 and 1219:

One, which we will call objection No. 12, is ground water. The

question was asked, Why wa s not ground water considered during the

negotiations of the treaty as a resource in Mexico which should be taken

into consideration? I want to call attention to one or two items. This

first statement is not too material.

Mr. Dowd described very clearly how the delta of the lower Colorado

River was formed. A portion of the Salton Sea used to be a part of the

Gulf of Lower California. The river flowed from one side of the delta to
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the other side and over a long period of years built up that delta region.
Mr. Dowd, in proof of that, stated that the Imperial irrigation district

had drilled a number of: holes clear down through the silt that was carried

in by the river and could not find any water. There was no water avail-

able. Those wells were drilled for domestic purposes.

Now, I do not know whether there is water in the Mexican portion
of the delta region of the underground. I merely know what was testi-

fied to with respect to the Imperial irrigation district.

Now, consideration of ground water as an asset to Mexico and

the recognition of that in this treaty would be extremely dangerous.
Visualize, if you will, such a provision in the treaty: that there is a

ground- water supply in Mexico that is an asset to her; that we recognize
it; and that by virtue of that asset we are going to deliver her less water

from the surface supply of the Colorado River. It has been stated-- and

I agree--that all the ground water that might be available in Mexico

comes from the Colorado River. It has also been suggested that by
the installation of wells the return flow, whatever it might be, in the

limitrophe section could be depleted. If that is true, the reverse process

could take place. In other words, if it would be possible for the United

States to completely dry the river at the international boundary, there

would be no water available to Mexico to keep up this ground- water supply.
Then, what would the United States be faced with? In other words,

we are saying to her: ' Here is an asset. You take it and use it. By
virtue of your use of it, we will reduce our delivery of surface supplies
to you. '

Then, when we completely utilize the surface supplies, the very

source of that ground water disappears, and she has a claim against
the United States to recharge the ground waters, and we have difficulty.

live suggest, if you please, that it is much better to define a cer-

ta-in- amount-of- water-to--be-deJ. ivered--to-Mexico at the-internationa' l

boundary and forget it."

At page 1229 Mr. Tipton began to give the Committee information regarding

water supply and the amount of water produced within each State in the Basin.

Senator Wiley then commented tha't in order to satisfy demands during a low IO- year

period he assumed the engineers were relying on proposed reservoirs in the Basin.

Mr. Tipton agrees and outlines the background of the Bureau' s study which indicated

that in a 10- year dry cycle the outflow from Lake lviead would be 8, 500, 000 acre- feet.
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Mr. Tipton calls attention also to the fact that". . . the evaporation from Lake

Mead. . . is a chargeable item to the allocation to the lower basin, . . ." ( p. 1230).

Mr. Tipton gets into his discussion of water supply for the treaty on pages

1276- 1279 as follows:

Mr. TIPTON.

I shall now go to a discussion of water supply, a very brief dis-

cussion-- not brief because I do not think it is important; it is vitally
important, of course. I think that practically everyone is agreed that

the virgin flow of the Colorado River at the boundary between the two

countries for such a period as 1897 to 1943 averaged 17, 751, 000 acre-

feet. That includes the Gila. That virgin flow is the flow that would

have been there annually had man not disturbed the flow in any way--

had man not consumed any of that water.

There will become available, and there is becoming available at

the present time, water which is naturally lost in the stream. That is

what we call salvage water. From the time precipitation falls on a

watershed Nature begins to take its toll of that original water supply.
Up at the headwaters of a stream the toll that Nature takes is some

70 percent of the water that falls on the shed. There is transpired
by natural vegetation, and evaporated possibly 60 to 70 percent of

the original precipitation, depending on the characteristics of the

watershed. As the wa"ler reaches the streams and flows on down for

many miles-- in this instance from the headwaters to the boundary
I think it is a matter of 1, 600 or 1, 700 miles-- Nature continues to

take her toll. The water continues to be consumed by transpiration
by natural vegetation and by evaporation. When water is taken out

oLthestream- by- man-and- cOflver'fed- t0-benefic-ia-l-us~ som e- oHh'e

water which was lost in transit in going down the stream is converted

to beneficial use. I can illustrate it, I think, in the simplest way

by a transmountain diversion.

Assume a transmountain diversion taking water from the head-

waters of the Colorado River in Colorado. Assume the Colorado Big

Thompson transmountain diversion which is under construction which

will take from the stream an average of 310, 000 acre- feet at the very

head waters of the Colorado. If that 310, 000 acre- feet had been left

in the river and had not been diverted at that point, all of that 310, 000

acre- feet would not have reached the boundary, because some of it

would have been lost in transit. So, in this gradual development
within the basin there will be recovered water that formerly was lost

by natural processes, and that recovered water will be placed to

beneficial use.
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In the testimony that is already in the record the Boundary Com-

mission indicated in its tabular statement of water supply that it was

estimated there would be a minimum amount of water salvaged from

the main stream below Boulder Dam of 380, 000 acre- feet. That quantity

might be exceeded by a material amount. The floods no longer spread
out over the valley, which permitted native vegetation to transpire
excess quantities of water, and also permitted excessive evaporation.

There is already oelng salvaged in the Gila River area some

470, 000 acre- feet that was formerly lost in transit in the river.

I think there IS a very clear picture in the minds of the committee

members of the situa'lion on the Gila River. There were formerly very

large natural losses there. That water has been put to beneficial use.

The estimate of the minimum amount of water that might be salvaged
for beneficial use in the upper basin would be in the order of 400, 000

acre- feet. It might substantially exceed that quantity. So, the sal-

vaged water which might be available may range as high as 1, 250, 000

acre- feet. In my mind it will be a minimum 01 1, 250, 000 acre- feet

per year. It might be more.

That does not change in any fashion whatsoever the amount of

virgin water at the boundary. The virgin supply is estimated at 17, 750, 000

acre- feet; but when that 17, 750, 000 acre- feet was delivered down there

large losses took place, and in converting those losses to beneficial use

there may be available for beneficial use in the basin at least 1, 250, 000

acre- feet more of water which can be added to the 17, 750, 000 acre- feet

to represent the minimum average amount of water that could be put to

beneficial use for such a period as 1897 to 1943.

A study of the opera'lion of present and proposed reservoirs indi-

cates that their capacity will be sufficient to equate the estimated water

supply for such period as 1897 - I 943, inclusive. Some shortages during
3 uch- a- IDw- water-periDd-a- s-+9S- 1-- 40- wH-[--0=nr- in-the-upperregiom, 0r--

the upper basin due to the lack of available reservoir sites of sufficient

size fully to equate the flow of the tributaries serving those areas.

it is estimated however that the main- stream water supply for the

lower basin will not be curtailed during such a period of low run- off

as 1931- 40, due to the fact that there will be reservoirs of sufficient

capacity fully to equate the flow of the river, and, so far as the lower

basin is concerned, due further to the fact that the upper basin is

obligated to deliver to the lower basin 75, 000, 000 acre- feet in succes-

sive 10- year periods or an average of 7, 500, 000 acre- feet, which is

equal to the III (a) allocation to the lower basin, and there is additional

inflow between Lee' s Ferry and Lake Mead.

Senator DOWNEY. Mr. Chairman, may I have another question?

Senator LaFOLLETTE ( Presiding). Go ahead. Ask it.
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Senator DOWNEY. Mr. Tipton, would you admit the practical
possibility that at a time when your Mead Lake might be empty or at

least very low and there was a drought in the upper basin States of a

very serious kind, that they would refuse to let any water down at all,

such as they have; and defend themselves upon the basis that they did

not have any annual delivery compelled but it would be a 10- year

delivery? In other words, would it be possible to have almost a com-

plete failure of the water for use in the lower basin, assuming an extra-

ordinary and continued drought beyond anything we have known?

Mr. TIPTON. I do not think that that would be the case, sir.

I think that it must be admitted that the drought must be felt first in

the upper basin because that is where the water originates, and the

accounting is on the basis or progressive 1 O- year series. In other

words, at the time the delivery at Lee' s Ferry for a particular IO- year

period is 75, 000, 000 acre- feet or an average of 7, 500, 000 acre- feet,

from that time on until the drought is ended the upper basin must

deliver 7, 500, 000 acre- feet each year; it is obligated to do so under

the compact; and I am assuming, sir, that the upper basin will comply
with the terms of the compact."

Commissioner of Reclamation, Harry Bashore, took the stand toward the end

of the hearings. After a brief formal statement by the Commissioner, Senator Hayden

asked Mr. 
Bashore.. 

as the man charged with the operation of works on the river,

whether he considered " it possible to manipulate the flow of water from Boulder and

Davis Dams so as to insur", that only half of the scheduled quantity of water would

be-'ly_
a..
iJab II'Uo_Mexico_eaGh_ mollth...ancLthei01aLquantity-ther~ reduced- to-

7..
50-,-000

acre- feet annually?" Mr. B3.shore answered thilt if the reservoirs were full and

runoff high we could do nothing, but if the reservoirs were low it might be possible

to reduce the flow to Mexico for a short period of time with concurrent reduction

in power production. He summed up his position as follows on page 1687:

Mr. BASHORE _ I do not think it would be practicable, Senator.

It would be possible to attempt something like that, but the results,

as I see it from here, would be very uncertain as to whether you could

accomplish much or not. It would be a matter of just a few months
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within which you could make it effective or not. It would not extend

over a period of 3 months, and of course you would disturb the output
of power.

Senator HAYDEN. I ask these questions because it has been sug-

gested that the American Government has entirely within its own control,

by reason of Federal irrigation works, the development that would take

place in Mexico, and thilt we possess physically the means of compel-
ling them not to use Welter. It seemed to me, on the very face of it,

that it is not practical.
There is another matter that I was interested in that I would like

to ask you about, and I thinJ~ that will be all. That is the question of

return flow to the Colorado River from central Arizona. Just to take a

hypothetical case, suppose that a million ilcre- feet of water were

diverted from the main s' tream of the Colorado River and taken over

into central Arizon"l. Vife are now using 1, 300, 000 or 1, 500, 000 acre-

feet and we ildded "lnoLher million acre- feet to it. My rule of thumb

has been that of any quantity of water applied to land can get about

one- fifth of it back elS return flew. I do net know whether that is a

good rule or not, If we took a million acre..feet of water, certainly
if it were used near the Colorado RIver that would be about 200, 000

acre- feet of return flo'tJ.

Mr. BASEORE, That would not be a bad guess, Senator.

Senator HAYDEN. In the event that 1. 000, 000 acre- feet of water

wa s taken to the in'ce.', i,or of l-\rizona, some 1 SO or 200 miles from the

Colorado River, how much do you think wouid get back to that river?

Mr. BASE'::JRE. Tile' t is very probiemdtical, Senator" That question
is very difficult to i'ins"," er, for this reason. I do not know today where

Arizona will. d" Jcicl" c ' tv use h~ r allccations from the Colorado. She may

take them in centri",l ki;,;ona; she may take them down from Imperial Dam

into the Gila ",~', or she may decide to divide it up, It depends, also,

OO_WJ1Bt h P" A r: ';', 'n~ r-9o.;;: J-~? El4e4A€-pe4.-flt- of-enacHng- an- undel

ground v' atel' c-" h for the nouse ire connection with irrigation in cent, al

Arizona, VV it!1 ~ 11. t'1ose uncei'tilinties, it is very difficult to answer

your question defir.itej,:;, It all depends on where the water is diverted,

because Arizor,e. vl' lJ. helve e, tendency to pump t his water and repump it,

and water brough: into central Arizona will be expensive, and I can hardly
conceive d peol):,e usinL] the water very many times if it is heavily im-

pregnated wIth Sf lt3 .

Senatol" EAYDEN, Do you think there would be some quantity
returned tv the Go locado Riv8r?

Mr. L.'.~',;,::;:(~:. 011, yes; unquestionably"
Senator El\','OEN. But it wouJ.d be a type of water. because of

its alkali and ,,:'Ill content, that would not be good to use in Arizona?

M~, BASEO!',L That is a possibil.ity. I am not so sure about that.

If the water is diuer"ed and used on the Gila it might be entirely possible
to have very g'''',< ,,,...' tcr returning to the Cdorado, because there would

not be t',1e opnl.,',"~ Li'ty thece for ;" 8[.lu, nl)ing " md reuse lower down on the

proj ect .
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Senator HAYDEN. My hypothetical question was that if we take

a million acre- feet out oi the river and apply it to lands in central

Arizona, where the use would be at least 150 miles frOm the Colorado

River, do you think much of it would get back to the river?

Mr. BASHORE. Yes; I think there wouic1 be considerable that

would get back to the river. Even so, assuming that you have an

underground water code and people are not going to pump water unless

it is pretty good water, i'L \ Nould be water that would be usable, but

it would be water thal a man could not afford to spend a lot of money

pumping and also pay for his part of the diversion into central Arizona."

Senator Downey attempted to have Mr. Bashore recant on his statement that

Mexico could be prevented fro,]] receiving the amount of water scheduled under the

proposed treaty only at severe disturbance of power production in the United States.

After several pages of quesUons and answers, Senator Downey settled for this

statement ( p. 1693):

Senator DOW NEY , . . Let me ask you this. Rather than attempt
to do something of 'this Und ( by manipulation of storage, reduce the

summer stream flow to JIi: exico) if this treaty is not made, do you think

we should allow Mexico to Luild up an alleged right there for three or

four o[ five or six million acre- feet '?

Mr. BASHORL. Abso; LiteJy not. I am certainly opposed to that."

Senator Downey then produced a table prepared by the Colorado River Board of

Galifornia_u s ing_e stimates_ o:L.si1:e3JI1flow_preparecLby_ the..B ureau..oLReclamation

The import of the table was to show that with the Mexican burden there would be

an overdraft on the Colorado River of 1, 000, 000 acre- feet or 2, 000, 000 acre- feet

if California' s junior priorities were counted. Mr. Bashore agreed that the figures

presented led to that conclusion but he requested Mr. Riter to an swer for him. The

following exchange then took place at pages 1697 and 1698:

Senator DOWNEY. I would like to have him answer the first

question. Is it not true thai in the dry cycles the average flow over

aiD -year period was only about 12, 000, 000 acre- feet?
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Mr. RITER; At Lee Ferry; yes, sir.

Senator WILEY, Let U3 start with the proposition of a period of

7 years with an Everage flo,^, of 12, 000, OOlJ acre..feet, In the previous
7- year period you might have]/', 000, 000 acre- feet if you are going to

let it all down, but you are accumulCiting it. What effect will the acc\lmu-
lation or water back of the dam" have or. the Cibiiity to see thrl,t not only
8, 500, 000 ac,,,," ieet but aI" additiondl 2, DUO, 000 acre- feet is available ?

Mr. RITE:<-. May r answer it this way"" your question has several

elements, First, as to the effect of res",rvuirs, we will att",mpt, in

developing plans for the utilizatiun uf the waters of the Colorado River,

to equate the flow, In other words, we will attempt to approach the

average. T",~tilnoi~y has been presented already, both by Mr. Elder

from Califcrnic dnct by Mr. Tiptci, reFe,qenting the SIX State Conlmittee,

which ~hf)wS t!-,,,t W3 will neec in the no'lighborhood of 50 tc' 60 miltion

acre- fed of otcr"lge c" P' lcity 0n the stream to cooopletdy levf,l out the

dry years and th", wac years.

Ser:ator WILbY. How much d.) 10e. have llOW?

Mr, RITEP.. F,ouldH Deln hi;'; ':n c;cdve cdp-1City of 20, 000, 000

acre- feet, Til;;,'e i'lr'~ r1Dout 1[, 000, 000 acre ' feeL in the Sait i1nd Gila

Rivers 3r,j the'.! triblltijr;es, Vole have projocted !>lans and made studies

of additional ,,, servuirs upstrealil frorr. Er' ulder Dam which will ulti,

mately lrdl' to c; Cjll'lt- 3 the stl,'edlil flow.

Senator \ vF"t:Y Vfhcn y,)'J 33Y ' equate', let mE' understc.nd you.

You meaL tiH::te illiLl ;:,~~ ~V~j: 10bL~ '~hen, '~ nder these figures not simply
8, 500, 0( 10 , U",,' ["",,[ j,n'. bi3 i;.'1 i0:; that Sellator DCWilcY is talking about

but in t~1e ns.:.
gLb"'.rr~oc: l of 1 CJ I SOu. ~ IOC flcre'- f0et.

III\'!I. i~.i.'i't.r:. rJ0, sit", ' r:-lt~ ::,'terCiqe virgin llcw of thf:~ stream at the

internation'}\ L(' I~l1dFl,\' , i, 8 ~';' , 7S0, llCiJ ' lc;,,,--feet, Ii yuu olio'." for the

use of the upr:-.e~. 0c1.,sin ;:J.!:' ?:V8fagQ uf j' i/' t.". nlillion acre" f~et, that vvill

le2v8 ava.\lab' E a vir.Jin slipplyto the lower b'isill ' llld to Mexico of

s omethi i :q _ C':L::CL-"- Q,3JJ1L.JlQO_a.c.r:e-, foe.t==.lIl,.JlO~(j,O O-J~,~ et-.- T-he- lower----
basin is givecl t.J: e r',girt to del'lete the flew of the system 8 1/ 2 million

acre" feF;c, If Vi", d,"rll~o::t thLl't, ' C' 1' jn tL,.,t w: ll 1',""'\ 18 i1 surplus of abClut
2, 000, Oce uO::", 'h'~'L, of which IM,xicCi ;, t> heing gf"lnted und8~ this treaty

1 1/ 2 Ir,EliGn '08re -f. '<3t, leaving 5 Sl: la il .; urplus.
But to answ" r the qu",.;tion of Senntor Downey, the bo,sic figures

of 8, 5eO, aoo :; c~- o--fpet Gume f, um a st1j,iy we iT.ilde in detel'minir:g the

power pes,; ibili t~q~ ' Jt B' ;! lshe3ct r:e ser', ui" v' hich i3 D"lvis Dam, located

immedi"lteJ. y 0C1_1>-,' l ~:,~~:jder, Tl~:::"': '!!::J.;;. ~'L. G: ccte.-j. .i:o rE:fl(;ct { he ccnc.iitions

as of 1 SBS Clnd ::~~ e::: not r8f18cl th.:::! l1ltirnoi.:c conJitlcns of the rive:- Y-\;hen

the full u!,stre'Jr;1 use will ;)<3 mi:de in the :.rpp8r b2 ..'in.

I \" 8''';:,(\ ], ikc tc. cal) atter.tion ',' \,$0 tc these CGntrClctc:; which total

9, 962, 000 ;; cr3--faat. H we cut C6.iiforni? b,~ck to 1'1' 3'- firn', right c.f

4, 400, 000 ,~Ci'e' ic,,~t, tL:; CG" ticctS will ~hen tC'~'ll {,SOO, OOO acrenfeet.
Then if ','lT8 ", jQ '1, r;,~ll\ori ;,~r:d " ha~, lu M0;{icu, th", will be 8, SeD, 000

lcre- f'2[; t,
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Now, I would like to call attention to several things. Those con-

tracts are for the use of wa'ter in the lower basin. The Nevada use is

not going to be below Boulder Dam. A large part of it will be for uses

on the tributaries. Part of that contract should be applied to the tribu-

taries above Boulder Dam and should not be applied to w9ter c<;Jp1ing out

of' Boulder Dam.

This is one of those questions that Mr. Bashore says we cannot

interpret under the compacl. In Boulder Canyon reservoirs there is

some 600, 000 acre- feet of evaporation loss that has not been accounted

for. I do not know, gentlemen, how it is going to be charged. That is

a matter which the States will have to decide. By the time we allow for

this factor and for other possible uses-- for ins'tance, uses in Arizona

on the Little Colorado-- a considerable amount of water, under the con-

tracts is consumed above Boulder Dam. Arizona will also use some

water out of the Virgin River.

Under the Arizona contract the amount of water used above Boulder

Dam will be charged against her contract.

So, therefore, I say, that the statement, with all due respect,

is a little bit misleading, in that it assumes that the demands of water

contracts will be applied entirely below Boulder Dam. There are to be

some figures subtracted from this before it gets down to meet the

8, 500, 000 acre- feet. The exact amount I am not prepared to give you.

I do not know, frankly, because that is an interpretation of the com-

pact that has never been made. It is an interpretation that will have

to be made by the Stat8S."

At page 1700 Senator Downey and Mr. Riter have an interesting exchange con-

cerning evaporation from resorvoirs:

Sena,tor- DOW~- gQw- much--in-:the fiI]' If.0S- you--gave-Sena tor

Wiley did you deduct because of evaporation in those reservoirs?

Mr. RITER. I assume, sir, that the evaporation in the upper

basin reservoirs would be part of the 7 , 500, 000 acre- feet of depletion
in the upper basin. '

Senator DOWNEY. You have not answered my question. How

much actual physical evaporation do you count on in those figures that

you gave Senator Wiley of the reservoirs you intend to construct in the

upper basin in acre- feet?

Mr. RITER. As I remember our figures, sir. it is in the neighbor-
hood of 800, 000 acre- feet.

Senator DOWNEY. That 800, 000 acre- feet has to come out of

your maximum flow, does it not?

Mr. RITER. I assume it would come out of the 7, 500, 000 acre-

feet.
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Senator DOWNEY. You are going to charge the upper basin States

with the evaporation in the upper basin of 800, 000 acre- feet?

Mr. RITER. If thal is finally agreed to by the States.

Senator DOWNEY. I assume we have got to stand our proportionate
part of the evaporation in Lake Mead and the other reservoirs. The com-

pact seems very plain to us. This plan of yours would immediately reduce

the consumptive use in the upper basin of 7, 500, 000 acre- feet by 800, 000

acre- feet?

Mr. RITER. No. Evaporation loss is one element of consumptive
use. I think the upper basin understands that. That has been explained
to them, and I think they understand it and have agreed to it. "

For several pages thew is a conversation by the Senators with Mr. Riter in

which it is pointed out that ,if all development takes place in both the Upper and

Lower Basins as contemplated there is not enough water in the river. Mr. Riter

expresses it this way:

There is not enough water to meet everybody' s desires. I ha ve

preached that to these seven States." ( p. 1716)

The Senators then entertained some speculation as to the possibility of

bringing into the Colorado River Basin surplus wa'cers of the Columbia River system.

With this background, we turn now to the dcbates on the floor of the Senate

when the Treaty was before 'that body for ratification. ( Note: Until otherwise

indicated, all page references hereinafter noted shall be to Volume 91, Congressional

Record, 79th Congress, 1st Session.)

Senator Connally, the Chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, introduced

the treaty to the Senate. After his opening remarks he and Senator Downey have

an exchange wherein Senator Connally states the opinion of the proponents as to

the need for the treaty. The following takes place at page 2337:

Mr. CONNALLY. . . . Boulder Dam is there. Regardless of its

effect, or who built it originally, therc now gocs down the Colorado
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River to the sea 10, 000, 000 acre- feet of water. My claim is that

without this treaty Mexico may, if she can provide the facilities,

employ that additional water for the expansion of agriculture and

irrigation within her own boundaries, and no one can deny her that

right or power. If she does that, she will create an equitable claim,

at least, an equitable claim under the doctrine of prior appropriation,
that she is entitled to continue the use of the water. That exact

doctrine is laid down and approved in the making of treaties respect-

ing waters of an international character.

Mr. DOWNEY. If the Senator will yeild further, I will ask him

if it was not the contention of the opponents of the treaty that Mexico

can only divert and use this water in the way the Senator has indicated

if the treaty is made effective, and gives Mexico the right to use

diversions, structures, ditches, and dams, in the United States, which

otherwise she could not use?

Mr. CONNALLY. I did not so understand the testimony. It was

contended by the opponents of the treaty that she was not capable of

diverting water from the Colorado River because of the difficulty of terrain

which might make it difficult to build dams. But the testimony in that

respect was conflicting. I am not trying to indicate what particular
works she should construct. All I am saying is that the water is there,

the water goes down that river, and if she can get it without a treaty

it is no one' s business, and she can do wha't she feels like doing
with it."

Senator Downey many times expressed the position that the opponents were in

favor of granting to Mexico the amount of water which she was using prior to

Boulder Dam. At page 2808 Senator Downey defines this as 600, 000 acre- feet

per year by saying:

We in California do not claim, as a matter of equity, that the

building of a dam would give us the moral right to take away from

Mexico the water she was using before the dam was built. As a matter

of equity and moral right, Mexico is entitled to continue to have come

to her that which she was using prior to the building of the dam, which

was an average of 600, 000 acre- feet. "

Senator Downey continues at page 2816 with an explanation of why the proponents'

arguments of the need for a tr8aty at the time was, in his opinion, erroneous.

Through an exchange with Senator Fulbright, he explains some of the background of

prior negotiations with Mexico as follows:
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Mr. DOWNEY. . ,

We Americans are rather naive. Vve are credulous, so far as our

own rights are concerned. The arguments which were stated by the

chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee were the arguments prin-
cipally relied on by wilnesses for the State Department, in urging this

treaty. If we were American businessmen or lawyers, and not naive,

but thinking in terms of practical common sense, we would immediately
say ' If Mexico now has it within her power, for the next 25, 50, or 100

years to use 5, 000, 000 or 10, 000, 000 acre- feet of water, worth billions

of dollars, why does she not use that water to build up her right so that

she can make whatever maximum claim she may wish to make, in the

future? '

Mr. President, I have already said that the record before the Foreign
Relations Committee is full of inaccuracies and misstatements, far beyond
anything I have ever experienced. Here agi1in we find the whole statement

of facts erroneous. It is not only 100 percent wrong, but the direct opposite
is true.

I spent 2 weeks on lhe delta of the Colorado River and on the facilities

in the United States, by which Mexico now principally uses her water. I

say to the Senate-- and I challenge investigation of the statement-- that

Mexico cannot build U~) any additional use of water without this treaty.
She cannot even use what she is now using without our facilities in this

country-- our diversion ditches, dams, and reservoirs. If Mexico could,

for an almost unlimitecl time, use many times 1, 500, 000 acre- feet, and

by that use establish a strong right to that amount forever, would she be

here, sacrificing her interests? Of course, she would not. Nor would

the chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee urge upon the Senate

that we make this treaty as a favor to Mexico. If the facts are as alleged,
Mexico is making a most improvident treaty, agai nst which she should

be- protected.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Nir, President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. DOWNEY. I yield.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. I should like to get a little information about the

prior negotiations in connection with this treaty. I believe that in 1927

or I 928 Mexico demarrl ed 3, 600, 000 acre- feet as her share, and we offcred

approximately 1, 000, 000.

Mr. DOWNEY. We offered approximately 750, 000.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. The digest states that there was also a suggested
recognitiion of 250, 000 to 300, 000 acre- feet to compensate for loss in the

main channel. The digest states that we offered approximately 1, 000, 000
acre- feet. At that time Mexico wanted 3, 600, 000 acre- feet and apparently
we offered approximatcly 1, 000, 000. Is that correct?

Me. DOWNEY. No; again the digest is erroneous. Vvhat is referred
to there is what is known as the Mead offer. The Mcad offer proposed to

give Mexico 750, 000 acre- fcet of water, with only a possibility of adding to

that the amount of water nccessary to take that 750, 000 acre- feet from the
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river, through the main canal, to the head of the laterals. The testimony
of the engineer who managed the system to the effect that the additional

amount would be less than 10 percent. The written records of the Mead

committee are plain and unequivocal, to the effect that the Mead offer

was 750, 000 acre- feet plus perhaps 10 percent, or 75, 000 acre- feet

in addition.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Il is true, is it not, that Mexico thought she

was entitled to 3, 600, DOll acre- feet at that time?

Mr. DOWNEY. Up to , he time the All- American Canal was built,

Mexico was claiming 3, 600, 000 acre- feet. I shall be glad to explain
to the Senator, and to the Senate, upon what Mexico based that claim.

When we originaliy irrigated the lands in , he Imperial Valley in

the United States, we were compelled to take our ditch through Mexico.

As a condition for permitting this, Mexico demanded of us the right
to take one- half of whatever water was carried through that ditch. The

ditch had a capacity of 10, 000 second- feet of water.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. What does that represent in acre- feet?

Mr. DOWNEY. One second- foot of water flowing for 24 hours

makes two acre- feet. Five 'thousand second- feet of water would

represent 10, 000 acre- feet a day, or 3, 600, 000 acre- feet a year; but

there was never th3t amount of water taken through the canal. Only
a small fraction of it went through the canal, because the water simply
was not there. The maximum which Mexico ever got out of that contract

was 750, 000 acre- feet of water In 1 year. But Mexico continued to hope
that the United States miglTt spend hundreds of millions of dollars on

our streams, thereby making it possible to take 10, 000 second- feet of

water through the ditch into Mexico. She would then be able to claim

half that water. So long as !v,exico felt that she had a strangle hold on

the people of the United States, because our ditch happened to go through
Mexico, she made the claim of 3, 600, 000 acre- feet.

But our American farmers threw off that parasitical burden, that

servitude to Mexico. We built the All- American Canal, which runs

entirely through American soil, and thus we were under no obligation
to give to Mexico any water out of the All- American Canal.

Consequently, Mexico immediately realized that she had lost her

hold on us. Since that time, she has been anxious ly determined to make

some treaty, because from now on Mexico can do substantially no irri-

gation without the use of our reservoirs, our dikes, ditches, and diversion

facilities in the United States. If we do not make this treaty, and if

we do not wish to go out of our way to help Mexico use our facilities,
built at our expense, next summer she will have a crop failure."

Senator Millikin, the main spokesman in favor of the treaty as it pertained to

the Colorado River, answered Senator Downey' s arguments on the Senate floor by

presenting estimates of use of Colorado River water in Mexico on page 2827 as follows:
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Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, I should like to discuss briefly
the present use in Mexico of water from the Colorado River. The treaty,

as will be recalled, provides for an allocation to Mexico of 1, 500, 000

acre- feet per annum, with provision for a possible additional amount of

200, 000 acre- feet.

Yesterday the distinguished junior senator from California ( Mr. Downey)

told us that in 1943 there had been diverted through the Alamo Canal and

in 1944, partially through the Alamo Canal and partially through the All-

American Canal, for Mexican use, 1, 180, 000 acre- feet.

By checking in Mexico through investigations conducted by the

Boundary Commission and through the interpretation of photographs, it

is the opinion of those who have negotiated the pen ding treaty for us

that this diversion of 1, 180, 000 acre- feet was to service apprOXimately
190, 000 acres of land. That establishes a water requirement per acre

in that part of Mexico for the use to which the water is put of approxi-

mately 6 acre- feet per acre.

Likewise, investigations and photographs in Mexico have shown

thai about 95, 000 acres of additional Mexican lands were serviced by
pumping from the Colorado River in Mexico. Assuming the same water

requirement per acre-- and I know of no reason why the assumption is

notvalid-- this would equal 570, 000 acre- feet. The total of those two

figures would be 1, 750, 000 acre- feet of water from the Colorado River

used in 1943 and 19'11[ in N,exico. As I have said, the figure which has

been officiaHy declarcd to be the use by the proponents of the treaty is

1, 800, 000 acre- feet. The disparity is immatcnal.

The Mexican section of the International Water Commission at a

meeting on August 29, 1929, reported that thcre are 1, 500, 000 acres

of irrigable land in Mexico which could be wa'tered from the Colorado

River with pumping lifts !'.o greater than 80 feet. I have seen figures
Qf- i~r- igab.le- acr-Bage- i'Fl- Me-xiG0-wh-ieh-Fan~- fF0m- l, g.{HhQ Q Q- aeres- to

1, 500, 000 acres. If we apply that service charge of 6 acre- feet of

water per irrigated acre to the available irrigable land down there, it

can be seen that Mexico could expand her use to four or five or six

million acre- feet a year. The point to remember now is that Mexico is

expanding her use and is cnabled to do so because she now has a

regulated stream from which she can obtain a regulated supply."

The Senator then describes the works on the Colorado River which perform the

functions of storage, regulaUng and power generating. He then continues to explain

the need for a treaty in the following language at page 2828:
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Mr. MILLIKIN. Exactly. The Davis Dam on this stream, to WhICh

I have been referring, has interest also because it refutes the talk we

have been hearing again and again that Mexico or someone is claiming
the right to stored waters behind Boulder Dam" The Mexican right, as

it is established In this treaty, could be supplied completely from Davis

Dam if Boulder Dam did not exist.

Mr. President, that is the present status of the regulating and

the storage and the power- generating works in that part of the Colorado

River in which we are interested. It will have been observed that all

that is in the lower basin of the Colorado River. Under the treaty
the upper- basin States are required to deliver to the lower basin an

average of 7 5, 000, 000 acre- feet of water in progressive 10- year series,

and the works we have been discussing will take that water and process

it and regulate it for all or its intended uses.

The upper- basin States also have their reservoir problems. We

must get reservoirs up there. I have seen one estimate that if we can

secure 20, 000, 000 acre- feet of storage in the upper basin, this, together
with that which is now in the lower basin, or which has been authorized

and appropriated for there, we will have an equated stream. That is to

say, we will then have a stream reflecting its long- term average flow.

The droughts and the floods will be smoothed out. I have seen estimates

that it would take perhaps 30, 000, 000 acre- feet of storage in the upper

basin. But whatever it takes I think it is inevitabie that we will get it.

There are varying estimates as to what the stream will do 40 or

50 years from now. I have heard it estimated that the stream IS good
for 16, 000, 000 acre- feeL I have heard it estimated that it is good for

18, 000, 000 or 18, 500, 000 acre- feet. Not until we get far along toward

complete use on this side of the line, many years distant, if then, will

we have any problem as to supplying Mexico with a million and a haif

acre- fS!_e,..L9. C-"Y.ater.

Mr. AUSTIN" Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. MILLIKIN. . 1 am glad to yield to the Senator from Vermont.

Mr. AUSTIN. Is it the Senator' s opinion that these works which

would tend to attain that obj ective will not be undertaken unless we

settle the question with Mexico?

Mr. MILLIKIN. I thank the Senator for his question. I was just

coming to that. We cannot achieve our development in the upper basin,

to which we are entitled, and on which our whole economic life hangs,
because we cannot put up those reservoirs and regulating works until

we know how much water we have to process in them. We cannot know

this until Mexico' s share of the river has been decided.

These plants are not built f or a day. They are not built for a month

or a short period of years. They are built just as the treaty is built-- in

perpetuity. They require huge investments. You cannot put the money
into such projects on uncertain prospects. These works are necessary to
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the full development of the upper basin. They are necessary to the full

development of the lower basin. In the absence of a treaty there is the

possibility that Mexico by arbitration might receive more than one and

a half million acre- feet-- might receive a much larger amount. Mexico

has strenuously insisted in the negotiations on receiving 3, 800, 000

acre- feet. At times she has presented figures based upon available

acreage for irrigation that would have raised her considerably beyond
that figure. Mexico would go into an arbitration with strong claims."

At pages 3094 and 3095 Senator Millikin presents figures to show the drainage

area of the Colorado River by States, the percentage contribution to the Virgin flow

at the boundary by States, and the acreage irrigated in each State by Colorado River

water. Senator Downey argues with Senator Millikin as to the uses of water in

Mexico and the extent of canal losses on the Mead offer on pages 3096 and 3098.

Starting on page 3156, Senator Downey asserts that because of the distance

from Boulder Dam to the Boundary the cost to the United States as proposed by the

treaty is not just 1, 500, 000 acre- feet but 2, 000, 000 acre- feet. He also seems to

argue that the treaty guarantees an instantaneous flow to Mexico as follows:

Mr. President, at some later stage of this debate I will show

clearly, and it cannot be denied, that, even under the interpretation

placed upon the trealY by the State Department, the treaty will cost us

not 1 , 50n-;-OOOacre- teeI of waterl5TIr2-;-500-;-OOO acre- feetof water.

On the Qasis of the interpretation heretofore made by the State Depart-
ment, and on a possible and a probable future interpretation it might
cost us twice that amount.

Let me very briefly show why that is true. It is 300 iong, hot,

arid miles from Lake Mead, which we have built, down to the Mexican

border. If it were desired to bring 1, 500, 000 acre- feet of water from

Lake Mead down to the Mexican border-- and I think the evidence is

undisputed on this point-- it would be necessary to let out of that

reservoir close to 2, 000, 000 acre- feet of water, because the water

must move over 300 hot miles with consequent evaporation and seepage.

I wish to correc', that statement a trifle. The treaty provides not

for 1, 500, 000 acre- feet but for 1, 700, 000 acre- feet under certain con-

ditions. That 200, 000 acre- feet will probably only be delivered about

75 percent of the time. So the treaty provides for an average allotment
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of 1, 650, 000 acre- feet. One could not hope to get 1, 650, 000 acre- feet

of water down to the Mexican border without lotting out of Lake Mead or

Davis Reservoir over 2, 000, 000 acre-;feet or water. If the treaty is rati-

fied, then, when the day of reckoning comes around, the upper basin

States and the lower basin States will begin to understand into what a

noose they have placed their necks.

The treaty does somcthing else. It guarantees the delivery of

1, 500, 000 acre- feet of water according to schedules that Mexico is

to serve upon us, and under those schedules Mexico may say to the

United States: ' During the month of July we want flowing down to us

constantly 600 second -feel{ .' Senators understand that a second- foot

is a measure of rate of flow, and an acre- foot a measure of volume.

Six hundred second- feet flowing for 24 hours, will produce 1, 200 acre-

feet. So we are placing ourselves in a situation where we are going
to do something for Iviexico which we would not do for any of our States

or for any person. We are going to guarantee the delivery of not less

than 600 second- feet of water.

Mr. President, suppose we deliver only 550 second- feet or 570

or 590 second- feet, we will clearly have breached our agreement with

Mexico. We can very readily give to Mexico far more than the 600

second- feet. We will not dare to give her less or we will be liable

in damages, and we should be.

Mr. President, if we are improvident enough to assume this type
of obligation and impress this servitude upon our reservoirs, in favor

of a country which did no'thing to develop them, we ought to be prepared
to pay the bill.

Let us see what the result will be. It is admitted that, in addition

to losses by evaporation and seepage, which would amount to in excess

of 15 percent in that long river flow, we will have another substantial

loss. I should like to have the Senate understand that it is 300 long
miTeStrom Lake Meaa, where t1le water wi11 be storedana--ret out to

Mexico, down to the Mexican border. To hear distinguished Senators

argue, and to hear engi,neers who appeared on behalf of the State Depart-
ment before the committee in favor of the troaty, one would think it

would be very easy to draw 600 second- feet of water out of Lake Mead

and let it flow down into Mexico.

Mr. President, ' chat water, after it leaves Lake Mead, will traverse

300 miles. It will take 4 days to make the journey. No engineering
skill can judge within 15 percent the volumo of water which is required
to produce a given amount of water when it is let out of Lake Mead and

measured down at the MGxican border. Why is that? A second- foot of

water is a CUbIC foot of water passing a point each second of time. The

rate of flow is a most important factor. If we have a heavy wind blow-

ing down the Colorado River, the water may move 20 percent faster than

if we have a heavy wind blowing up the Colorado River. Heat or cold
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mukes a differenc'e in the movement of the water. In addition, no one can say

whether there will be 2, 3, or 5 percent of water wasted at the various

head gates and diversion dams before it reaches Mexico. The undisputed
engineering testimony is that we must allow, for the Mexican use, at

least 15 percent, for the balancing and regulation feature alone, above

what we grant. If we muse start 2, 000, 000 acre- feet of water down that

river in order to overcome seepage and evaporation, we must add at least

another 300, 000 acre- feet as a regulatory factor. If we were dealing with

our own citizens, the contract would provide, for example, 600 second-

feet, more or less, provided that over the course of a month it must balance.

But that is not this treaty. We are proposing to commit ourselves, by a

guaranteed right, supported by the national honor, to deliver this water

according to schedule. Senators will find that provision in article 15.

If during a certain month iViexico should call for a rate of fLow-- and it

is in the singular and not in the pluraluof 500 or 600 second- feet, we

would be required to deliver it, or Mexico' s crops would be damaged.
Let us stop talking about the cost of this guaranty as being 1, 500, 000

acre- feet, Any p~udent businessman, engineer, or lawyer-- and I hope,
ultimately, prudent Senatorsuwill come to realize that it is not 1, 500, 000

It is 1, 500, 000 plus, tentatively, 200, 000 plus evaporation and seepage

losses, in a hot country, along 300 miles of river, plus the amount neces-

sary to assure the fulfillment of our guaranty. The figure might easily
reach 2, 500, 000 acre- feet."

Senator Smith of New Jersey had written to former President Herbert Hoover

r8c;uesting th3t M~. Hoover comment on certain matters regarding the treaty. Senator

Sm- i-th- tfle+1- r-Bq, p,,! F- teEh':'..,~r- M-i-l+i-J," i-l1--{e-Gemment- 0n--M' r.- He0ver-'-s- afi'5wering- lett'er .

The portions of the le'cte!" pertaining directly to water supply are, 3S found on

pc:ge3177:

My Dear Senator: I have your letter inquiring for my answer to

the statement:

The consensus of engineers now is that the average vir;;in run-

off of the Coiorc.do P.iver Basin is approximately 18, 000, 000 acre- feet,

leavillg c surpll.!s of 2, 000, 000 acre- feet per year.

f}-,e folLov, ing are the answers to these asserEons:

J. _ TI-IE FALV'ICY OF ' LONG- TERM AVERAGES'

The figure of 18, 000, 000 acre- feet given you represents an average

of 48 years. U is impossible to irrigate on long- te,-m averages. The

quantity available for irrigation during a drought period is dependent

upon the quantity which it is practicable to carryover from flood years
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in reservoirs, and this is limited as to quantity and time because of annual

evaporation losses from the reservoirs. In the period covered by accurate

records, 1897 to 1944, ' the flow in about half of the 48 years was subnormal.

Some of the recurring droLi,,-hts of that period lasted 10 years or more>

The average virgLl n'n- off or the entire system from 1897 to 1944,

inclusive, including the waters of the Gila River and its tributaries, was

17, 800, 000 acre- feet, bUL of this 1, 300, 000 acre- feet represented the

flow of the Gila River and its tributaries, reaching the main stream in a

state of nature, all of which flow of the Gila River is currently utilized

and virtually none of which reaches the main stream. I am advised that

the average of 1931- 40, comparable to the figure of 18, 000, 000 acre- feet

given you was less than 13, 000, 000 acre- feet, and that the flow of the

entire system for the year 1934, for example, was only about 5, 000, 000.

2. RETURN FLOW

Reliance on re'Llirn flow as a source from whjch the guaranty to

Mexico would be made good is fallacious. The Colorado River compact

allocates ' benefIcia, consumptive use.; Consumptive use, in general,
as the treaty ~ecognizes" is the diversion less the retui'n to the river.

If, as proponents of the treaty say, 900, 000 acre- feet wOLlld be avail-

able in return flow from A~ erican proj ects, Arizona or the other States

furnishing that return flow vlould be entitled, under the Coiorado River

compact; to increase diversions of fresh water by that quant; ty - Return

flow is not some new source found outside ') f the Colorado River compac'L."

Senator Millikin comments on the above as follows ( pp. 31.77- 3178):

1. Ir. this s8ction ~'lr, Hoc\rer discusses what he terms the

fallacy of long--teim averages _ St:loies by cmgineecs of the United States

Bureau of Reclamation anc' by other engineers indicate that sufficient

storage can and will. be provideG or. the Co 1m-ado i{iver fully to equate

the flow of the stream to the so--called long- term average, Mr. Hoover

states that from 189'; to 19L14 c:bom oEe- nalf 0f the years was s' llmormal.

This can be expectec1. V! hen dealing with a series of data and the

averages thereof it can be assumed that approximaLely one- half of the

series will be above normal ar.d cne- half will be below normal.

Mr. Hoover meritions that as a part of the long- term estimate

of 17, 800, 000 acre- feet as the virgin run- off of the entire river system,

there is included 1, : JOO, 000 acre- feet of the now of the Gila River

and its tributaries reaching the stream ill the state of nature. He then

states that all of the Gila River water is currently utilized and virtuC\lly
none of it reaches the main stream. This is 'true, but the consumptlOn

that takes piace on the Gila River is a charge against the allocation of

16, 000, 000 acre- fee" mC\de to the upper and lower basms by tl-,e Colorado
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River compact. The virgin flow of the Gila River, therefore, should be

included as a part of the total virgin flow of the Colorado River system.
It is true that during the 10- year period 1931- 40, the virgin flow at Lee

Ferry was something less than 13, 000, 000 acre- feet and that for the

year 1934 at Lee Ferry it was only about 5, 000, 000 acre- feet. However,

again it must be stated that sufficient reservoirs will be available to

equate the flow of the stream to the long- term average.

2. Mr. Hoover sta'tes that reliance on return flow as a source

from which the guaranty to Mexico would be made good is fallacious.

It is understood that return flow reaching the river below Imperial Dam,

estimated at upward of 900, 000 acre- feet, will not be used in the

United States and will go to Mexico in any evc'l1t. In the recent negoti-
ations Mexico demanded a delivery of 2, 000, 000 acre- feet to the Alamo

Canal by way of the All- American Canal. Under such an arrangement
Mexico would have received the return flow reaching the river below

Imperial Dam and would not have been charged with it. Officials of

the Imperial Irrigation District from time to time have suggested that

all deliveries to Mexico be made through the All- American Canal. In

this case Mexico would receive the return flow without the United States

receiving credit for it. Therefore, reliance on return flow as a source

from which the guaranty to Mexico will be mado under the treaty is not

fallacious. "

On page 3278 Senator Connally introduced the res:> lution of ratification to-

gether with certain reservations of understanding iJS to the treaty. The reservations

of concern to us in this section are numbered (j) and ( k) and were worded as follows:

j.)-T-hat-ths-quant- a.[-e.s- of-l,.f>QO, O{)O- aore-feet-a-nd- l, 7-G{), OOO

acre- feet of water referred to in subparagraph ( b) of article 10, and in

paragraph E of article 15, of the treaty, include, and are not in addi-

tion to, the quantity of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet of water, the delivery of

which is guaranteed under subparagraph ( a) of article 10.

k) The United States recognizes a duty to require that the

protcctive structures to be:> constructed under article 12, paragraph ( a),

01 this treaty, are so constructed, operated, and maintained as to

adequately prevent damage to property and lands within the United

States from the construction and operation of the diversion structure

referred to in said paragraph."

Reservation ( j) settled definitely the " ambiguiW" in wording of article 1.0 ( a)

and ( b) and in article I 5 by making it plain that the quantities were not cumulative.
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In other 'Nords. thi'lt Mexico Wi'lS to get as a total quantity under the treaty 1, 500, 000

acre- feet of water per annum, except 1n special instances when there was surplus

water and in that instance Mexico was to get a total quantity of only 1, 700. 000

acre- feet of water. Reservation ( k) provided that the United States would assure

itself that any structures bui It under article 12 ( a) of the treaty, would properly

protect any property in the United States.

On page 3291 Senator Murdock on behalf of himself and Senators O' Mahoney

and McFarland offered as a substitute for the above quoted reservation (j) the

following language~

j) That the 1 , 700, 000 acre- feet specified in paragraph ( b) of

article 10 includes and is not in addition to the 1, 500, 000 acre- feet,

the delivery of which to Mexico is guaranteed in subparagraph ( a) of

article 10; second, that the 1, 500, 000 acre- feet specified in three

places in said subparagraph ( b) is identical with the 1, 500, 000 acre-

feet specified in said subpar2graph ( a); third, that any use by Mexico

under said subparagraph ( b) of quantities of water arriving at the Mexican

points of diversion in excess of said 1, 500, 000 acre- feet shall not

give rise to any future claim of right by Mexico in excess of said

guaranteed quantity of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet of water."

Senator Connally accepted , he amendment to reservation (j) on behalf of the

Committee. Senator Murdock explained the purpose of his substitute language on

page 3291 as follows:

Mr. MURDOCK. Mr. President, my purpose in offering the

substitute for reservation (j) submitted by the committee is to resolve

a very genuine and sincere doubt in my mind, in which doubt I am

joined by other Senators, as to the language contained in article 10

of the treaty which allots water to Mexico from the Colorado River.

Yesterday I made a statement to the subcommittee which was consider-

ing these matters for the Committee on Foreign Relations, and presented
my reservation. I believe that the language of the substitute offered

by me clarifies beyond question the meaning and intent of the language
of article 10. In my opinion, the most important parts of the treaty with

Mexico, as it involves the Colorado River, is the question of quantity.
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fiaving that language fully clarified to my satisfaction and to the

satisfaction of the il1nior Senator from Arizona ( Mr. McFarland) and

the senior Senator from Wyoming ( Mr. O' MahonElY), it is my intention

now to vote for the ratification of the treaty."

Immediately following the explanation the Senate agreed to the revised

reservation ( j). Because Senator Downey modified the language of the resolution

introducing all reservations ( po 3367) the Senate again agreed to reservation ( j)

on page 3382.

Senator McFarland, a proponent of the treaty, spoke in support of consent

using water supply as a basis of his support. His major speech begins on page 3298;

Mr. McFARLAND. Mr. President, I believe that no State in the

Colorado River Basin is more vitally affected by the Mexican Water

Treaty than Arizona. We in Arizona have a high appreciation of the

value of water and its proper and conservative use. I do not believe

there is a State in the Union which has produced more with the amount

of water available than has Arizona. With an average annual run- off

of little more than a million and il half acre- feet in the Gila en d Salt

Rivers, Arizona citizens have placed into cultivation approximately
750, 000 acres of land and have m~ de the barren desert one of the

garden spots of the world. In 'lddition, Arizonil. has irrigated approxi-
mately 60, 000 acres iil the m- igini:ol Yuma project from the Colorado

River and some other small areas along the Colorado River."

After presenflng a resume' Of Anzona' s water Clevelopment nIstory ar.::! emphaslzwg

that Arizona has the largest area within the Colorado River Basin, the Senator continues

on pages 3299, 3300, and 3301:

However, I am sure that we can at least agree upon this much,

that the lower- basin States lose more from the allocation of water

to Mexico under this treaty than do the upper- basin States. The

reason is simply that under the Colorado River compact the amcunt

of water allocated to Mexico under this treaty must first be supplied
from the surplus waters, and then, if there is any deficit in the

allocation, the deficit would have to be made up equally by the

upper and lower- basin States. But the surplus water from which

Mexico is to receive her allocation is water for 'Nhich Arizona,
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California, and Nevada have a contract; Arizona has a contract for 2, 800, 000

acre- feet of 3- A water, plus one- half of the surplus water less one- twenty-

fifth which is contracLed [ or by the State of, Nevada; California has contracts

for 5, 362, 000 acre- feet--4, 400, 000 acre- feet o[ 3- A water and 962, 000

acre- feet of the surplus water, whlCh I understand is estimated to be Cali-

ornia' s half of the surplus as provided for under the Boulder Canyon Project
Act and the California Exclusion Act. The important thing is that these

surplus waters which will have to be used under the compact to supply
Mexico with whatever c:mount may be granted her, are waters which Cali-

fornia and Arizona have expected to use.

According to the testimony of the Government engineers, the surplus
will be adequate to supply th8 water guaranteed under the Mexican Treaty.
So it is perfectly natural that the upper basin States would be easier to

satisfy with the Mexican Treaty than are the lower basin States. After

all, if the engineers are correct, the upper basin States will not lose any

water by the treaty, vlhile the lower basin States stand to lose vast amounts

of water.

Mr. Harry W. Bashore, Commissioner of the Bureau of Reclamation,

testified with respect to the records of the flow of the river since 1897,

and stated that the average original flow at the international boundary
is approXimately 17, 750, 000 acre- feet. As agricultural and economic

developments in the Colorado Basin area increased and with future develop-
mcnts projects, conflicts arose between the affected States as to the proper

division of the waters of thc Colorado River. It was these conflicts that

brought about the signing of the Colorado River compact in 1922. By this

agreement 7, 500, 000 ac, c- feet were apportioned permanently to the upper

basin area above Lees Fcrry, a point on the river near the Utah border,

and 7, 500, 000 acre- feel 'Here apportioned to the lower basin States. In

addition, however, the lower basin States were given the right to increase

their- uSB-by- l-;-E)O(}-;-0eO ael c: f",,,, l annuai-ly:--Thts-was-donFto-reCiprocate
for the flow of the Gila River system in Arizona, representing approximately
the amount of the water delivered by the Gila River and its tributaries to

the Colorado. So the original allocation of water by the compact amounted

to 16, 000, 000 acre- feet.

This proposed Mexican Treaty would give Mexico 'the right to use

1, 500, 000 acre- feet o[ water, which would, under Mr. Bashore' s figures,

practically complete tho allocation of all the waters of the Colorado River.

The engineers' figures may vary a little as to cstimates of water available.

But, if we accept Mr. Bashore' s figures, California cannot expect more

than the original 4, 400, 000 acre- feet of consumptive use, nor Arizona

more than 2, 800, 000 acre- feet of consumptive uso, plus the waters in

the Gila River system, and when we view the immediate and prospective
needs of central Arizona to supplement the water supply for the lands

already in cultivation and hundreds of thousands of acres of additional

lands which could be placed into cultivation, it must be clear why the

citizens of Arizona aro seriously concerned.
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Of course, some of the engineers, ' including Mr. Tipton" estimate

there will be some surplus. We in Arizona certainly hope so, because

I believe it is obvious that the 2, 800, 000 acre- feet of water allocated

to us will not begin to mee'L the needs of Arizona. This much is clear

and beyond dispute-- i[ lhere is to be a surplus it w1l1 be small indeed.

Therefore, to be completely realistic and practical, we should in our

consideration of the treaty and its effect on the States of the Colorado

Basin, accept the concensus that whatever surplus there may be will

be of no material concern.

Let us analyze the provisions of the treaty and the objections made

to it to determine whNher it is deSirable that it be approved. I am, of

course, confining my remarks to the provisions of the treaty in regard to

the Colorado River, for Texas and New Mexico are in accord in their

approval of the provisions as they relate to the Rio Grande River.

Mr. President, in ana lyzing the proposed treaty with Mexico to

determine 'whether the Senate should advise and consent to its ratification,

it is my opinion that the first and most important question is how much

water Mexico is entitied to from the Colorado River. The Foreign Relations

Committee of the Senate had long and exhaustive hearings upon thi s subject.
An Attorney General of the United States, Judson Harmon, in a letter

in the year 1895 stated thut the United States owed no obligation to a

lower ripurian state; ' lhat a state exercised exclusive sovereignty over

the waters within its own borders. However, it was recognized by all

of the witnesses in the heuring before the Foreign Relations Committee,

both those opposing and supporting the treaty, that Mexico, as a matter

of equity and comity, is cnUtled to some of the waters of the Colorado

River. There were thosc vmo contended that Mexico should be limited to

the maximum use before the construction of the Boulder Dam, but all

agrced that the Republic of Mexico is entitled to some water.

T-he- quesHon- then- na-ttlra- Hy-ar-i-ses-, if,- becaus.=-of-comitv-between

nations the United States must permit water to go down the Colorado River

for use in Mexico, by what yardstick should we measure the waters to

which Mpxico is eqUitably entitled? Personally, I believe that in equity
the proper yardstick to use is the determina'tion of how much, under the

laws of prior appropria'tion, the laws of the States involved, would Mexico
be entitled to receivc under the facts as thcy exist. It is, of course,

admitted that this ques'Lion must be settled by treaty or by arbitraHon.

I will discuss the matter of arbitration a little later. It is conceded

that the maximum use of water by Mexico at the time the Boulder Dam was

built was 750, 000 acre- fce'l a year, delivered at her laterals, and, I believe
the testimo' 1Y shows that over a period of time-- the preceding years-- the

average was about 600, 000 acre- feet. At any rate, under the law of prior

appropriation, we must udmit that Mexico had appropriated to beneficial

use 750, 000 acre- feet of water, delivered at her laterals. It is contended

by some that Mexico should be limited to this amount of water under any
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treaty negotiated between our respective nations. On the other hand,

there was testimony to the effect that Mexico diverted and used

1, 805, 000 acre- feet in the year 1943, If this amount was diverted by
Mexico in the year 1943, the next question is whether under the law

of prior appropriation Mexico established a right to the use of this

amount of water.

The argument has been made that Mexico could not have diverted

this amount of water had it not been for the buildmg of the Boulder Dam.

The Government engineers testified they could. This is an engineering

question. As to the availability of water, that is also an engineering

question. I would refer to the testimony of Mr. Tipton. . .
Mr. President, the substance of Mr. Tipton' s testimony is to the

effect that Mexico could have diverted and carried on successful irrigation

requiring the diversion of more than 1, 500, 000 acre- feet of water prior
to the construction of Boulder Dam, with uses in the United States as

they were immediately prior to Boulder. Other engineers testified there

was sufficient water of the Colorado River alter the building of Boulder

Dam for Mexico to establish a right to 1, 800, 000 acre- feet in the year

1943.

If water was available, was there anything in the building of the

Boulder Dam which prevented Mexico from establishing a right to the use

of this water? I do not believe that anyone would seriously contend that

the building of the Boulder Dam, the Parker Dam, and even the Davis Dam,

which was authorized before this treaty was negotiated, would appropriate
sufficient waters to prevent lower users from establishing a definite water

right to 1, 800, 000 acre- feet of water, even assuming that the construction

of these dams carried wHh it an appropriation of all the waters for all of

the lands for which thoy were intended to irrigate. This is so because of

the 7, 500, 000 acre- feet of water allotted to the upper basin States, only
1 ,. 9 52_,_0.0 O_ acre=feet- Aa-vB_b8en_ plaCBd-to_ beReHBia-l_ use,-and-when4he

present construction is completed for the diversion of waters in the upper

basin States, the total diversion will be 2, 624, 000 acre- feet. which

leaves a remaining amount of 4, 876, 000 acre- feet which no one could

contend had been appropriated under the law of prior appropriation. Of

course, there are plans to put these waters to beneficial use, just as we

have plans to put all the water in the lower basin States to beneficial use,

bU'l Mexico was not a purty in the Colorado compact and would not be bound

by it. Therefore, so far as Mexico is concerned even if we conceded that

the building of the lower dams was an appropriation of all of the waters to

which we are entitled under the Colorado River compact, there still is not

an appropriation of the balance of the waters in the upper basin States as

against someone not a party to the compact.
So I believe it is plain that if Mexico were a State in the United States,

its users would have, under the doctrine of prior appropriation, established

a beneficia I use of this amount of water. This is on the premise that we
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accept testimony of the engineers that the waters were available from the

normal flow of the river, since the whole of the Colorado River has not been

appropriated and put to beneficial use."

At pages 3310 and 3311 Senator McFarland reads to the Senate the figures

presented by Mr. Lowry and Mr. Riter during the Committee hearings regarding return

flow. These figures may be found earlier in this discussion. Senator McFarland

still has some reservations about the return flow from Central Arizona.

It should be emphasized, however, there is no return flow to the

Colorado River from the central Arizona projects. The virgin flow of the

Gila River at Gillespie Dam is estimated by the Reclamation Service to

be 1, 753, 000 acre- feet. It is admitted by all that none of this water

reaches the Colorado River except a little in flood flashes. We use and

reuse this water and what little water is released from the Gillespie Dam

is lost by evaporation and seepage.

Testimony was also given that the records kept on the Salt River

show that when we have had wet years, and even with the water which

came in from rainfall below Gillespie Dam, the loss is practically 50 per-

cent which bears out the testimony of Mr. Riter that there would be a loss

of at least 50 percent if water were allowed to go on down the Gila River

into the Colorado without the river being channelized. For a distance of

approximately 150 miles from the Gillespie Dam to the Colorado River the

water flows in a sandy river bed where there is also a large amount of

evaporation, particularly in the summer months. So it is a question of

how much water Arizona will want to allow to go' on down the river;

whether-our- u'S ers-wi-H- prefer-to- use-waterofa- littre--htgh'er-satrcontent

rather than lose half of the water.

However, this is a question for Arizona to decide. As pointed out

by the engineers representing Ca lifornia, we may try to save some of this

return flow from the lower Gila project as well as the Yuma project. But

I cannot see how the other States of the basin are concerned with this

problem because we in Arizona are entitled to consumptive use, Naturally
if. for example, as to the 2, 800, 000 acre- feet, we allow 500, 000 acre- feet,

for example, to reach the Colorado River, we will of course divert 500, 000

acre- feet more in its place."

Senator Downey interjected into the debates at this point his proposal that the

Imperia 1 Irrigation District might gather its return flow before it reaches the Sa lton

Se,a and pump the water back to the Colorado River ( see page 3311) .
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Senator McFarland explains on page 3312 the reasons for reservation ( k) as

introduceQ earlier by Senator Connally for the Committee, as follows:

This brings us to , he question of whether a di'Jersion dam should be

allowed to be constructed in the limitrcphe section of the river.

The people of YLllTla have for many years fought the building of a dam

in this locality and now lear damage from seepage and flood in the event

one is constructed. The treaty provides in article 12 that ' Regardless of

where su::::h diversion structure is located, there shall simultaneously be

constructed such levees, interior drainage facilities and other works, or

improvements to existing works, as in the opinion of the Commission shall

be necessary to pro' lec'L lands within the Uni'ted Sta'tes against damage from

such floods and seepage as might result from the construction, operation,
and maintenance of this diversion structure < These protective works shall

be constructed, operated, and maintained at the expense of Mexico by the

respecti'le sections of the Commission, or under tl-teir supervision, each

within the territory of i'LS own country. '
With this C3ection in the treaty coupled with the reservation which

my colleague ( Mr. Hayden) and I presented and which the committee has

accepted providing that the Ur; ited States recognizes a duty to require
that the protective stnlctures provided for under anicle

12.. paragraph ( a)

be so constructed, operated, and maintained, as to adequately prevent

damage to property and l,mds within the United States, from such con-

struction and operatio.:. By this reservation the M8xican Government is

given notice of the dangers to property and lands in the United States

from these structures. I feel the Yuma people can rely on our Government' s

seeing that no damage vviil occur, Surely we can rely on the promise of

our Gove~.nment, 
II

Ther_e se-,'~_m_e_d_t9~_ n9-12r_ Qb)Slms_aJIlQllil tl,e Sen'J.tor ~ ceg.Olr.din9_thisJes.eDi:ationjk ~

IS there was no more debate on it. The Senate agreed to reservati,on ( k) on page 3382.

Senator Wiley thr:luc;; hout the hearings on the treaty maintained a see~ ing1y

ctitical attitude towoud the tre~ty. A significant phase in the debates occurred when

he took to the floor in favor of the trecty. In his sD8ech, which begins et rBge 3313,

Senator Wiley summarized in succinct form the crguments. His summa,'y of fact s

pertaining to water supply is as follows on page 3314:
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a) At present the Colorado, with the Boulder Dam, has more than

sufficient water in It to take care of the present needs of the seven

States.

b) Prior to the building of the Boulder Dam, Mexico did not put
to use more than 600, 000 to 700, 000 acre- feet of water from the Colo-

rado. Since the building of the dam, she has put to use approximately
L 100, 000 acre- feet.

c) At present there flow into the Gulf of Mexico something like

10, 000, 000 acre- feet, wasted.

d) The Reclamation Department of the Government in 1922 had

set up figures, which I shall quote later, showing future demands in the

Colorado Valley under C~overnment contracts and an estimate of available

water supply. This would show some 2, 000, 000 feet shortage during dry

cycles. This estimate was revamped by a witness who calculated the

discrepancy at approximately 800, 000 feet.

el The construction of the Boulder Dam and the construction of

other dams in the uppcr and lower basins will make it possible to equate
the flow of water and, as civilization grows in the basin, to distribute

the water in accordance with the Colorado compact.

I might say that It was not contradicted that if this treaty shall

become the law of the land, it will facilitate this work in the Colorado

River Basin, making thousands of acres available for new settlement

and the utilization 01 the waters of the Colorado."

Senator Wiley then proceeded to outline the merits of the treaty especially

from the point of view of the United States as a whole rather than regional or State-

wide interests. His statement on pages 3314- 3316 is as follows:

c)- nCtheColoraaoRlver lJasin;-Ttaefirlit8Ty settles the meaning of

the language in the Colorado compact, relating to a future treaty with

Mexico. It endangers no one' s water rights or possible rights for many

years to come.

d) It will bring about quicker consummation of planned proj ects

in the United States and that means development in certain arid sections.

It will not in the slightest degree threaten any of the investments

made by California. That is an important consideration. I have reached

that conclusion after having gone into the matter. In fact, it will definitely
let everyone know just where they are at. California today is only USing
about 2, 000, 000 acre- fect. Under the compact, she has a right to 4, 400, 000

acre- feet. There are outstanding contracts for 5, 400, 000 acre- feet, and

I feel that under the equated flow of the river 'these contracts will be taken

care of when and if they arc needed and the water is needed. There will

be water to spare-- at lcast, for many years to come.
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f) Something has been said to the effect that the negotiators of

the compact estimated a greater water supply in the Colorado River than

present records indicate exist. At that time; that is, when Mr. Hoover

was in tile pictu~e, the negotiators estimated the supply to be 20, 000, 000

acre- feet."- yes; up to 2 2, 000, 000 acre- feet. It is my uhderstanding
that e5Lmates of the United States Bureau of Reclamation ending ih the

year 1920 and 8st~rnates made by the Bureau at the present time do not

revise dcwnward the B'clreau' s estimate of the water supply of the Colo-

rado River since the compact was negotiated.
The distinguished senior Senator from California presented a report

of Februa,~y 23, 1922, by the United States Bureau of Reclamation. In

table 9, on page 37 of that report, the flow of the Colorado River at Yuma

is estim"lted at an ave!"age of 17, 550, 000 acre- feet per annum for the

period of record ending 1920. The flow at Boulder Dam is estimated at

16, 407, 000 acre- feet. The Bureau at present estimates the mean annual

virgin flow of the river at Yuma at 17, 751, 000 acre- feet per annum,

which is about ;, 00, 000 acre- feet more than it estimated this flow to

be at the time the 1922 report was prepared. The virgin flow at Boulder

Dam, as estim3ted now by the Bureau of Reclamation, is 17, 331, 000

acre- feet. This j s 861, 000 acre.. feet more per year than the estimate

whicJ-. aj: iJe:>rClQ in th", 1922 report. Engineers for the Bureau of Reclamation

and oU.n enginE:el s estimate that sufficient storage will be provided on

the rive, under ultima'le conditions fully to equate the flow of the stream

to the lung< ime average, Therefore, the results of the records of run-

off for ti1e pericd 1931,. 10, inclusive, have not justified any reduction

in the figure 0f safe ',vater supply.
ri SometLi.:lg ha s been said about there being an excess of demand

over SLir,'~ y in the upr,8r basin. It will be remembered that in 1922 the

allocati,cn wC'.s for?, 50U 000 acre.. feet per annum to the upper basin.

While ,"t t;., t ', i;;18 ti'10,' G was no thought of transmountain diversion, there

i s- rnilll<] '. t ,"'f thtt..L..o.w_--.Ho. w.e..o,,:eL,_ to_ollieLthat -iLhas_now_ been..found

that t~er'~ j 8 '\ , aSS'3r ilmounl of acreage susceptible of irrigation within

the nCltu.-"\1 j)"Sifl of the Col,orado River than was estimated in 1922.

hi Unde:. t:O", Colorado River compact, there is the obligation of

the upper b'lsin :: e. deliv8r to the lower basin not less than 75, 000, 000

acre-,feet In '" ny 10 - year period. As the upper baS. n develops and storage
dams are created, the; United States Bureau of Reclamation estimates

that tll..>', , "viH be constructed in the upper basin some 38, 000, 000 acre-

feet of s".orage in oreer to increase irrigation development in that basin,

and to gene~ate hyd, oelectric energy. To generate the electricity, the

water mLlst be rrele3sed, just as something over 10, 000, 000 acre- feet

are rel8ased at Boulder now to generate the electricity which California

buys. The oreedon of such reservoirs for the generation of electricity
will so PClud2 th" flew of the stream that the upper basin delivery at Lee
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Ferry will always be made. This should banish any doubt as to the ability
of the upper basin in the years to come to fuEill its obligation under the

Colorado River compacl.

i) We have no dIsagreement with those who, looking into the future,

say that the Colorado River is a natural resource of the United States and

will become of greater and greater importance and value as times goes on.

It is for that very reason that a treaty should be consummated at this time.

I call the Senator' s attention to a table found in the Reclamation report,
Problems of Imperial Valley and Vicinity, Senate Document No. 142,

Sixty- seventh Congress, second session, 1922 ( Fall- Davis Report). A

tabie which appears on page 38 of this Senate document shows the

estimate made by the Bureau of the ultimate acreage that would be irri-

gated below Boulder Canyon:
TABLE 12-- Estimated ultimate demand

All lands below Boulder Canyon) Acres

United States. ,.,. 1, 220, 000

Mexico. . . . . . . . . . . 800, 000

Total 2, 020, 000

A break- down of the iviexican acreage is given in table 3 on page 32

of the Senate document, as follows:

250, 000

265, 000

TOTAL 800, 000

On page 75 of the report, the following statement appears;

Storage requirea: It is expected that some storage will

be required for full development of the lands under the Imperia I

Canal in California and Mexico. The question of water supply
and storage requirements of this proj ect must be considered

in conj unctlOn with the subj ect as a whole on the Colorado River,

and it is being so conSidered in the general water- supply report

being prepared on the lower Colorado River in connection with the

investigations required under the Kinkaid Act.'

It may be noted that the report of the Bureau of Reciamation of the

Problems of Imperial Valley and vicinity considered that 800, 000 acres

ultimately would be irrigated in Mexico, and that some storage would

be required for this purpose. Under the present duty of water in the

Mexican area, the 800, 000 acres of land would require a diversion

from the river of 4, 800, 000 acre- feet of water. The aggregate acreage
under the two items to which the footnote in the above table applies is

Mexico:

Under Imperial Canal

Under All- American Canal

Delta south of Volcano Lake and

Bee River

Sonora

Total

ultimate

acreage

255, 000

30, 000
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285, 000 acres. Under the present diversion duty in MexicO this acreage

would recjuire a diversion fe-om the river of 1, bID, 000 acre- feet.

It must be remembered that the Colorado River is an international

stream and that the United States cannot do with it entirely as she sees

fit. The effect of the treaty will be to confine Mexican development to

a much smaller acreage than that which the Bureau report of 1922 estimated

would ultimately be irriga'led, and to permit a material increase in the

acreage and the use of water in the United States over the estimate made

in that report. The Bureau report of 1922 estimated that the water demand

for the ultimate acreage in the entire basin in both countries would be

12, 531,000 acre- feet. Under the treaty, the use of Colorado River water

by the United States alone can be in excess of 16, 000, 000 acre- feet per

annum.

j) It has been contended also that the language in the compact
which referred to a treaty to be made with Mexico was indefinite and

therefore the amount should not be over 750, 000 acre- feet. That is based

on the suggestion that Mexico was at th3.t time USing only some 500, 000

to 600, 000 acre- feet per year, The distinguished Senator from Colorado

has shown how Mexico was using more than that-- that this amount was

delivered to the laterLlls of the Alamo CanaJ and did not inc:lude canal

losses, desilting water, and carriage water. We must bear in mind that

the acreage irrigated in i'.':exico by the Alamo Canal in 1943 and 1944 was

191, 700 acres and 197, SOD acres, respectively, and that the diversion

through the Alamo Canal for 1943 and 1944 was 1, 100, 000 acre- feet."

q) The treaty obligates Mexico to construct a diversion structure

at some place below the upper boundary, H may be partly on American

soil or it may be wholly on Iviexican soil. There is no provision that

obligates Mexico to construct a diversion dam wholly or part),,; on

American soil.

r)---rnetreaty aiso proviClesfFiatatfFie time j\~ey.ico aces buil :' a

diversion structure, regardless of where it is constructed, simultaneous ly
there shall be constructed whatever works are necessary to prevent the

flooding and seeping of American lands. Without this treaty, Mexico is

under no inhibition with respect to a dam wholly in her own territory.

Senator McCarran introduced into the debates a letter he had received from

Commissioner of Reclamation Harry Bashore in resp:'nse to a series of questions the

Senator had propounded to the Commissioner. Senator McCarran had the exchange

of correspondence printed as Senate Document 39 and also read the material into the

Congressional Record at pages3369, 3370 and 3371, Excerpts from the Record where

Senator McCarri3.n re2d the letter are of interest:
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COLORADO RIVER

Under conditions of 'Jltimats development)
ANNuAL' SFPPLY, REQuIREMENTS, AND DEFICIT DURING

LOW F',"OVi PERIODS ( SUCH AS 1931- 40)

I. Annual Supp!y
Qucs'Ciof'. 1. AVGrago flow at Lee Ferry.

The figllros furnisheci '(he Senate Foreign Relations Committee assumed

an average flow at Leo Ferry of 7, 500, 000 acre- feet. It is assumed that

this means that in a low- flow decade like 1931- 40, the total delivery by
the upper basin would be the compact requirement of 75, 000, 000 acre- feet.

AnS'Ners and discussion: . . . The assumption is correct that by

using an average flew of 7, 500, 000 acre- feet this means that in a low-

flow decade like ~ 931- IJO the total delivery by the upper basin would be

the compl" te requir8m8nt of 75, 000, 000 acre,-feet.

Questic.n 2. Flus: Tnflow from spring s and tributaries, Lee Forry

to Boulder Dam,

The figures furlllshed the Senate committee show 800, 000 acre-

feet. What justification can you give for this fig'lre during a period
of low flow, such as Lhe decade 1931- 40?

P,.: s' Ne, s and discussion: . . . The figure of 800, 000 acre- feet

was dete;'mined by comparing the reco~ded flows of the Colorado River

at Lee Feri'Y i'\no De ',o-.v Bou~cler Dam, correcting tho latter figure by

siorage cnanges in Lake j'.~ead c.nd estimated past reservoir losses to

reiiect the inCo'N to Luk8 i'.L!ad, This flow was then corrected by the

prese::lt US;) of water bo'twe811 Lee Ferry and Boulder Dam to reflect con-

dili.oi.1S ~ s thGY ' JvGl.lld be "/1Hhou~ drlY irr~gaU.on devGlopment below Lee

Ferry.
I'(;'..

lcstion 3 0 ~, cs.:, ~ Losses I I.ee Ferry to Lake Mead.

T~le iig'~rc:s givei1 the Ser-Gte cotnmiHee omIt this item. What reservoir

dm:r-ocllo, ' o' v<O! JCGr.'L:! lu:;oc:s-bec'YSBTILex- FeTry, md-Boulder-Dam- should

be assum,,,d?
l: hns-Ner and cFsCl.: s.si. on: . . . In the; question, the committee refers

to ' reser":Ji, af'.d uther ksses', wh~ct. the table refers to ' losses'. It

is p:.esu:~led that 'Nha~ is Incant i.s the 11atural stream losses, since item 4

co'rers losses from rGS8r' lcii'S. On the assumptior. that question 4 is

in( ended to cover reservoi'~ :'osses, th8 answer to question 3 is determined

in the fcllow! lig maillle;'; live did not compute the natural stream losses.

Since the determinaFun of the inflow in item 2 is the net difference in

recorded flows between Lee Ferry Olnd Boulder Dam, that figure represents
the net gain which is U10 inflow tc the river in excess of channel iosses.

Q'.lestio~ 4, Less: Rl'se~voir losses on Lake Mead and other

reservo;;-s b, tV.'cGl1 Lee ferry and Boulder Dam.

YO',E figu,8E omit this,

a\ W: lat ,":?3enroi;' tcsEe3 on Lake Mead itself should be assumed?
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b) On what area, and how many acre- feet per acre of reservoir

surface per year?

Answer and discussion: . . . The table asks for reservoir Losses

on Lake Mead and other reservoirs between Lee Ferry and Boulder Dam.

In making this determinacion the reservoir losses having been computed
as the increased losses due to reservoir cons'truction over and above the

naturaL Losses that did or ' 1/Quld exist prior to the building of the reser-

voirs. The following table shows our computation of these losses:

Table shown on following page)

Question 5. Net amount available for relcase from Boulder Dam

without drawing down storage.
Your figures omit this.

To arrive at thc physical quantity of water available for rcleases

at Lake Mead, should not losses between Lee Fcrry and Lake Mead, and

the reservoir losscs on LaJ~e Mead itself, be deducted? If this is done,

what is the actual physical amount available for delivory from Lake Mead,

without any draw- down on storage?

Answer and discussion: . . . This is the sum of the average flow

at Lee Ferry and the nct gain, Leo Ferry to Boulder Dam, minus the

estimated reservoir iosscs between Lee Ferry and Boulder Dam. The

figuro is 7, 569, 000 acre- fect .

Question 6. Plus: Inflow between Boulder Dam and the Gila.

Your figures omit this.

al How much inflow between Bouldcr Dam and the Gila do you

assume?

b) From what streams?

AnsweLand..discussion.:~.-.--T-hG-pr~nG-ipa,l-stream- iR-this-area- is

the Vvilliams River, which has a recorded discharge in the 10- year period
of 125, 000 acre- feet.

Question 7. Less: River ,losses below Boulder Dam.

Your figure is apparontly 600, 000 acre- fcet.

Answer and discussion: ' . . This Fgure resulted from questioning

during the hearings on the proposed Mexican trcaty by Senators DOWNEY and

JOHNSON on the California exhibit, which showed river losses below

Bouldor Dam of 600, 000 acre- feet and that we stated we took no issue

with them. The figure of 600, 000 acre- feet represents the net difference

in future flow between Boulder Dam and Imperial Dam. In other words,

this is the net loss over and above the inflows described in question 6.

To arrive at the absolutc loss, the net river loss should be added to the

figure derived for question 6. Accordingly, in completing the table above,

items 6 and 7 have been combined and a figure of 600, 000 acre- feet used

to represent the net rivcr loss.
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Name of r.eservoir

Marble Canyon-------------

Bridge Canyon-------------

c.ake Mead----------------

Total, Lee Ferry to

Boulder Canyon----

Average evaporating are~------ ---- r---

in 1, 000 acres
AnnuaL rate cf ~oss in feet

Following - I Following

reservoir de- Originally

rreservoir
de-

velopment velopment
Originally

Water

1.5

6

8. 0

10. 1

Land Water

8. 2

17. 0

155. 0

180. 2

Land Water

I9. 2 0. 5 6. 0

15. 6 2. 0 7. 0

130. 0 33. 0 7. 0

154. 8

Land

1.0

1.0

I I
vater' Land

5. 0 1.0

5. 0 2. 0

8 1. 26. 0

35. 5 ------ ------

r---- ------

AnnuaL loss in 1, 000 ,

acre- feet

Fol--
Orig- I

low- Charge
inally

I
ing I to res-

devel- I ervoir

op-

ment

180

218

17 47

21 82

820

949

30

61

6'10

731

r
J)
J)

I



Question 8. Total net amount physically available for delivery with-

out drawing down L" J~ 8 Mead storage.
What is the total remainder available for use, without draw- down on

Boulder Dam storage?

Answ8r and discussion:

This is the figure, derived as suggested, in item 5, minusthe

net river loss of 600, 000 acre- feet, which results in an answer of

6, 969, 000 acre- feet.

Question 9. Nevada contract ( face amount, 300, 000 acre- feet) .

The Nevada contfact calls for a delivery of a total of 300, 000 acre-

feet. You stated your assllnp tion of the Colorado River compact as requir-
ing reservoir losses '(0 be charged as though they were consumptive uses,

against the contract.

a) What, then, is the amount of the reservoir loss to be deducted

from the 300, 000 acre- foot gross figure used in the Nevada contract; and

b) What becomes the net consumptive use under the Nevada con-

tract?

Question 10. California contracts ( face amount, S, 362, 000 acre-

feet) ,

Next, as to the California contracts, t"rtaling 5, 362, 000 acre- feet:

a) Is it not true that lhe Boulder Canyon Project Act and the Cali-

fornia Limitation Act provide that the California contracts are to be measured

by diversions less returns to the river?

b) Would they, therefore, be subject to any charge for reservoir

losses?

Q;Jestion 11. Arizona contract ( face amount, 2, 800, 000 acre- feet).

Assuming thp. foregoing te be true, let us go r.ext to the Arizona

contract, fJr 2, 800, 000 acr,"- feet plus half the surplus.
al Wi'lat reservuir losses would yuu d8duct there; and

h)- W+ tat-wou- l~ d1e4let~dehverits-bec;Ull''''-?

Answer and discussion: Questions 9, 10, and 11 discuss, 
respectively..

the Nevada, the California, and the Arizona contracts with a determination

as to how the reservoir losses have been proportioned. The subject of

reservoir losses is one on which there is not uniform agreement among the

States as to how they should be proportioned. In the various discussions

of the Committee of Sixteen there seems to be uniform agreement that

reservoir losse3 in the upper basin should be charged against the upper

basin allocation under the compact of 7, 500, 000 acre- feet. Among many

engineers and iawyers there is a feeling thal Similarly in the lower basin

the main stem reservoir losses should be charged against the compact
water allotted to the lower basin. In the Arizona contract there is a pro-

vision in article 7 ( d) which reads, in part, as follows: '. . . and such

obligation shall be subject to such reduction on account of evaporation,
reservoir, i1nd river losses as may be required to render this contract in

conformity with s~ id compact and said act. '
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Neither the Nevada nor the California contracts contain clauses

concerning charge for reservoir evaporation loss. The final outcome is

one of those unsolved questions on the river. However, at this time it

should be recalled tha( the wording of the supplemental statement, in-

serted in the hearing s on February 21, 1945, read as follows:

In reconstructing this table I have assumed that reservoir

losses in the lower basin are charged against the water con-

tracts and this means that the actual amount delivered under

those contracts will be reduced by proporUonate reservoir losses.

I recognize that this reIlects an interpretation of the Santa Fe

Compact and that it is in no way binding on anybody and it is

presented merely as an analysis.'
In the absence of agreement on the manner of charging reservoir

losses--

it is difficult to suggest how such loss would be distributed. In this

study it is assumed ' lhat LaJ~e Mead loss would be distributed on a pro-

portionate basis among the Nevada, Arizona, and California contracts.

Since the Marble Gorge and the Bridge Canyon Reservoirs are located

entirely within Arizona it is assumed that these reservoir losses would

be charged entirely to Arizona. Assuming that such basis is agreed to

by all, the follOWing charges of reservoir loss WJ uld be made under the

contracts;

Nevada contract, 3/ 75 of Lake Msad loss

California contracts, 44/ 75 of Lake Mead loss

Arizcna contract, 28/ 75 of Lake iViead loss

All cf the Bridge Canyon and the Marble Canyon losses

Total

Acre- feet

26, 000

385, 000

239, 000

91, 000

330, 000

Total, all contracts 731, 000

Net delivery undcor contract: Under items 9, 10, and 11, if it should

be held and agreed to that beneficial consumptive use includes reservoir

losses and these reservoir losses are charged against the contracts as

indicated herein, then lhe so- called remaining net demands would be--

Nevada. " . . . . .

California contrac'(s

Arizona contract . .

Acre- feet

274, 000

4, 987, 000

2, 470, 000

Question 12. Proposed Mexican treaty (face amount, 1.500, 000

acre- feet) .

This treaty guarantees 1, 500, 000 acre- feet at the border.
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a) How much water would you have to release at Boulder in order

to deliver 1, 500, 000 acre- feet to Mexico at the border?

b) Under the proposed treaty, would there be any charge agai nst

the Mexican allocation on account of reservoir losses or losses in the

Stream in transit?

c) If not, would not all of the reservoir losses have to be borne

by the American users, even that portion which would have been charge-
able to the 1, 500, 000 acre- ieet delivered to f-/iexico, if that quantity
had been delivered to an American user?

Answer and discussion; . . .

a) If, for the purpose of this analysis, the small amount of unused

Gila water is neglected ( testified to previously in the hearing to average

100, 000 acre- feet annually), there would need be released from Boulder

Dam, earmarked for delivery to Mexico, 1, 500, 000 acre- feet of water

annually.
b) The treaty measurcs the Mexican allocation as water in the

boundary portion of the river, hence there would not be any charge against
the Mexican allocation Oil account of reservoir losses or losses from the

stream in transit.

c) The question is correct in its statement that under these con-

ditions all of the rescrvoir losses will have to be borne by the American

users, even that portion which would have been chargeable to the 1, 500, 000

acre- feet delivered to Mexico, if that quantity had been delivered to an

American user.

Question 13. Tota 1 requirements.
You show in the ligures given the Senate committee a total of annual

requirements of
9.. 

962, 000 acre- feet. Revising this to charge against
this figure the aggregate of the reservoir losses, which you say you assume

are chargeable under the compact, what would this total of 9, 962, 000 acrc-

feet-shr- i- nk--to-?

Answer and discussion: . . . Revising the figure of 9, 962, 000 acre-

feet for the estimated reservoir losses of 731, 000 acre- feet ( shown in itcm 4)

the nGt demand would shrin\~ to 9, 231, 000 acre- feet.

III. ANNUAL DEFICIT

Question 14. Dehcit (difference between item 8, ' Total net amount

physically available for delivery,' and item 13, ' Total requirements').
You have a total supply physically available for delivery, after deduct-

ing reservoir and stream losses, of -- acre- feet, per item 8 above. Deduct-

ing from this the total of the contract and treaty requirements, what is the

total deficit?

Answer and discussion: . . . The deficit without storage drawdown

from Lake Mead ( item 13 minus item 8), would be 2, 262, 000 acre- feet.

Question 15. Portion of deficit to be made good by draw- down on

Lake Mead storage.
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This deficit would be met either by drawing down Boulder Dam storage
or by failing to deliver the 00 ntracted quan'li'ties, or both.

a) You intend, to dri:l'N down on Lake iVtead storage 1, 500, 000 acre-

feet according to the s'latement given the Foreign Relations Committee.

Can you explain why you think it safe to go that high in your drdfts on

storage?
b) In 10 yecrs such as 1931- 40, drawing down storage at that rate,

would not 15, 000, 000 acre- feet of storage be exhausted?

c) What of a 14- year period like 1931- 4/], instead?

d) What is the Iotal active storage of Lake Mead; i. e., the gross

capacity minus dead storage, flood control, and other reservations?

Answer and discussion: . . .

a) The figure 01 1, 500, 000 acre- feet annual draw- down during a

low 10- year period such as 1931- 40 was assumed as this is the amount

of storage necessary to maJ: e the total yield of the stream in the low period
equal to the long- time average Yield. As explained in the Bureau of Recla-

mation testimony of February 20, 1945, the ultimate plan for development
of the water resources 0'1 ', he Colorado River provides sufficient storage

capacity both in the upper basin and in the lower basin to fully equate
the stream flow, that is, to make the usable yield of the stream in low

periods equal to the long-' lime average usable yield.
b) In the 1 0 years, such as 1 93 1- 40, drawing down storage at

the indicated average rate would result in exhaustion of 15, 000, 000

acre- feet of storage in 10 years.

c) With regard to the question about a 111- year period such as

1931- 44 instead. The rUll- oif in the years after 1940 was above average;

hence, in that period it is believed that there would be some recovery of

Lake lviead storage 0

d) The total slorage capacity of Lake I'!: ead is 32, 359, 000 acre-

feet. This is allocated as follows:

Acre- feeL

9, 500, 000

19, 652, 000

3, 207, 000

32, 359, 000'

Flood control . . . . , . 0

Live storage lor regu lation

Dead storage below intake

Total

The testimony given by the Bureau of Reclamation used a round figure
of 20, 000, 000 acre- feet for the active capacity of Lake Mead. In this

connection it should be borne in mind that, as additional upstream storage
is provided on the Colorado River, the Bureau of Reclamation plans contem-

plate that the flood- control reserve at Lake Mead will be reduced by about
5, 000, 000 acre- feet.

Question 16. Remaining deficit, i. e" overdraft, or shortage on

deliveries.
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How much is the remaimng overdraft or shortage of deliveries

under American contracts, aher making the annual draw- down on Lake

Mead storage, which you assume?

Answer and discussion: . . . The remaining overdraft, or short-

age on deliveries, under the American contraclS, after making the annual

storage draw- down of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet would be 762, 000 acre- feet.

Mr. MILLIKIN. Will the Senator please repeat the last net figure?
Mr. McCARRAN. I shall be glad to do so, and I shall read the

whole answer and discussion, as follows:

Question 16, re ' Overdraft, or shortages on deliveries.

This shows the shor'lage on deliveries, taking into consideration

everything before the Mexican allocation and guaranty is complied with.

The remaining overdraft or shortage on deliveries--

Says the Commissioner--

under the American contracts, after making the annual storage
draw- down of 1, 500, 000 acre- feet--

Which is the Mexican treaty--
would be 762, 000 acre- feet.

Mr. MILLIKIN. That would include, would it not, 962, 000 acre-

feet to which California makes claim, in excess of her firm water rights
under her contracts and her self- limitation statute?

Mr, McCARRAN, I do not so understand, because her claim, as

I understand it, ha s never yet received the dignity of being adj udicated.

Mr. MILLIKIN. Earlier in his statement, where he indicates the

various contracts, I think he does reflect the 962, 000 acre- feet which

California has claimed and which has no basis under the firm allocations

of water between the States.

Mr. lVicCARRAN. Yes; but I do not understand the statement to

re.llect- it- in--tl:1 e--7-~-, - Q{).Q- aGFe-- f-ee- t-f-i<j-UFe .

Mr. MILLIKIN. ~!! r. President, will the Senator yield for a cor-

rection?

Mr. McCARRAN. I yield.
Mr. MILLIKIN. Awhile ago I said that during the exceedingly

dry period of 1941- 42 we in the upper basin had put in 108, 000, 000

acre- feet at Lees Ferry, I should have saId we let down 101, 000, 000

acre- feet.

Mr. McCARRAN, Well, a few million acre- feet do not make much

difference in connection with the treaty.
I read further:
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SUMivlARY-- COLORADO RIVER

Under conditions of ultimate development)
ANNUAL SUPPLY, REQUIREMENTS, AND DEFICIT

DURING LOVv FLOVv PERIODS ( SUCH AS 1931- 40)

This analysis assumes reservoir losses l'viarble Gorge and Bridge
Canyon Charged entirely to Arizona and Lake Mead Reservoir losses

profated three sevemy- fifths Nevada, forty- four seventy- fifths Ca lifornia,

and twenty- eight seven'th- fifths Arizona.

I. Annual supply

5.

1. Average flow at Lee Ferry
2 and 3. Net inflow from springs and tributaries

in excess of natural losses, Lee Ferry to

Lake Mead

4. Less reservoir losses on Lake Mead, Bridge
Canyon, Marble Gorge between Lee Ferry
and Boulder Dam

Net amount available for release from

Boulder Dam without drawing down

Storage
6 and 7. River losses below Boulder Dam in

excess of inflow between BouJder Dam and

Gila

Total net amount physically ava\labl' 2

for delivery wIthout drawlng down

Lake l'viead storage

II. Annua I Requirements
Keservolr losses deducted)

face amount 300, 000

Acre- feet

7, 500, 000

800, 000

731, 000

7, 569, 000

600, 000

lIB.

6, 969, 000

9. Nevada contract

acre- feet)

10. California contracts ( face amount

5, 362, 000 acre- feet)

I 1. Arizona contract ( face amount

2, 800, 000 acre- feet)

12. Proposed Mexican treaty ( face amount,

1, 500, 000 acre- feet)

Total requirements

274, 000

4, 987, 000

2, 470, 000

11 13.

1, 500, 000

9, 231,000
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III. Annual deficit

14. Deficit (dIfference between item 8, ' Total net amount

physically available for delivery, ' and item 13, ' Total

requirements ')
15. Portion of deficit to be made good by draw- down

on Lake Mead storage
16. Remaining deficit, i. e ., overdraft, or shortage

on deliveries

2, 262, 000

1
1, 500, 000

762, 000

I
In explanation of Lake Mead draw- down of 1, 500, 000

in 1931- 40 period; this is annual storage release required
to make supply in low period equal long- time average supply.
Plans contemplate sufficient storage on river to accomplish
this. II

Senate Document 249, 79th Congress, 2d Session, which was a speech by

Northcutt Ely before the Colorado River Water Users' Association on the Mexican

Treaty, presented what Mr. Ely called " The assumptions of the Mexican negotiators".

Beginning on page 6 we Lind:

1. AS TO THE IRRIGABLE AREA IN MEXICO

Now for one of the Mexican negotiators, Ing. Adolfo Orive Alba,

Chairman of the Natiallal Irrigation Commission, corresponding to our

Commissioner of P.eclamcl'llOn ( with the difference that our Commissioner

Bashore testified that he was not consulted until after the treaty was

s igned)-.---ffig-~Gr-j,VB-Mtla--~- a--f. er-ma-l--&tat-emeflt- pt'- int-ed- Augu'st-
h---

I-94 5,:

Now then, before negotiating the treaty a precise estimate

was made of the net area in Mexican territory irrigable with water

from the Colorado River under economically practicable conditions.

Accordingly, this estimate found that there was an area of 200, 000

net irriqable hectares ( 494, 200 acres) equivalent to a qross area

of 300, 000 hectares. This gross area of 300, 000 hectares ( 741,300

acres) is less than that estimated as irrigable by our engineers

during the internationa I conferences of 1929 to which we referred

at the beginning of this report. The diHerence between these two

estimates is that in the latter, great areas, considered in the

estimate of 1929, are eliminated as being useless for agricultural
operations due to the large amount of salts that the lands contain.

For example, the basin of the Laguna Salada and the lands adjacent
to the Gulf were eliminated. There were also eiiminated some other

areas of lands of poor quality where heavy pumping would be

required. ( Italics supplied.)"
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2. AS TO THE LAND AND WATER ALREADY PUT TO USE IN MEXICO.

But Ing. Adolfo Orive Alba, whom we have previously introduced,

reporting to the Mexican Senate, compared the amount of water Mexico was

previously using, and the amount she would use under the treaty as follows:

By means of the treaty the critically fortuitous condition of

the crops of 120, 000 hectares ( 296, 500 acres) farmed at present
is eliminated ( area times 4. 1 feet = 1, 215, 650 acre- feet present
annual use; see explanation infra) .

The treaty permits of increasing the cultivated area to the

tota I of the area tha'l can be cultivated economica lly, that is, to

200, 000 net hectares ( 494, 200 acres). ( Emphasis, and calculation

in parentheses, added.)

As to future uses, he says in more detail:

Now then for the irrigation of the net 200, 000 hectares

494, 200 acres) in accordance with the coefficient of irrigation
observed as an average since the commencement of agricultural
work in the Mexicali Valley ( 1. 25 meters or 4. I feet), a volume

of 2, 500, 000, 000 cubic meters ( 2, 026, 700 acre- feet) would be

needed.

This volume can be obtained with the amount guaranteed
by the treaty of 1, 850, 000, 000 cubic meters ( 1, 500, 000 acre-

feet) in the minimum years or 2, 097, 000, 000 (I, 700, 000 acre-

feet) in the maj ority of the years plus the water that is pumped
from wellsnsimilar to those existing on the laguna-- which will

more than supply the deficiency between the quantity required and

the quantity guaranteed by the treaty.

If the coefficient of irrigation in Mexicali Valley should be

increaS€G-nQtab. ly.,.4t-wHl- be-neGessa,:. y- tG- mak.e-a-g~eater- u.se- of

the abundant ( freaUcas) water which exists in the subsoil of

Mexicali Valley. If, on the contrary, as we hope, by a greater

preparation of our farmers the coefficient of irrigation diminishes,

it will be practically possible to irrigate the whole of the 200, 000

net hectares ( 494, 200 acres) existing with the volume guaranteed

by the treaty. ( Emphasis supplied) .'"

3. AS TO QUANTITY OF WATER WHICH MEXICO COULD PUT

TO USE WITHOUT A TREATY

Ing. Fernandez MacGregor, Mexican member of the International

Boundary and Water Commission, and opposite number of our Mr. Lawson.

issued a prepared statement answering a critic of the treaty, saying;
Of the opponents Lie. Manzanera del Campo was the only

one who did not limit himself to showing that Mexico has an
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undeniable right to the waters of the Colorado River ( a thing
1n V'ol-.: c:Ic -.,,- 3C-" 2::~: c21'i in : lcc::>rd wet:: him) but went further

to fix a quantity of this right in the annual volume of 2.380, 000

acre- feet. . . ,

To make plain to Ltc. Manzanera del Campo that the volume

of Colurado River V/ a, er assigned to Mexico by the treaty, and

which as a minimum is 1, 850, 234, 000 cubic meters per year, has

much more value [ Of our country than tha', which he calculates,

the National Irriginion Commission, at my request, had prepared
a graph to which Lie. Enriquez referred briefly, but due to the

pressure of time, i't was not possible for me to explain. In this

I have shown the annual discharge ( gaslos) from this stream in

the form in which 'lhe same would occur month by month and year

by year if the regulatory works constructed in American territory

did not exist. This C}raph sr.ows clearly that in the irre0ular forr:1

in w;1ich the flows would occur, ~ e~~ o, instead of rec<?[ving

benefits wo'-!-ld rel:cea' cedly sustain damage; as a rule-,!,"hen the

water was_<'lvailable, it WOilld descend in '!~ itable_floods which

would destroy_~~~ ythin'l; and_on other occasions in th~_months

21 th~_g_ri'atest_s_c~!:S'ity and the greatest necessity, the channel

would be dr'i.
Ins'tead, the waters that Mexico '.'Jill receive in 'lccordance

with the treaty will be receiv3d regulated, by the American works,

and at the appropriate time for their 'l.pplication to the iands. For

this purpose there is established in the treati', procedure b,' : 1:::": 0'5

of which the Mexican section of the Internalional Boundary and

Viate:- Commission wiil pref,ent eac]- ye3r, in advance, to the

Americ'l:l s'Octi, on o{ the same Commission monthly tables for delivery
of th'J wate' which OUt land5 are gcing 'to need for the foliowing
yea~.; and, " 7~-: at is mo{ r.:!, t~- le:.-e is a stip'.21aLion that these tabl~s

can-tJ' e\70TI" Od- Z-D-percenr;- pluS-U! 1'" 11 ~ e- days- i'n- advo--nce ,

in the event thci'l the forec"lsts that shCiil have been me,de are not

exact. . _ . 
I

In the same graph to which I referred it is shown clearly
that eV?!l~y['pcsinq iha't not a sin91e drop of water of the Colo-

rado R.iveU',~9 retainecj.l!1 American territory, the irregular form

in which +he 9-iJ?_ch~ L~, y/Ould- 9triv~JD_ our country wOl!!d not permit

anz.jlnEQrtar.' J:,?!:<e9 of lancito be irrigat~d; lhat is to say, supposing
th'lt there is accepted as correct the concll~s;, on to which Lic.

Manzan"=.-a del Ca:npo arrives, not only woulc: L'Ie b_e_1.'Dable to

incr~ as.?_( JyrJL:;SGUon system on the__<;::olora_do Riyer ix,_Lower

galif~ cni!''-<:-l1cl ~" Qnora up to 200, 000 hectare_~.in roundgq!o!r~~,

as we ar",_Cj~ i}'LJO do when the treaty enters into eff~ct, b~

prob_ ap.h'.. th.<3_ areOl alreacly.lrr~gated ,,! o~ ld have to be reduced

onslci~_al:_l'i .
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I make the above stalcoments as a Mexican, as a public officer

conscious of my clu'ty, having had the good fortune ( after having
dedicated 2 I years of my life to the study of this problem) to have

the honor to sign lhe treaty of February 3, 1944, together with

Dr. Francisco Casdllo Najera, presenl Secretary of Foreign Relations;

a treaty which, in il, y opinion, constitutes a prime example of

what two friendly countries can do when with all good will and

understanding they sit down at the conference table to resolve

their problems. The Treaty resolves in a satisfactory and equit-
able form the probiem that confronts the two Governments on

their international rivers ( EI Nacional, September 23, 1945).

Emphasis supplied.)
Lie. Ernesto Enriquez, an eminent Mexican authority on international

law, who participated in the negotiations, testified:

6. In practice, the treaty not only is convenient, but is

indispensable to us. The United Stat0s of America can get along
without it; our coundy cannot. Moreover, the favorable results

of a judgment of arbHraUon that Mexico might win would not give

in the end results as good as those obtained through this inter-

national instrument.

7. If th8 trea'cY were not ratified, H would be almost impos-
sible to hope that for many years we would be able to negotiate
another; and in this 'lhc matter of time has always been adverse to

us ( Excelsior, 19' 15) ,( Emphasis supplied.)
At another point, Lic. Enriquez was reported by the official news-

paper of the Mexican Government as follows:

A judgm8nt in arbitration, said Ennquez, on treating this

aspect of the agre8I'18IYi, would not give to II"jexico the advantages
that she obtains wi'th the water treaty now signed. The arbitrator

only has faculties 'to de>clare what quantity of water would belong
to-M.exiGo-aoo to " n,-, TIn itprl " ta.t.e..s,,-Le..spec. tilLe~ H 2-I1eveLwould

be able to determine what works ought to be built in the limitrophe
sections of the rive>rs, with the object of obtaining a better use of

the flow. Enriquez staled his opinion that possibly with respect

to the Colorado there would be conceded to Niexico an award greatGi

than that which th8 present treaty aSSigns to her, but that quantity
would have to be> received in accord with natural flow conditions of

the river. Mexico could not pretend to use without compensation

of any sort the costly works for management and regulation made

in the United States. Consequently, if our country did get more

water, it would receive it not in the months of low stage of the

river, but divided according to the natural flow of the river, and

therefore, in the sumElcr, which is when water is really most

valuable for irrigation, its portion would be much less than that

which it can have available in accordance with the treaty, which
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permits it to demand the water in greater quantity, according
to its necessities in the months of greatest consumption
El Nacional, AUgUSL 7, 1945). ( Em[)hasis sup[)lied).

The same official newspaper reports the following exchange
between the chairman of the committee, Lie. Garcia de Alba, and one

of the opponents, Lic. !.', anzanera del Campo ( El NacionaL September 13,

1945) :

Senator Garciil de Alba, presiding, initiated the period of

interrogation by asbi1g Lic. Manzanera del Campo: Which will

be most beneficial to Mexico, to receive 2, 300, 000 acre- feet

of wild, unregulated ( bronca) water, or in place thereof, 1, 500, 000

acre- feet of regulaLed ( quantitativas) wa'ters, at the times when

they are necessary, such as during the months of low stages in

the river? Manzanera del Campo responded categorically that

it was obvious tha'l he would prefer the controlled waters. '

Before leaving this point of who needed the treaty, Mexico or the

United States, let us turn again to the informative report of Ing. Orive

Alba.

After referring to 'lhe construction of Boulder Dam and the All- American

canal Orive Alba states ( P. 12):

We Mexican cngincers, when we saw 'that these gigantic
works were being executed, understood that there approached the

critical moment for Moxico in which the lands of the IvIexicali

Valley ran the dang8r 0' returning to theIr condition of one of the

most inhospitable deserts in the world through lack of water,

since our country would have to depend on taking water, in the

manner that it might best be able to do it, from the Colorado

River by using occasional surpluses that might flow through said

river .

In-L9A2- thc-All~1'. rAer-iciHI- eana.[-emel'GG- i-!+t-G-operat- i0nT-that- i5

it was no longer ncccssary to carry the water of the Colorado River

through Mexican tcrritory in order to irrigate American lands and

therefore it was not possible for Mexico to take part of the 50 per-

cent of the water in the Alamo Cana 1 to which it had the right, and

this canal remained abandoned for the exclusive service of Mexico,

which already had in cultivation that year more than 120, 000 hectares

300, 000 acres) in ~/;exicali Valley.
The situation in 1942 showed us how well founded were our

fears because that ycar, during several of the hottest weeks, there

came from the grea't American dams constructed on the Colorado
River only a small volume which did not permit of filling the require-
ments of irrigation in ~.'Iexico. And with this came the clamor of

the public landholders, the small owncrs, and colonists of our

Colorado River irrigation district, who saw their crops lost for lack

of water. But therc is even more for at the end of the summer, there
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came from Boulder Dam a great flow of water which overflowed

in Mexico, inundating cultivated lands and ruining the cropS
of other thousands of hectares.

That is, even when it is true that the total volume of the

surpluses which flow through the Colorado River will still be

very great in many years, its current is from now on so irregular
that it can be staled that, while during some weeks the Mexican

lands of the Mexicali Valley can be dying of thirst, in the fol-

lowing weeks they may be choked and submerged by the inundations

provoked by discharges from the American dams.

Under these conditions the agriculture of the Mexicali Valley
is in desperate condition. In order to beaer it, without the treaty,

it has been necessary for the Mexican Government, in the years

1943 and 1944 and the present year, to be constantly requesting

of the American Government that the discharges be now increased,

that tomorrow they be diminished, that part of the water be fur-

nished through the All- American Canal, etc.

This critical situation makes clear how unfounded is the opinion

of some of our cttizens who believe that Mexico shoulc;LlLot beyre-
occupied in the case of the Colorado River and that the tre~ as

not needed, as it could always take the abundant water which in-

evitably flows in the Colorado River. We insist that, effectively,
in the case of the Colorado River as in the case of the Mexican

tributaries of the Rio Grande, there will always be surpluses 'Nl:!c':

will flow in the beds of said rivers but these surpluses cannot be

used in irrigation due to their eminently irregular regimen in present

years and much less in future years. The only solution for using

the~ would be to regulate them by a storage dam a nd we must remem-

ber that at the beginning of this exposition we said that in Mexico

t-here-i-s- not--the-s-l-ightes t-poss-i- bi-l-Hy-of~stori'ng- th e--s urplu s- water-of

the Colorado River, a possibility which exists for the surplus Wi'lters

that flow in the Rio C"rande.

For this and many other reasons we who know the proble.!!).s---9i
the Mexicali Valley in its painful reality have always.]leen convillc_ed

that there was no other solution than that which a treaty gives which

guarantees water from the Colorado River for the irrigation of its lands.

he treaty which is under consideration resolves this problem
Orive Alba; El Universal, August 1, 1945; U. S. Senate Doc. No. 98,

78th
Cong.. pp. 14, 15).'

At another point this eminent Mexican authority, having told of Mexico' s

desperate condition' without a treaty, painted the following contrasting pic-
ture of her happy situation under the treaty ( El Universal, August l, 1945;

U. S. Senate Doc. No. 98, 79th Cong., pp. 14, 15):
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It is necessary to note that as Mexico did not have any place
to regulate the waters of the Colorado River in ordet to distribute
them day by day, during each year, according to the needs of irri-

gation, it was necessary to arrange by means of the treaty for the

United States to deliver that water to us regulated to our wishes

within certain limitations which do not impose on us any sacrifice

for any plan of cultivation that is followed in Mexicali Valley.

For this service of reGulation of that water, our country does not

have to pay a sing Ie cent. Besides this, on account of the topo-

graphical conditions of the lands to be irrigated on both banks of

the Colorado River, it was necessary to arrange that the water of

the Colorado River be delivered to us when desired by Mexico,

compatible with the needs of the lands to be irrigated at three

different points.
1. At Pilot Knob, in crder to irrigate the high lands which are

found adjacent to the Colorado River on its right bank.

2. At San Luis, SOnOt6, in order to irrigate the h: g;l lands

which are fouilcl on ' i: he 1('!It b~ r,k of : he Colorado River.

3. At the Colorado River, ill order that by means of the con"'

struction of ail international clam at the site where Mexiso may

desire it the rest of 'lhe lands on both banks of the ri'ler can be

irrig ated "

Mexico eveil has the possibility, if it so
desires,' 

of obtaining
construction by Arizonc of a canal which would carry waters of the

Colorado River from a diversion dam constructed on the section of

the river bou: lding the lands of Sonora.

Ihe~e."i~x~Ul}g"":! dvC!.nt'!9~"s_"2Q.t9.ined by the treaty which _<e...an;:!QL
be relegi'!!~"~1'2." a_, f3..9c:; S1l19"J) laceL!?ut which for our co_ untr):: haye fUIld9.:'
mentA.Um"!?9D~ fl::.eJ)_~cause .iL!~'~ e_l}ot for them we '''! oul<;LT! QLbe
ab1e-_El~ ft-t~~!

3:-~~! l:~I-'yQlu_ln~ hrli" '~~ at.y-al' l'!!,9~~ _ to-JV~. co_.

Em~ h"'-sis supplied)'

The foregoing is c:n in6ex smd summary of the testimony before the Senate Corn'

mittee on Foreign Relaticns and the debates on the floor of the Senate pei"taining to

water supply as it relates to the various provisions of the Mexican Water Treaty. Th"',

were several sub- issues included in this discussion, such as water a"Jailability,

water use in Mexico, water use in the United States, return flow, need for and

stipulations to permitLin9 a diversi,c~, dam for Mexico and allegec: amCiC;'l01JS ) angui4g,"

in allocating water.
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It is obvious that the latter two were resolved to th8 satisfaction of all

Senators, because clarifying provisions were included as reservations (j) and ( k)

to the consent resolution. From the nature of the other problems it was not required

that the Senate make findings of fact pertaining to the controversial items. Evidently

the majority of the Senate were satisfied that there was sufficient water available

to make possible the ratification of the treaty without undue hardship to interests,

in the United States.
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